Build a Voice Box for Your CoCo

A 4K Text Processor/Program Generator

Cure Your CLOADing Woes

A "Real" Keyboard For the CoCo

Plus: FLEX, Basic for Beginners, And Graphics Applications

Contour Graphics—See p. 94
Don't Get Burned

Most of the companies whose advertising you see in magazines like this brag that their programs for the Radio Shack Color Computer are 'just like the arcade games' they're patterned after. We don't.

Most of the computer programs available for the Color Computer are clones. Clones of video games like every fourteen-year-old in country plays. Clones of games every fourteen-year-old in the country is bored with.

At ScreenPlay, we think the Color Computer is a pretty special machine. We think it deserves better than hundreds of "Chomp-Boy" arcade imitations and "Cavernous Cave" adventures. After all, the 6809 is as powerful as most 16-bit chips, and quicker than all of them. It has nearly unlimited potential.

You know all this. After all, you were smart enough to buy the machine. And people like you aren't going to want to play "Chomp-Boy" forever.

Ken Kalish and Jyym Pearson know the power of the 6809, too. And their programs for ScreenPlay will deliver that power to your Color Computer. Arcade programs with bright colors and snappy graphics. Adventure programs with elaborate scenarios and challenging problems. Programs that aren't just like everybody else's games — they're better. More complex. More demanding. More fun.

Jyym Pearson's machine language adventure games have been driving folks to distraction for years. Now you can challenge his worlds on your Color Computer. Worlds that demand every ounce of skill, ingenuity and intelligence you can muster.

The Institute, for example contains scenarios derived from your most horrifying nightmares, but this is a nightmare which you can escape through cunning and strategy.

Lucifer's Realm goes beyond nightmare. It takes you into Satan's Kingdom for a dramatic confrontation with the most evil mortals of all time.

And if you tire of matching wits with the likes of Hitler and Lucifer, you can try Kenneth Kalish's arcade games.

Phantom Slayer is like no other game you've ever seen for the Color Computer, featuring 3-D graphics in which you move about in real-time. No delays for anything — even though you may want one so you can catch your breath.

And then there's Danger Ranger. It's the kind of game people would fight over at an arcade — if any arcade had a game like this. Danger Ranger blasts from the screen with speedy, exciting action and colorful graphics that quicken their pace as you increase your skill.

And finally, there's Invader's Revenge, a game that offers an interesting reversal to a common gaming concept. Fast-paced and fun. Don't try this one unless you think you're pretty adroit — and uncommonly sharp.

ScreenPlay's new software. Special games for a special computer.

And for special people.
Class postage and handling. Add $4.00 for overseas orders.

ScreenPlay™
P.O. Box 3558
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

© HAIRE BZ

To order, call 1-800-334-5470, or see your dealer.
ARTICLES

Auto-Color Writer
Tired of writing screen-formatting code? This program will do it for you.
John Nicollas

Serial-to-Parallel Interface
This interface will let you use non-Radio Shack printers with your CoCo.
Don LeRoi

CoCo Word Processor
This Basic WP is great for correspondence and file merging.
Ken Knecht

Cavehunt
Can you make it past wizards and monsters and find your way out of the cave?
Charles Levinski

Tape Reliability
Bad tape loads and saves are always a bummer. Learn how to avoid them.
Ralph Tenny

Doculist/C
Program listings are often hard to follow. So, list them in a readable format.
James Barbarelo

Print That Trace
Follow the program flow on paper, not on the screen.
Norman Manchevsky

Speech for the Color Computer
Build a plug-in voice box that will give you a large vocabulary (without voiding your warranty).
William C. Clements

Tape Index System
Keep track of all your tape-based programs.
Jerry Hogan

 Daw Poker
With this casino-style draw-poker game all you have to lose is your pride.
Duane Rouch

Phycolor
You can teach the physics of light in the classroom or at home.
James Wood

3-D Graphics
Use these algorithms and techniques to print out contour graphics.
Delmar Searls

Demystifying System RAM
Tour through the CoCo with your guides POKE and PEEK. Some useful utilities are also included.
Rusty LeBlang

Merge Maneuvers Made Easy
It’s not hard to merge Basic programs. Just try these methods.
Robert P. Bussell

Microline 82A Meets CoCo
Don’t want to pay $30 for a cable? You can build one at a fraction of that cost.
Leigh H. French

Color Backgammon for Two
You’ll never lose pieces to this game.
John P. Koch

DEPARTMENTS

Digressions
What’s in a name?

Graphically Speaking
Use graphics in business or scientific applications.
Delmar Searls

Reviews
TC-8C, Micronix keyboard, Donkey King, Tennis, two books. Edited by Barbara Jatkola

Product News
Edited by Mark E. Reynolds

The Basic Beat
Learn Basic painlessly, and have fun, too.
James Wood

Re: FLEX
Read this before you choose which FLEX you buy.
David Waster
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The challenge of inner space — the fury of an enemy that seemingly will not die. This isSEA DRAGON—a battle to the death under the high seas! Slide into the captain’s chair, take the controls and prepare yourself for the most incredible non-stop action this side of Davy Jones’ locker. SEA DRAGON puts you in control of a nuclear sub that’s armed from stem to stern with enough firepower to take on King Neptune himself — and you’ll need every missile, every torpedo, and every scrap of skill you can muster to survive.

The object of SEA DRAGON is to successfully navigate your sub through an underwater course past mountains and through labyrinthine passageways while avoiding clusters of explosive mines that rise from the seabottom. But the danger doesn’t stop there — overhead, surface destroyers lace the water with depth charges; below, deadly attack bases and arcing lasers cut a killing swath that could reduce your sub to bubbling slag. But even these potentially lethal perils are dwarfed by the awesome menace that awaits you at the course’s end.

SEA DRAGON — every possible “extra” is here to ensure your playing pleasure: exciting sounds, high score save, machine-language graphics and an eye-popping scrolling seascape that extends the equivalent of over two dozen screens placed end-to-end, providing a diverse and unique challenge that will not diminish after repeated playings.

Nothing you’ve ever seen on your micro could possibly prepare you for this! You are ready now, ready for the ultimate in undersea action with a pace that is absolutely unyielding. SEA DRAGON — the arcade has finally come home.

SEA DRAGON FEATURES
- Fantastic Scrolling Seascape
- Nearly Limitless Game Challenge
- High Score Save (disk version)
- Terrific Sound Effects
- Arcade Action Graphics™
- Apple version "talks" without special hardware!

To order, see your local dealer. If he does not have the program, then call 1-800-327-7712 (orders only please) or write for our free catalog.

Published by ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
A Subsidiary of Scott Adams, Inc.
BOX 3435 • LONGWOOD, FL 32750 • (305) 830-8194
Off Color

WHO ARE WE DOING THIS?

BY WAYNE GREEN

Since a major part of the value—of the fun—of a computer depends on how much you know about it, you want to get all the information you can. This holds particularly true for the TRS-80 Color Computer, which is one of the biggest sleepers in the industry. Indeed, many insiders of the field believe that even the moguls at Radio Shack were not aware of the power of this innocent looking gadget that Radio Shack is selling mostly as a toy.

Well, toys come in all price ranges and powers, as any Maserati owner will admit. In this case you have your choice: one hell of a plaything, a nice little (and inexpensive) business computer of almost unlimited use, or anything else you want in a computer. Even at its list price, this is one of the best values in small computers there is.

Since the real power of the CoCo, as it has come to be called, hasn't yet gotten to be widely understood, the chances are that you lucked into something far beyond what you bargained for when you bought yours. Well, it's nice to luck out now and then. Usually, particularly in computers, luck runs the other way.

Now, in case you are not an old-time reader of 73 Magazine, a ham magazine I've been publishing for over 20 years, or are a newcomer to computers and thus missed my starting Byte in 1975, Kilobaud Microcomputing in 1976, 80 Micro in 1980, Desktop in 1981 and inCider (for the Apple) a few months ago, let me explain that I've been around ever since the first microcomputer was put on the market, so I have a fair perspective for you on the whole field.

Best, for you, I've been able to attract a fantastic bunch of people to my minipublishing empire—a group able to put out truly professional magazines, yet keep each of them personal in a way. The aim is to publish a good-looking, interesting magazine, yet keep it more like a club newsletter in personal approach. If you come up against a problem with your CoCo and surmount it, please make it your business to send in a letter or article so you can help others over the same rough spot.

Articles—you bet we're looking for them. I chuckle when someone asks what we want articles on. That's so obvious I feel silly writing it. The readers want to know the same things you do. So if you find an interesting use for your CoCo, tell us about it. If you manage to interface something to it, let us know how you did it. And remember that most of us are dummies when it comes to computers and electronics, so we appreciate all the help and ideas we can get.

We all want to know how a new piece of equipment works. We want to know what you thought of a new program. If it's fantastic, do the program publisher a favor and pass along your experience. If it is a bummer, do the rest of us a favor and let us know about that. If you're into writing programs, send 'em along so more of us can use them and enjoy them. What programs? Just about anything, including games, scientific applications, business, home, education...I can't think of anything that will fall on blind eyes. Music isn't very popular with computers yet, but that may be more because we're short of good information and equipment for it.

Submitting articles and letters to HOT CoCo is easy. Please type them double-spaced and leave generous margins so our editors can correct spelling and grammatical errors. Try to think in terms of illustration to make reading easier—photographs or whatever—and the bigger and sharper, the better with photos. If you are doing your work on a CoCo with a word processor you might send in a disk copy of the article, too. We're gearing up to typeset directly from disks eventually. We do pay for articles, of course.

How long should an article be? Tell the whole story and don't worry about the length. Oh, don't start padding it, just tell the readers what they need to know, remembering that most of us will appreciate your making it as simple as you can. Show us what a great teacher you are, not how smart.

Rank beginners to the CoCo would do well to keep notes on the frustrating route to understanding. If you'll take the time to write some of this down you can, through HOT CoCo, make life a lot easier for the next couple of hundred-thousand CoCo owners.

The value of any computer is made up of the quality of the hardware, the software, and the information on how to use the system. I got in a new computer to test the other day. The hardware is first rate, a marvel. The programs for it are really great. But when I sat down to use the contraption, I was totally lost in the inch-thick instruction manual. After a couple of hours of being unable to get anything to run, I gave up. Why in hell should I have to go out and take a course just to start up a computer? That system is
FAST, EFFICIENT
MACHINE LANGUAGE

NEW ARCADE GAMES
GLAXXONS / EL BANDITO / COSMIC CLONES

ARCADE GAMES
HAYWIRE / ASTRO BLAST / CAVE HUNTER / SPACE RAIDERS
ARCADE GAMES, CASSETTES 24.95—REQUIRE 16K / DISC 29.95—REQUIRES 34K

ADVENTURE GAMES
CALIXICO ISLAND / THE BLACK SANCTUM
ADVENTURE GAME CASSETTES 19.95—REQUIRES 16K

BUY FROM YOUR FAVORITE DEALER OR DIRECT FROM
MARK DATA PRODUCTS
24001 ALICIA PKWY., NO. 226, MISSION VIEJO, CA 92691 • (714) 768-1551

We pay shipping on all orders in the continental U.S. and Canada. Overseas add $3.00. California residents, please add 6% sales tax. We accept MasterCard and VISA. We are always looking for quality machine language programs. Contact us for details.

Mark Data Products
not supported by a magazine, so the
chances of my getting much help from
anywhere is small. At least, when
there is a magazine, you are getting the
energies of thousands of people to-
gether for the good of all involved.

The ads, which some people gripe
about, are another important resource
for you. Think about this for a mo-
moment. Without a system-specific mag-
zine, how can a small entrepreneur
get started in business with a product
for the system? If you want a real
scare, look at the ad rates for *Byte*.
Heh, heh. Few small firms can afford
that kind of start-up cost. And re-
member that only a tiny percentage of
the readers of a big magazine like that
will even be interested in a product for
one specific system.

By bringing you ads for products
that you in particular will want to
know about, the manufacturer is able
to reach you at the lowest possible
cost. You win because then he can
charge less for the product. A maga-
zine like *HOT CoCo* is thus able to
bring you ads on brand-new products
at the lowest possible prices.

One more thing. Since the CoCo is
sold almost exclusively through Radio
Shack stores, the firms making add-
ons, programs, and information for
the CoCo are unable to reach you any
way but via mail order ... through ads
in magazines such as this. Apple sup-
porters have a thousand computer
stores anxious to carry Apple-oriented
products. Computer stores, for the
most part, flatly refuse to touch any-
thing to do with Radio Shack or their
computers. It's an emotional thing,
complete with sneering references to
the Trash-80.

One more important benefit for you
yet—and that has to do with discount
mail-order selling. Now I'm not a fan
of this at all, for in many cases it is per-
nicious and eventually does in the
whole marketing system for a manu-
facturer. But I'm a realist too, so as
long as Radio Shack encourages the
discount mail-order selling of their
equipment, who am I to tell them they
are screwing up? No, I say read the ads
and see if you are getting help or not.

From your viewpoint this means
that we're on your side and not mak-
ing excuses for Radio Shack where
they have screwed up. If you are get-
ing any other TRS magazines, you
might just think about that, particu-
larly if you see any Radio Shack ads
being run. We tried that with 80 and
found that the price asked for running
their ads was to be their toady. No
way... not for a bit of silver.

Getting back to uses for the
CoCo... and articles. These are nice-
looking computers, so we should be
seeing them used more in business.
Programs that allow network-
ning is in amateur radio. I assume
this to be amazingly petty. They even
refuse to send us new-product infor-

mation, programs, and information for
the CoCo are unable to reach you any
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of this at all, for in many cases it is per-
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whole marketing system for a manu-
facturer. But I'm a realist too, so as
long as Radio Shack encourages the
discount mail-order selling of their
equipment, who am I to tell them they
are screwing up? No, I say read the ads
and find your bargain with where you can,
this magazine will have 'em.

We did a study of the discount
prices on the Model III and found that
a prudent buyer through *80 Micro*
could easily save almost a thousand
dollars on a system by patronizing
mail-order discounters instead of the
corner Radio Shack store. The nice
folks at Tandy blew a gasket when I
mentioned this in a subscription ad for
the magazine, but it's all true, whether
they want you to know about it or not.

Which brings me to the status of
Wayne Green versus Tandy. My basic
rule is to tell it like it is and not try to
help cover up things that have gone
wrong. The chaps at Tandy are not in
sympathy with this and seem to feel
that we should act more as a division
of Tandy, sticking to the company
line. They feel strongly enough about
this to be amazingly petty. They even
refuse to send us new-product infor-
mation or ask us to showings of their
products. Such pressures won't affect
our integrity. I far prefer to be friends,
but not at the expense of being a
lackey.
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From Computer Plus to YOU...

PLUS after PLUS after PLUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computer Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Additional Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 12</td>
<td>$2699</td>
<td>1 Drive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 12</td>
<td>$3375</td>
<td>2 Drive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model III 16K</td>
<td>$699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model III 48K</td>
<td>$754</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okidata 80</td>
<td>$320</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okidata 82A</td>
<td>$399</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okidata 92</td>
<td>$510</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Computer 16K</td>
<td>$235</td>
<td>w/16K Ext. Basic</td>
<td>$305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Computer 32K</td>
<td>$305</td>
<td>w/32K Ext. Basic</td>
<td>$420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Computer Disk Drive Drive 0</td>
<td>$470</td>
<td>Drive 1</td>
<td>$299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Computer 16K</td>
<td>$699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Computer Disk Drive Drive 0</td>
<td>$470</td>
<td>Drive 1</td>
<td>$299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith Corona TPI</td>
<td>$555</td>
<td>Daisy Wheel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [Computer Direct](https://www.computerplus.com)

BUY DIRECT

Here are just a few of our fine offers...

**Call TOLL FREE for full information.**

**COMPUTERS**
- Model 12 64K 1 Drive: $2699
- Model 12 64K 2 Drive: $3375
- Model III 16K: $699
- Model III 48K: $754
- 2 Disk & RS232: $1549
- Color Computer 16K: $235
- Color Computer 16K w/extended basic: $305
- Color Computer 32K-64K w/extended basic: $420
- Pocket Computer 2: $165
- Model 16 1DR 128K: $4199
- Model 16 2DR 128K: $4799
- DI-1 Data Terminal: $594
- PT-210 Portable Terminal: $779

**MODEMS**
- Lynx Direct Connect Mill/Mill: $235
- Hayes Smart Modem II: $235
- Hayes Smart Modem 1200: $555
- Novation Smartcat 1200: $459
- Novation J-CAT: $125

**PRINTERS**
- Daisy Wheel II: $1715
- DWP-410: $1320
- Smith Corona TPI Daisy Wheel: $565
- Epson MX80: Call
- Epson FX80: Call
- Epson MX100: Call
- CGP-115: $199
- DMP-100: $315
- DMP-200: $599
- DMP-400: $1010
- DMP-500: $1539
- DMP-2100: $1779
- Okidata 80: $320
- Okidata 82A: $399
- Okidata 83A: $655
- Okidata 84 Parallel: $999
- Okidata 92: $510
- Okidata 93: $859
- P.C. Plotter Printer: $180

**DISK DRIVES**
- R.S. Model III 1ST-Drive: $650
- Tandan 40 Track MI: $289
- Color Computer Drive 1: $299
- Color Computer Drive 0: $470
- Primary Hard Disk MI: $3099
- Primary Hard Disk MI: $2199

**SOFTWARE**
- Brand Name Software: $52
- C. C. Joysticks: $22
- 16K RAM N.E.C.: $25
- 64K Ram Chips: $75
- Coco FHL Flex D.O.S.: $69.95
- 32K Micrbuffer Inline: $229

**MODEMS**
- Lynx Direct Connect Mill/Mill: $235
- Hayes Smart Modem II: $235
- Hayes Smart Modem 1200: $555
- Novation Smartcat 1200: $459
- Novation J-CAT: $125

Since 1973 —
We have the lowest possible
Fully Warranted Prices AND
a full complement of Radio Shack Software.

Prices subject to change without notice.
Not responsible for typographical errors.

-RS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp.

See List of Advertisers on page 138
If you like color...you’re going to love HOT CoCo magazine.

The exciting new monthly devoted exclusively to the TBS-80 Color Computer.* It’s from the publisher of 80 Micro.

Let HOT CoCo color your system with:

- Feature articles on color graphic techniques
- Computer art
- Games
- Specific color applications in home, education, business and hobbies
- Ideas on patching, adding and trouble shooting
- Buyer’s guides
- Product and book reviews
- Hardware interfacing and enhancing
- Programming techniques and tutorials

Best of all, HOT CoCo is written by users just like you.

The material is always up-to-date and useful. Hardware, software, books...what’s new...what’s best...what works. And for a limited time only, you can take advantage of our Charter Subscription rates, 12 issues for only $19.97. A 13th issue is yours FREE with pre-payment (check or credit card). Use the attached order form, the coupon below, or call toll free 1-800-258-5473. Subscribe today!

---

YES! please sign me up for one year of Hot CoCo at $19.97.

- MC
- VISA
- AE
- CHECK/MO
- BILL ME

Card#________________________Exp. Date_____________________
Signature___________________Interbank #_________________
Name__________________________
Address_______________________
City__________________________State______Zip___________

Canada & Mexico $22.97 1 yr. only, US Funds.
Foreign surface $30.97 1 yr. only, US Funds drawn on US bank.
Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

HOT CoCo•PO Box 975•Farmingdale NY 11737 336C4

*TRS-80 Color Computer is a trademark of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp.
dred (maybe thousands) in Japan, Bangkok, and so on. They'd love to be in touch with you if you get your ham ticket and get on the air. I'd like to see articles on using the CoCo for hamming. Indeed, if we see some action with this, I can run a short course on getting a ham license. Having been in hamming for over 40 years, I have an edge with that.

That brings up Wayne Green. The chances are you already know plenty about me, but if you are new to my publications let me explain that I got into publishing over 30 years ago via amateur radio. Found I liked it better than anything else I'd been doing, such as radio (engineer and announcer), television (engineer, director), or hi-fi manufacturer (loud speaker cabinets, pretty successful, too).

You can see that I'm an entrepreneur, and this is to your advantage if you have even a shred of interest in getting rich. I am a firm believer in as many people taking advantage of technology as possible to get wealthy. It's never been easier, so you'll see my editorials angled in this direction much of the time.

The key is simple. First you want to learn the ropes, which you should do at a reasonable price. Second, you need to work on things you have your own to for success. Remember that 80 percent of small businesses fail because the entrepreneurs haven't taken the time to know the basics of their business, such as advertising, marketing, purchasing, contracts, personnel management, banking, accounting, and so on.

Once you understand the business end of things, all you need is a product or two and you are off and running. Just look at how many products are needed to go with the CoCo computer! We need inexpensive fail-safe power sources, memory expansions, disk units, networking systems, modems, desks, carrying cases, interconnecting cables, conversions of programs from other systems, and so on.

How about developing expansion boards to give us better graphics, better word-processing functions, or control of machinery? You might even want to take the Radio Shack software and upgrade it so it will be better, and sell the upgrades. You have a great little computer sold at a reasonable price with which to work, so what's holding you back?

"...though we try to put out first-class magazines, we don't sit around taking ourselves too seriously. We wanted to get across that idea in the title."

Now a few personal things about me—yes, I'm a person too. I like cooking (gourmet), traveling (108 countries so far), hamming, and skiing; I always have dozens of projects going. You'll have to read the editorials in all my magazines to keep up with everything, and that is almost as much a full-time job as writing them all.

We're growing as publishers and need enthusiastic, talented career people to live with us up here in New Hampshire, one of the finest places in the whole world to live. Sure, we need technicians and programmers, but we also need writers, editors, graphic-art people, photographers, people to work with circulation, and so on. It is amazing how many people it takes to keep a magazine good looking and interesting. Oh yes, we also need people to help with marketing, ad sales, promotions, advertising...it seems endless.

The people who are working here are our best testimonials. They are a fantastic group and love what they are doing. We are loose enough so people can move around pretty much at will to do different work, developing their careers. But they work together, too. Since we're still growing rapidly, there are plenty of opportunities for talented hard workers to get into the management end of things, but you do have to work for it. I don't think anyone is going to find a better place to work.

So there you are, with a new magazine that I sure hope you are going to enjoy, and the chances to start up a small business at home and catch the golden ring as it goes by. I ask you in particular to make sure that every CoCo owner you know gets to see the magazine. Remember that the more paid readers we have, the more ads we'll have and the more articles we'll be able to publish for you. If you belong to a CoCo club, see what you can do for us, eh? The economics of publishing today make it so that magazines have to run about 50/50 articles and advertising if they are going to be in the black, so the more advertisers you encourage and patronize, the more room we'll have for articles and programs.

Why HOT CoCo?

Any reader of my magazines knows by now that though we try to put out first-class magazines, we don't sit around taking ourselves too seriously. We wanted to get across that idea in the title. A magazine should be fun to read. I find that the magazines that I really look forward to each month are those with a light approach, such as Car and Driver. The light touch doesn't mean that there is any short-changing on solid information, only that we are aiming to make it more fun to learn about your computer system. And that's the key to learning, right? If computers weren't fun, you wouldn't even be reading this.

---

**We Sell**

**CHALLENGES**

Wargames / Strategy Games for your CoCo

**KAMIKAZE**  
$24.95  
Light off Tanaka Daisuke's Kamikazes, find and destroy his fleet before it eats you! Rich graphics include lighter vs lighter torpedoa and development vs ship. Kamikaze attacks, ship vs ship and more. 4 levels. 38K Cassette.

**KAMIKAZE-16**  
$19.95  
Not as extensive as its big brother but with enough "boardgame" strategy to make it more than another shoot-em-up. Using 5 ships and 68 fighters, search out and destroy Kamikazes. Play levels. 16K Cassette. Extended BASIC.

**ACROSS THE RUBICON**  
$19.95  
The popular WWII wargame. Break through the Hurtgen Forest using infantry, parachutists, tanks, air and artillery. Requiring 14 1/2 hours to play, variations in terrain and German reaction make each run different. 16K Cassette does NOT need expanded BASIC.

**MISSION EMPIRE**  
$19.95  
A strategic wargame / strategy game. Starting with one player, incorporates intelligence and limited resources. You must conquer the galaxy. Play takes 2-3 hours and is DIFFERENT EVERY TIME! All versions offer a game save option. Specify 38K Disk, 38K Cassette or 16K Cassette. The 38K version does NOT require extended 38K Cassette or 16K Cassette. The 16K version does NOT require BASIC. The disk version is shipped on tape. If you want it on disk add $2.50.

**ROMPAC BACKUP**  
$15.95  
Can't run your ROMPAC with your disk in? Just want backups? This program makes it easy. Requires 38K. Shipped on tape.

**ROMPAC BACKUP**  
$15.95  
Can't run your ROMPAC with your disk in? Just want backups? This program makes it easy. Requires 38K. Shipped on tape.

**ROMPAC BACKUP**  
$15.95  
Can't run your ROMPAC with your disk in? Just want backups? This program makes it easy. Requires 38K. Shipped on tape.

---

See List of Advertisers on page 138.
IT ISN'T EASY CHOOSING A TITLE

HOT CoCo? It sounds like a dirty magazine," I heard that comment many times during the past few months that I was sure there was a conspiracy afoot. HOT CoCo is not your typical title for a computer magazine. It isn't techie sounding, like Digital Design, and it doesn't have the air of authority that Business Computer Systems has. But HOT CoCo has some qualities of its own.

We plan to provide the best possible coverage of the Color Computer, including the latest programming techniques and hardware innovations. Yet, we want to attract the thousands of new CoCo owners who are not yet serious programmers. The name HOT CoCo conveys our editorial intent quite nicely.

This makes it sound like the Wayne Green brain trust sat down and carefully, painfully thought out the ideal title. But it didn't happen that way. We started with several lists of potential titles. The 80 Micro staff included HOT CoCo on their list as a joke. (They also included such gems as Color Hallucineighty, CoCo Puffs, and Colorado Potato Beetle—it falls between "colorable" and "coloration" in the dictionary.)

When we sat down to choose one, no one knew what he wanted, only what he didn't want. Some wanted to avoid using "computer" in the title; others didn't want "80," and some didn't want to play too much on the color theme.

After eliminating nearly every choice, someone said, "The only title I really like is HOT CoCo." When the chuckles subsided, the rest of us realized that we agreed.

The title HOT CoCo tells you that the magazine will publish information to help you get the most from your Color Computer, yet also be fun to read. It's an easy name to remember, too.

Reader Comments

Since we are new, we are eager to hear what you think of HOT CoCo. Are we covering your favorite topics? Are our articles easily understood? What are your particular likes and dislikes? Give us a call (603-924-9471) or drop us a line and give us your comments. Just be careful not to snicker when we answer the phone "HOT CoCo."

Coming Next Month

If you are a confirmed hardware hacker, you'll like our July issue. Martin Goodman tells you how to build a monochrome monitor driver that will give you super legible characters for word-processing or other text-handling needs.

There's something for the beginning hacker, too. J.J. Barbarello will show you how to etch your own printed circuit boards as easy as programming. Howard Bassen will provide some cures for video rfi. And Dennis Martin will show you how to get great high-resolution graphics in Basic.

We'll also premiere two columns. Richard Ramella begins Elmer's Arcade. You see, Elmer's this guy with an old-fashioned arcade parlor (you know, the kind with pinball machines and mechanical baseball games). Richard will adapt one of Elmer's games to the CoCo each month.

We'll also be running a tech-tips column. This column is written by you, our readers, and it gives information on overcoming small problems or incorporating new techniques in your programs. By the way, if you have a technical tip you would like to share with your fellow readers, send it in. We will pay $25 for each tip if we use it. Try to keep each tip to one typewritten page in length.—M.N. ■
SPECIAL OF THE MONTH:

NEW "Star Gemini" Printer
Dot Matrix With Graphics, 100 CPS
Model 10 — Reg. Retail $499.00 Sale $369.90
Model 15 — Reg. Retail $699.00 Sale $525.00

"C-Itoh F10 Starwriter" Printer
Uses "Diablo" Printwheels, 40 CPS
Only $1595.00
Forms Tractor Sale $199.95

"Brother" HR1 Daisywheel Printer
Affordable/Letter Quality/17 CPS,
Serial — New Low Price $799.00
Parallel — New Low Price $745.00

SAVE on an "Arrick Quick Switch"
Changes a "TRS-80" printer port or a peripheral between computers instantaneously and easily. Available for "RS-232" and "Centronics." Plugs included.
Now from $99.95. Cables from $31.95.

"PAGEMATE" Typing Easels — $14.95
Anti-Static Mats — Colors: Russett, Blue & Gold, Natural
Brown, & Golden Brown
3' x 5' — Reg. $ 75.60 Sale: $ 57.00
4' x 6' — Reg. $120.90 Sale: $ 81.00
4' x 8' — Reg. $161.30 Sale: $122.00

"PERCOM DATA" Hard Disk Drives
Better Accuracy Quicker Response
Plug-in compatible Sealed to Stop Contamination
Up to 4 drives can be added per system
PLUS FREE SOFTWARE! 5 MB $1465.00
10 MB $1895.00

MEDIA FOR LESS

NEW 5¼" SOFT SECTOR DISKETTES W/Hub Ring

BASF 5¼" Single Sided Double Density
Lifetime Limited Warranty. Reg. $44.95 now $24.90 bx of 10

ATHANA complete with hub rings & one year limited warranty.
Single sided Single density 5¼" $19.90 bx of 10
Single sided Double density 5¼" $22.80 bx of 10
Double sided Single density 5¼" $29.90 bx of 10
Double sided Double density 5¼" $33.50 bx of 10

VERBATIM Single Sided Double Density $30.90 bx of 10
Single Sided Single Density $26.90 bx of 10

HOT OFF THE PRESSES:
INSIDE PERSONAL COMPUTER DISK STORAGE SYSTEMS
THE Necessary Basic Book,
NEW From "Percom" — Only $5.95

We have added approximately $400,000.00 worth of brand new business and game software.

Save $ on our most popular items!

NEW STYLE Smoked Plastic File Box —
Holds 75 Diskettes Reg. Retail $49.95 Sale $24.95

"Perfect Data" Head Cleaning Kit Only $19.95
Drive Numbering Tabs, pkg. 0-3 (reg. $4.95) now $ 3.95
Flip-N-File 5¼" (reg. $39.95) now $19.95
Flip-N-File 8" (reg. $54.95) now $23.95

Beautiful/Functional Custom Computer Furniture From "Atlantic" & Toor"
CALL FOR PRICES

1 (800) 527-3475

Order by phone or by mail. We accept Visa, MasterCard, cashier's checks, certified checks, and money orders. With personal checks, allow additional time for bank clearance. Your bank will not be charged until your order is shipped. On orders over $100.00 we pay freight (surface only) and insurance; please add $3.00 for orders under $100.00.

[Order form]

Please send me a FREE catalog. I'm not ready to order at this time.

Name __________________________
Company Name ________________________
Address ___________________________ State Zip ______
Phone Number (______) __________

Authorized signature, if charged

ACCESS UNLIMITED
DEPT. M1/401 N Central Expwy. #600/Richardson, Texas 75080
Tel. 1-800-527-3475 214/340-5366
214/690-0207 — Sat. and Evenings Only

See List of Advertisers on page 138
Super “Color” Library™

For the TRS-80 Color and TDP System 100 Personal Computers

No matter what kind of problem you are trying to solve with the Color Computer, there is a program in the ever-expanding integrated Super “Color” Library that will give you the solution. Faster. Better. Smarter!

Every library program features MEMORY-SENSE to determine your computer’s memory, from 16 to 64K, and adjusts automatically to maximize work space. All programs, except the Super “Color” Speller and Super “Color” Disk-ZAP, feature a true lowercase display with below line descenders. Each program has been written specifically for the Color Computer in fast machine code to be totally compatible for optimum performance — something a motley assortment of programs from diverse sources or a passel of overpriced, wallet-FLEXing software from a bygone era simply can not achieve.

The Super “Color” Library has all the power, speed, dependability and compatibility you will ever need so build your library a volume at a time or put the full power of the complete library of problem solvers to work right away.

NEW!

Super “Color” Writer II™

VERSION 3.0 By Tim Nelson
THE INTELLIGENT WORD PROCESSOR

Check These Exclusive Features

MEMORY-SENSE adjusts to computer’s memory (16-64K) for maximum work space. TYPE-AHEAD, TYPOMATIC KEY REPEAT and KEY BEEP for the pros. 3 PROGRAMMABLE FUNCTIONS. AUTO PHRASE INSERT, COLUMN CREATION, TEXT FILE LINKING. HELP MENU. A TRUE EDITING WINDOW IN ALL 9 DISPLAY MÖDES. TRUE FORMAT WINDOW to display line lengths up to 255 characters, with horizontal and vertical scrolling to replicate the printed page including centered lines, headers, footers, page breaks, page numbers, margins, giving a perfect printed document every time. Also makes hyphenation a snap. TRUE AUTOMATIC JUSTIFICATION for neat, even left and right hand margins. Ability to use CHARACTER CODES for printing special characters available with your printer, freedom to embed as many PRINTER CONTROL CODES as desired anywhere in the text. EVEN WITHIN JUSTIFIED TEXT; 90-plus page tutorial manual.

ADDITIONAL DISK FEATURES: Read a directory. Display free granules. Save with Automatic Verification. Load and Append ASCII files, and BASIC programs. Kill files. and Link files from disk for continuous printing. 54K bytes of workspace available with a 64 K system. Only the best offers all of these features.

TAPE $69.95  ROMPAK $89.95  DISK $99.95
Tape & Disk require 32K for lowercase display
Previous Super “Color” Writer II owners call for upgrade policy

Super “Color” Mailer™

By Tim Nelson
The Super “Color” Mailer is a powerful multi-purpose mailing list merging and sorting program including lowercase display that uses files created by the Super “Color” Writer II. Combine files, sort and print mailing lists, print “Boilerplate” documents, automatically insert text in standardized forms, address envelopes, the list is endless
TAPE $39.95  DISK $59.95
Operators Manual only $10.00 (Refundable with purchase)

Super “Color” Speller™

NEW

By Peter A. Stark
The Super “Color” Speller is a fast machine-code proofreading program to correct Super “Color” Writer files. Automatically proofreads your documents against a 20,000 word stock dictionary; plus your own customized dictionary and corrects typos or marks them for special attention
AVAILABLE ON DISK ONLY $69.95
Operators Manual only $10.00 (Refundable with purchase)

NELSON SOFTWARE SYSTEMS  9072 Lyndale Avenue So., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420  612/881-2777
32x16 & 51-64-85x21&24 Display
With Lowercase Descenders And
NEW Super “Color” Calc™

ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEET By Kevin Herbold
Now you can answer those "What if?" financial projection,
forecasting, budgeting, engineering and calculating questions
with precision, speed and power using the Super “Color” Calc,
truly the finest electronic spreadsheet and financial modeling
program available for the Color Computer from 16 to 64K. Now
every Color Computer owner has access to a calculating and
planning tool rivaling VisiCalc® containing all its features and
commands and then some. You need only change one variable
and instantly see how that change affects your assumptions.
You can even use VisiCalc templates freely with Super "Color"
Calc! Combine spread sheet tables with Super "Color" Writer II
documents to create ledgers, projections, statistical and
financial reports and budgets.

Features include: 9 display formats; standard 32x16 & 51-64-
85x21&24 with real lowercase descenders "MEMORY-SENSE to
adjust to computer's memory (16-64K) for maximum work space.
Full-size 63x256 worksheet "Easy to use "HELP Menus to make
learning faster "Machine code speed and high precision "Total
flexibility in calculating "Up to FOUR VIDEO DISPLAY
WINDOWS to compare and contrast results of changes "Sine
and Cosine functions, Averaging, Exponents, Algebraic
functions, and base 10 or 16 entry "Multi-layered Column
and Row Ascending and Descending sorts "Locate formulas or titles
in fields "Easy entry, replication and block moving of frames
"Global or Local column width control up to 91 characters each
"Create titles of up to 255 characters "Typamatic Key Repeat
"Keypad "Type-ahead "Print up to 132 column worksheet
Prints at any baud rate from 110 to 9600 "Print formats savable
along with worksheet "Enter control codes for customized
printing.

DISK FEATURES: Read a directory, Display free granules, Kill
files. Save with Automatic Verification, Load files. Append
disk files for complete worksheet printing. 456 bytes of worksheet
space available with a 64K system.

Tutorial and sample templates are supplied with the program

ROMPAK $99.95
DISK $99.95

Super “Color” Disk-ZAP™

By Tim Nelson

Now the dreamed-of repair of 10 errors is a reality! The Super
"Color” Disk-ZAP™ is the ultimate repair utility for simple and
quick repair of all repairable disk errors. Designed with the non-
programmer in mind, the Super “Color” Disk-ZAP™ will let you
retrieve all types of bashed files, including BASIC and Machine
Code programs.

This high-speed machine code disk utility has a special dual
cursor screen display to show HEXIDECIMAL and ASCII
displays simultaneously. You are able to Verify or modify disk
sectors at will. Type right onto the disk to change unwanted
program or prompts. Send sector contents to the center
of any other RS-232 device. Search the entire disk for any
grouping of characters. Copy sectors. Backup tracks or entire
disks. Repair directory tracks and smashed disks. Full
prompting to help you every step of the way. 50-plus page
Operators Manual which helps you simply and quickly fix the vast
majority of disk errors, and teaches the rudiments of disk
structure and repair.

AVAILABLE ON DISK ONLY $49.95
Operators Manual only $10.00 (Refundable with purchase)

Super “Color” Terminal™

THE FINEST TERMINAL PROGRAM ANYWHERE!
Version 3.0 By Dan Nelson

The best has become even better, with many new features
including 9 display formats: 32x16 & 51-64-85x21&24 with real
lowercase descenders, plus compatibility with the 64K Color
Computer. This user-friendly program makes communicating
with ANY computer a breeze even for a newcomer. Communicate
using your modem with all the popular information services such as
Dow Jones, Compass, Delphi Software, Source, and local BBS's, clubs,
friends, or the main-frame at work. You can dial directly
with other microcomputers, such as the TRS-80 I, III, LI
other Color Computers. Apples, IBM PCs, etc., via RS-232
without using a modem. Save the information or PRINT IT!

FEATURES: MEMORY-SENSE to adjust to computer's memory
(16-64K) for maximum work space. Selectively print data at baud
rates from 110 to 9600 " 54K of data storage with 64K disk system
128 character ASCII keyboard. Automatic graphics mode "word
mode (word wrap on, word wrap off) " Send & receive
Super "Color" Writer II/IIa/III, Database & Calc files ASCII files
Machine Language & BASIC programs " Set communications
baud rate from 110 to 9600. Duplex Full Half Echo Word length
5 6 7 or 8. Parity Odd: Even or None Stop Bits 1 2 3 " Local
linefeeds to screen " Save and load ASCII files, Machine Code &
BASIC programs " Unique CLONE feature for copying any tape
" Lower case masking " 10 Keystroke Multiplier (MACRO) buffers
" to perform repetitive entry log on tasks and send short
messages " Programmable prompt or delay for next input
" Selectable character trapping " Files compatible with other
Library programs.

ADDITIONAL DISK FEATURES: Works with up to four Disk
Drives. Call a directory, Print free space. Kill disk files. Save with
Automatic Verification and Load text files or BASIC programs.
Save and Load KMS S to the disk.

TAPE $49.95
DISK $69.95

Operators Manual only $10.00 (Refundable with purchase)
Previous Super "Color" Terminal owners call for upgrade policy.

Super “Color” Database™

This high-speed machine language program including true
lowercase displays fills all your information management needs,
be they for your business or home. Inventory, accounts, mailing
lists, family histories, you name it, the Super “Color” Database
will keep track of all your data.

The Super “Color” Database features MEMORY-SENSE to
adjust to computer’s memory (16-64K) for maximum work space.
It is structured in a simple and easy to understand menu system
with full prompting for easy operation. Your data is stored in
records of your own design, each divided into as many fields as
you need. All files are fully indexed for speed and efficiency.
Full sort of records is provided for easy listing of names, figures,
addresses, etc. in ascending or descending order. The math
package performs arithmetic operations and updates other fields
which is especially useful when used as an order entry and
invoicing system. You can create reports, or lists for mailings, or
whatever. Create files compatible with the Super "Color" Writer II
and Terminal. Up to five different print formats are available, and
control codes may be embedded for customized printing.

AVAILABLE ON DISK ONLY $79.95
Operators Manual only $10.00 (Refundable with purchase)

For Orders ONLY Call Toll Free

1-800-328-2737

Customer service and product support call (612) 881-2777.
MAIL ORDERS $3 U S Shipping ($4 CANADA, $10 OVERSEAS)
Personal checks allow 3 weeks. ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY!
Available at Dealers everywhere.
If your Dealer is out of stock ORDER DIRECT!
I t's here—a direct-replacement keyboard for your favorite machine, with honest-to-goodness key-switches for improved typing speed and reliability.

The Micronix 57-key keyboard plugs into the CoCo's motherboard and mounts inside the case, just like the stock keyboard. The only difference is the smoother operation provided by the new keyswitches.

The Micronix product is a professional affair, with full-size, two-color key caps. The alphanumeric characters, punctuation marks, space bar, and clear keys use gray caps, while everything else is in black. Legends are white and molded into the sculptured tops of the keys. A metal bezel finished in flat black completes the package.

Installation is simple if you are not reluctant to open up the computer's case. Begin by removing the six or seven screws holding the top and bottom of the case together, and lift off the top.

You'll find the keyboard attached to the computer's motherboard by a short piece of 16-conductor cable that plugs into a connector just forward of the RF (radio-frequency) shield. Unplug the cable, lift the keyboard off its four locating pins, and set it aside. Then you can install the Micronix keyboard by reversing the procedure.

Those 16-pin cable connectors fit tightly, so work slowly. It's easiest to coax the connectors off and on in small steps, applying pressure first to one end and then the other. It's worth the extra effort to avoid bending one of the pins.

One word of warning: Only motherboards with serial numbers ending in the letters B through E (those sold before late 1982) use plug-in keyboards. On new series-F computers, including the independently marketed TDP-100, the cable is soldered to the motherboard. Consult Micronix concerning the availability of a compatible replacement.

The installation is complete once the new keyboard is plugged in and seated on the locating pins, but heavy users might want to make one further modification. Since pressure exerted on the keys is transmitted directly to the Micronix printed-circuit board, there is a possibility of mechanical damage to the traces and connections due to continued flexing.

I slipped a thin piece of balsa wood between the PC board and the short support post that is molded into the case beneath the middle of the keyboard area. This modification, suggested by Frank Hogg of Frank Hogg Laboratory, provides a solid foundation for the new assembly.

In operation, the Micronix keyboard is very smooth. Key spacing seems to be about the same as on standard typewriter keyboards. The keys on my unit are a bit stiffer than I like, but unlike those on the standard CoCo unit, they don't have to be bottomed to make contact. As a result, I can type at a considerably higher speed than ever before.

The positions of a few of the punctuation marks and function keys have been changed, necessitating some user reeducation. Clear has been relocated to the left of the space bar. The enter key no longer appears just to the right of the semicolon, but has been moved to the extreme right of the second row instead. It has also been relabeled "return." The right shift key has been moved one position further to the right, out of easy reach of my little finger.

These changes have been made in order to make room for four new keys, labeled F1-F4, that occupy previously unfilled spots in the Color Computer's keyboard matrix. These keys don't do anything useful at the moment, but Micronix has promised to make a software driver available to permit their use as programmable function keys.

The only detrimental factor is the inability of the Micronix keyboard (or any full-size keyboard, for that matter) to accept the overlay sheets used by programs that redefine key functions. Examples include Master Control and other programs that permit single-keystroke entry of common Basic commands. The simplest solution is to use decals or dry transfer letters to label the front faces of the redefined keys.

These are all rather specialized points. The Micronix keyboard is a boon to Color Computer users who do significant amounts of word processing, especially people with any aptitude for touch typing. If you are in that category, you will want to check out this long-awaited product.
Whether for reasons of feel, appearance, or reliability, you, like most Color Computer owners, would probably prefer a better keyboard.

Now, you can have one. $89.95

The Color Computer Professional Keyboard, with full stroke, positive action keyswitches, provides a feel normally associated with more expensive microcomputers and terminals. The finely textured keycaps, gray and black with white lettering, nicely complement the Color Computer's sleek appearance. And, the keyboard's high quality construction assures years of reliable operation. A 90-day limited warranty is provided. The four function keys, occupying the extra positions in the keyboard matrix, are an added bonus. Whether with your own software, or with that from vendors who have specially adapted theirs (such as Frank Hogg Laboratories' FLEX), the function keys enhance the keyboard's utility. BASIC programming examples and assembly language driver listings are included. The keyboard is custom made for the Color Computer by Macrotron, an experienced manufacturer of computer components and peripherals. Consequently, installation is a simple plug-in operation, requiring no soldering or cutting whatsoever. The installation procedure is detailed in an illustrated user's manual, which is included but also available separately for $2.00 (refundable with purchase). Two versions of the keyboard are available, one for revision E and earlier Color Computers and the other for the revision F (also known as A or ET) Color and TDP-100 computers. Please specify which version you have when ordering, if possible. Otherwise, include the complete catalog number and serial number.

Micronix Systems Corporation
#7 Gibraltar Square
St. Charles, MO 63301
(314) 441-1694

Terms: Prepaid check or money order, Mastercard or Visa.
Shipping Charges: U.S. $2.00, Canada $4.00, COD $3.50 (No COD's to Canada).
TC-8C Cassette Interface  
JPC Products Co.  
12021 Paisano Court NE  
Albuquerque, NM 87112  
Color Computer  
$129.95

by R. W. Odlin

JPC Products has introduced a version of the Poor Man's Floppy on a ROMpak for the Color Computer. The unit is designed to accommodate two independently addressable cassette decks. In fact, the original cassette port is also fully functional under this system.

The relays installed in the ROMpak appear to be a good deal stouter than Radio Shack's. You can use non-Shack decks with no fear of power surges burning out the relays or damaging the U9 chip.

The multiplication of cassette ports can significantly ease the merging and updating of data files. Also, the actual pulse code the system uses noticeably reduces the error rate.

The interface offers a slight improvement in command structure. Most of its commands differ little from Basic: @SAVEM for CSAVEM, for instance, or @LOADM for CLOADM. The Basic SKIPF is accurately represented by @DIR, and EX-EC by @GO.

The command @VERIFY adds something I have sorely missed, and to have the facility extended to machine-language programs through @VERIFYM is far more than I might have hoped for. Auto-run is available for both Basic and machine language with @RUN and @RUNM.

Miscellaneous Features

The I/O error is a thing of the past. The TC-8C may be dropped into the tape anywhere, and it waits contentedly to read a leader block.

After an @SAVE, the computer is returned to command mode as with CLOAD in Color Basic. This means that multiple saves within a loop are no longer practical.

Do not omit the closing quotation marks in the file name. This system demands them more insistently than it demands the file name itself. So far as I can determine, the file name of a data file cannot be input during run time by way of a string variable.

Error codes are clear and distinguishable at a glance from Basic by the ubiquitous @ prefix. @LOAD and @DIR can be aborted with the break key if the tape is running. This is handy for anyone who has ever entered the wrong file name or misspelled the right one.

There is a possibility of using the interface with the clock speed-up some Color Computers allow. There are patches for this, but the explanation is a little less than satisfactory. Possibly JPC feels that this use is stretching the system, and even the most trustworthy tape, farther than the benefits derived can justify.

Files addressed from machine-language programs must be accessed via the original cassette port, unless you have the source code to patch them or patches from the authors. Addresses must be in hex digits, and exactly four are needed.
REVIEWS

No source code is included in the otherwise excellent documentation. However, the table of key variables and addresses should meet the needs of most users.

The system is supposed to be relatively impervious to variations in volume level. This appears true. However, sensitivity to other factors is so extreme that unless your cassette deck can handle the rather high and critical frequencies used, you might as well resign yourself to @CS, or checksum, errors.

A series of inexplicable and infuriating failures ended when I finally incorporated a good stereo cassette deck into the system. The bargain-counter special that had been perfectly serviceable in dealing with CoCo's native frequencies proved absolutely helpless with the TC-8C.

Routine maintenance of the tape heads is necessary; IPC suggests that daily is not too often. Also, you might need a better grade of tape. IPC recommends DuPont Cryolyn and Agfa PE-611. This can mean invisible expenses edging you upward toward the disk price bracket.

Failings

The TC-8C’s drawbacks include the use of 600 bytes from high memory. That isn’t much compared to the 2K necessary for Disk Basic, and you can have it back instantly by typing @KII 1, which disables the interface. The computer powers up in Basic, and you access the new facilities with EX- EC 6H7H000, or in Color Basic with EXFC 51248.

The syntax of the data-file statements is less straightforward than it looks. Often a space is needed to make a command work.

No program identification is given until a load is complete: in case of failure to load, you know nothing at all.

Since the unit draws its power from the computer’s power supply, you might find the whole system heating up more. This applies particularly to those with home-brew, piggyback 32K modifications. I hope future versions offer the option of a separate power supply.

JBug

The ROMpak includes a spare EPROM socket, switch-selectable for 2716 or 2732 chips. IPC recommends the EPROM version of its monitor program JBug (cassette $29.95) for this socket, but I cannot.

The monitor is sound enough, offering such features as break-point trapping and register dump. However, the buffer is only 80 characters; the assembler cannot support any sort of symbol table, so all branches must be calculated by hand. Also, the disassembler prints out all numerical source in signed hexadecimal form and cannot indicate forced direct addressing.

The memory spent on such facilities might have gone into beefing up the monitor to provide single-stepping capacity, for instance. Also, in a market that contains Eigen Systems’ CCEAD at $6.95, the program is grossly overpriced. However, its manual is good—it includes all the Motorola 6809 data sheets as an appendix—and the convenience of having all this resident means you will use it when it would not have occurred to you before.

Buy the TC-8C Interface to triple your cassette ports, prolong the life of your 14529 chip, reduce the error rate in your files, and speed up the loading of programs, but pass up JBug. There are many better uses for that EPROM socket.

Donkey King

Tom Mix Software
Grand Rapids, MI 49505
32K, Color Computer $24.95 cassette, $27.95 disk

by Philip N. Wilcox

Donkey King is a perfect game for Kong fans. It loads in roughly two minutes and uses about 20K for the machine language program. The remaining memory is for graphics, and the graphics are good! Fine detail is in every screen.

You start the game in the lower left corner near an oil drum. Kong drops a barrel that crashes into the oil drum to start a fire, and Mario is off to the first ladder. At the top of the ladder is the familiar hammer.

Donkey King works just the same as the arcade version. It’s all there, including the barrels rolling down. They descend a ladder, fall off the end of the ramp, or are hurled in a zigzag pattern by your foe at the top. The fireball pursues Mario as he tries to rescue the captive maiden crying “Help!” at the top of the screen. He finally reaches the top of the first ramp screen and jumps up on the platform, only to have Kong grab the girl and haul her up to the next level.

The next screen is also almost identical to the arcade game. Mario is at the bottom of a tower of girders held together with pins. He must pull each of the pins while eluding four fireballs. He has two hammers to use in case of emergency or for extra points.

Mario may pick up different objects to increase the score, and he gathers the bonus points left on the timer whenever he reaches the top of the screen. With each additional 20,000 points, you acquire a free man.

After Mario pulls the final pin, Kong rotates and falls on his head. Mario moves up to the platform with the maiden while the Color Computer plays a love song for the reunited couple. Their joy is short-lived because Mario is soon standing at the bottom of the second ramp screen, the toughest in the game. The barrels arrive fast and furious, often two, three, or four at a time.

The program lets you opt for a regular game, in which a high score will place your name on the scoreboard, or a practice game that gives you twelve men but no chance to be recorded in the hall of fame. At first, only the practice feature will get you past this screen.

The next screen is bouncing jacks, complete with elevator. Mario has to jump from platform to platform, and on and off the elevator. Timing is criti-
SPIDER is absolutely the best game available for the Color Computer. Mario, in his blue suit, must jump the cars that travel along the ladders. The conveyors can be used to get to the relatively easy inclined-ramp screen. Upon completion of this feat, he faces the ladders. The conveyors can be used frequently. When you reset, the starting address for the program has been cleared so that you must enter EXEC 12803.

Donkey King does require joysticks, and it does not have a routine to save a data file with the scoreboard. However, the worst problem with the game is its popularity; there's too much competition for a chance to play.

If you are tired of shooting down aliens, sinking submarines, and evading Pac-Man and ghost gobblers, say no more. How about a nice, relaxing game of tennis with your friendly Color Computer?

This entertaining game from Radio Shack presents a nice change of pace from the space invaders hordes and alien attacks. You can play tennis against the computer using the left joystick or against another player with both joysticks. The screen graphics are realistic; the players do look like players with little white squares with handles for rackets, and their movements can be controlled fairly well in spite of the imprecision of the Radio Shack joysticks.

The beginner level is slow paced and allows you to build up your coordination to try the faster paced expert level. When you play against another human, each of you can select your own level.
In the beginner level you must position the player behind the bouncing ball on the back court on top of the screen and press the fire button. After the opponent's player returns the ball, all you have to do is place your player behind the incoming ball and it will be returned. In the expert level you must also press the fire button at the same time that the ball strikes your player's racket.

If the player is running to the right when returning the ball, it will be returned to the left side of the opponent's court. To make the game more realistic and help you determine the height of the tennis ball, a shadow is always seen beneath the ball. You can hear the ball each time it hits the rackets or the court, and there are sound effects for the spectators' applause whenever either player scores.

The game is scored according to the standard rules of tennis and appears at both sides of the screen on each player's edge of the court. "Advantage" is abbreviated AD. The server's advantage is shown as I (AD IN); the opponent's advantage appears as O (AD OUT). Even advantage (deuce) is shown as D on the screen. After each game the screen shows the total scores.

Tennis is an entertaining and relaxing game. The $29.95 price is higher than what you pay for most games offered by independent vendors, but it does come in a ROM pack, which is more convenient than loading a tape, even at 1,500 baud.

---

**TRS-80 Color Computer Graphics**

by Don Inman

Reston Publishing Co. Inc.

Prentice-Hall

$14.95

Softcover

301 pp.

by Stephen G. Stone, III

Now that you've decided to start producing some serious graphics on your Color Computer, *TRS-80 Color Computer Graphics* will have you writing sophisticated graphics sooner than you'd have thought possible.

The subject is well covered in 10 chapters and five appendices. Each chapter contains periodic exercises to gauge your grasp of the material.

A test with answers to half the questions is included at the end of each chapter. The unanswered questions are teasers; however, the author does provide his address so you can write for the answers if you get stumped.

Don Inman cram's a wealth of information into his book and he corrects some oversights in Radio Shack's *Going Ahead with Extended Color Basic*. If you've already read Radio Shack's book, you will at least want to see what *TRS-80 Color Computer Graphics* has to say about creating arcs with the Circle statement and about the G option of the Get statement.

There is a good illustration of how to draw a diagonal line at a heading of other than 45, 135, 225, or 315 degrees. A very busy picture that will make your head spin is shown using the PCOPY statement. This is the best demonstration I have seen of the degree of animation possible with PCOPY.
The strings necessary to produce text while in the graphics modes are provided in Chapter 8. The graphics modes in the Color Computer don’t support the use of text unless each character is laboriously hand-drawn. These strings will save you considerable time.

**TRS-80 Color Computer Graphics** occasionally diverges from a strictly graphics orientation. Fully 15 pages are devoted to an explanation of joystick sticks. Several pointers and ideas for use of the Timer function are also explored. The author devotes a good section to an explanation of the USR function and to an easy-to-understand introduction to machine language.

I have only two complaints about the book. There is no glossary of Basic statements for quick reference, and no grid sheets are provided for laying out your graphics masterpieces.

**TRS-80 Color Computer Graphics** is well written and covers its subject matter admirably. The games presented as examples are better than some I have purchased...

---

**Color Computer Enhancements from Micro Technical Products**

- **ROML- ROM PAK Loader Program**
  - Save your ROM PAKS in disk and run
  - Will delete removing disk control software
  - 8k RAM
  - Load and run any machine language program
  - FREE program included to copy machine language programs from tape to disk

  Tape ... $25.00 Disk ... $29.00

- **ROMKIL—BASIC ROM Disabler**
  - Disables Disk BASIC ROM of Extended BASIC ROM
  - frees up extended RAM
  - System stays in selected level of BASIC even if Reset
  - Cutting power restores all ROMS

  Tape ... $15.00 Disk ... $19.00

- **PLUS32—64k RAM Enabler**
  - Runs BASIC from RAM where you can
  - Allows you to load machine language programs into BASIC
  - Requires good 64k RAM system

  Tape ... $15.00 Disk ... $19.00

- **BANNER—Moving Marquee Program**
  - Displays any message in 64k RAM
  - m, a, s, e, t, e, g, e, r, e
  - You choose colors & speed

  Tape ... $19.00 Disk ... $23.00

- **SPECIAL OFFERS—$25.00 On when you purchase Super Color Writer 2 and an EGA or AGP display**

---

**ORDER NOW**

Micro Technical Products, Inc.
123 N. Sirona, Suite 106-H
Mesa, AZ 85201 (602) 834-0283

Add 5% for shipping, minimum $2.00.
Overseas 10%, min. $4.00. Arizona, add 5% tax. Visa & MasterCard welcome.
Most of the frames ask fill-in-the-blank or multiple-choice questions to ensure that you are absorbing the material. The answers to the chapter tests are keyed to the appropriate frame number so you can review easily.

The material is presented in a lightweight, easy-to-understand manner that will not grate on an adult, but can be understood by a 10-year-old. Strategically placed cartoons and illustrations clarify and emphasize important points. The author even furnishes his address and asks that you write to him with your experiences and questions.

The whole book is suited to the computer novice, but the discussion of RAM and ROM in Chapter I is of particular interest. The author makes several comments on program flow and programming styles that are of value to the beginner. I wish the book I learned Basic from had had such a good discussion of conditional statements and program flow.

Much attention is given to two of the most important concepts in Basic: string and numeric variables. One chapter is devoted to each. Chapter 13 contains what every programmer, novice or expert, needs: a Basic glossary. Each Basic keyword is given a short, clear explanation and one or more examples.

Many subjects are discussed in more depth than in Radio Shack's Getting Started with Color Basic including the fact that you can solicit two or more variables in a single Input statement.

Bob Albrecht goes to great lengths to demonstrate how to achieve a random number in any range, such as a random 1 or -1, or a random number between 89 and 176. He demonstrates how to use set graphics without causing the screen to scroll, and how to use sound as clues in a guessing game.

There are appendices on the order of precedence in arithmetic, scientific notation, and floating-point notation. The appendix on joysticks goes well beyond Getting Started with Color Basic.

The book suffers only a few drawbacks. Chief among them is the omission of any discussion of file handling or cassette I/O (input/output). The lack of even a rudimentary memory map is also a disappointment. Occasional misprints occur, most of which are easily recognizable even by a novice programmer. Most of them seem to be in the chapter on string variables, so be alert when you read that chapter.

TRS-80 Color Basic is a great book from which to learn Basic. It will not discourage the beginning programmer, nor will it put off the more experienced user by oversimplifying. It is a reasonably priced, outstanding companion to Getting Started With Color Basic.
This column will introduce you to the commands available on Color Basic for the TRS-80 Color Computer. The material I present will work on any configuration of the TRS-80 Color Computer. I plan to teach several commands each month, following the tentative schedule in Table 1.

There will be sample programs to demonstrate the use of new commands. The programs may not be useful for any purpose other than teaching a command, but they will be short enough to type in quickly. Maybe I’ll even give a few pop quizzes.

Basic is the language that is built into your computer. Other languages available include Logo, Pascal, Assembly, and Pilot. To program in these languages, you must tell the computer how to use them. The language must be transferred into the computer’s memory from a program pak, a disk, or a tape. Basic, on the other hand, is ready to program as soon as you turn on the computer.

When typing in programs, be careful not to confuse the letters D or O with the number 0. They are not interchangeable. This will drive many typists nuts. Two other characters that might give you trouble are the letter I and the number 1. They look similar on some listings. The computer keyboard has numbers zero through nine.

Do not use small L for a number 1; it just won’t work.

OK, students, get out your CoCo. I will assume that you can connect the computer to the television and know the location of the power switch and channel selector. If you have trouble, pretend you are going to use a program pak—but do not insert one. Turning on the computer should result in a green screen with black letters. The letters say something about Tandy or Microsoft. Pushing the clear key will clear the screen. Another way to clear the screen is to type the letters CLS and then push the enter key. The second way leaves an “OK” on the screen.

Notice the small area on the screen that is constantly changing color. That is your cursor—no dirty language, just a marker to show where your next character typed will appear. Try typing the letters CLS followed by a number between zero and eight inclusive. (Don’t forget to enter.) Pretty, isn’t it? Each number displays a different color screen. If you’re like me, you had to try CLS9, and then ran out of colors.

Don’t get upset if you start typing green letters on a black background. You can change the printing back to normal by holding down the shift key and typing zero. Shift 0 will change the letters back and forth from green on black to black on green. If you try CLS with green letters on black, it doesn’t work. Most commands will not work unless the typing is black letters on a green background.

Another problem is typing an incorrect letter. Suppose you typed CLD instead of CLS. If you have not hit enter, simply push the white left-arrow key to back up one space. If the shift
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key is down when the left arrow is pressed, the cursor will move back to the beginning of your typing, erasing everything in its path. Had you pushed enter, you would have gotten a syntax error and an OK prompt. You just would have had to type CLS again.

Type PRINT MEM and enter. Most commands require pressing the enter key. A number between 2,343 and 32,551 will be displayed. This refers to how many bytes of memory are available. Each byte will hold one letter and an enter key. A number between 32,551 and 32,558 will be displayed. This shows the available extended memory. The difference is because of the visual appeal and the need for space to insert other lines.

Type PRINT MEM and enter. The screen should fill with the welcome message. The computer executes a program one line at a time. Line 10 cleared the screen. Line 20 printed the message exactly as it appeared in the quotation marks. Line 30 told the computer to go to line 20. The message is printed again. After executing line 20, the computer proceeds to the next higher line number. Line 30 sends the machine back to line 20 again. You are in a continuous loop.

Push the red break key if you're not afraid of red switches. Type LIST and enter. Your program is listed on the screen. Try typing a new line 20 with some other message inside the quotation marks. (You can edit the line with an Extended Color Basic computer, but this column is for beginners and for all versions of the CoCo.) The new line 20 will replace the original line 20.

List the program to become a believer. If you are still not a believer, try typing the programs in backwards. Type RUN and enter. The screen should not be cleared. After executing line 20, the computer proceeds to the next higher line number. Line 30 sends the machine back to line 20 again. You are in a continuous loop.

Line numbers don’t have to be multiples of 10. Add line 25 PRINT “STAY TUNED NEXT MONTH” to Listing 1. Line numbers are usually multiples of 10 because of the visual appeal and the need for space to insert other lines.

Add line 27 REM PRINT “THIS LINE WILL NOT PRINT” and run the program. Everything after a REM or an apostrophe in a line is ignored by the computer. It is a remark. I use them at the beginning of a program to record in what issue of what magazine that program was published. When I can't remember how to use the program, I have no trouble finding its accompanying article. You can use remarks for any kind of note within a program.

It's time to move on to Program Listing 2. Type NEW and enter. Type LIST and enter. The computer is erased from memory and cannot be listed. Type Listing 2 and run the program. The semicolon tells the computer that whatever is next to be printed should immediately follow what is printed. Your name will be placed across the screen instead of being printed each time on the next line.

Experiment with different numbers of spaces between your name and the second quotation mark. To pause the printing, or any other Basic program operation, hold down the shift key and type @. Touching any other key will then let the computer proceed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Tentative Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Month 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIFT left arrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRINT (comma, quotes, semicolon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INPUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REM or '</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIFT 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIFT @</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Month 2**                 |
| Colon                       |
| Scientific notation         |
| String variables            |
| CLOAD                       |
| CSAVE                       |
| If...Then...Else            |
| <, >, =                     |
| Clear                       |
| -, *, /                     |
| End                         |
| CONT                        |
| Stop                        |

| **Month 3**                 |
| Calculator mode             |
| Parenthesis                 |
| For...To...Step...Next      |
| RND                         |
| Sound                       |
| Set                         |
| Reset                       |
| Point                       |

| **Month 4**                 |
| Nested for loop             |
| PRINT@                      |
| INT                         |
| ABS                         |
| ON...GOTO                   |
| ON...GOSUB                  |
| GOSUB                       |
| RETURN                      |
| AND                         |
| OR                          |
| NOT                         |

| **Month 5**                 |
| Read                        |
| Data                        |
| Restore                     |
| ASC                         |
| POKE                        |
| PEEK (video display)        |
| PRINT Tab                   |

| **Month 6**                 |
| Arrays                      |
| INKEY$                      |
| VAL                         |
| DIM                         |
| SGN                         |
| JOYSTK                      |

| **Month 7**                 |
| Audio                       |
| Motor                       |
| CHR$                        |
| LEFT$                       |
| LEN                         |
| RIGHT$                      |
| MID$                        |

| **Month 8**                 |
| EOF                         |
| Close                       |
| PRINT# – 1                  |
| INPUT# – 1                  |
| Open                        |
| PEEK (keyboard)             |

| **Month 9**                 |
| EXEC                        |
| USR                         |
| CSAVE                       |
| CLOAD                       |
| Change Assembly listing to Basic |
| Converting Model 1, III to color |
| SIN                         |
| How to find a square root   |
There is one last punctuation mark to learn. Rewrite line 10 of Listing 2 to end with a comma instead of a semicolon. Also, leave out the spaces after your name and before the second quotation mark. If your name is fewer than 16 characters long, the resulting printout is two columns of your name. A comma spaces printing into two columns, each 16 characters wide.

When programming, you will find it’s faster to use a question mark for a Print command. Erase the program in memory. (If you don’t remember how, just think of getting ready for a NEW program.)

Type Program Listing 3. That didn’t take long. Now list the program. By magic, the question mark changed to the word Print.

It’s math time, so type in Program Listing 4 and run the program. It assigns the value of 9 to the variable NU. Any one letter, two letters, or one letter followed by a single numerical digit can represent a unique number. It’s like having a calculator with several hundred memories. Change line 10 in Listing 4 to TO = 9 and run the program. Notice that this results in an SN (syntax) error. The two-letter combination TO cannot be used as a variable because TO is one of the commands used in Basic. Now, change Listing 4 back to its original form and it will run correctly.

In line 20, notice that NU is not in quotation marks. This will allow the computer to print the value of NU. Since NU = 9, printing the value of NU results in a 9 being printed. Does line 30 upset your algebraic thinking? Think of line 30 as meaning that NU equals what NU used to equal plus one. Each time through line 30, the value of NU increases by 1.

Line 40 loops back to line 20 to keep printing the value of NU. Line 30 continues to increase the value of NU by 1. Do you remember how to break out of a loop? Could you momentarily freeze the display without pushing break (shift @)? Experiment with Listing 4 by changing the value of NU in line 10, or the number added to NU in line 30.

Study Program Listing 5. Pretend you’re the computer and go through the program with pencil and paper. Write down the first six numbers that will be printed. Then type in and run Listing 5 to see if you are correct.

Our last topic for this month is Input. This command will allow you to program the computer to ask a question. Run Program Listing 6. Notice that a question mark is printed by the input statement. Many times, a program must ask you for information. The Input command is usually used for this purpose.

If you answer the question with a number containing more than nine digits to the left of the decimal point, it results in some weird numbers. The printout has numbers with an E in them that are in scientific notation. Unfortunately, scientific notation is one of next month’s commands. You will have to wait until then to learn the secret of E.

Try to find a number too large for this program. Any number too large for the computer will result in an OV (overflow) error. There is another way to type an input statement. Line 10 of Listing 6 could be replaced by these two lines:

10 PRINT "WITH WHAT NUMBER SHALL I START COUNTING" 15 INPUT A

My computer school has several advantages. Leaving your homework at home won’t get you into trouble or lower your grade. It’s still a good idea to familiarize yourself with this material to prepare for next month’s lesson.

Write James Wood c/o HOT CoCo, Pine St., Peterborough, NH 03458.
Time was when you could pull any computer magazine off the rack and it would suit your purpose. Not anymore. Today, you need a magazine that is tailor-made for your system, a magazine designed to fit your computing needs, a magazine that lets you move freely to expand your knowledge of computing and to use your computer to its fullest capacity.

For users of Radio Shack computers, that magazine is 80 MICRO. No other computer magazine in the world provides more useful information on the TRS-80* than 80 MICRO. In 1982 alone, 80 MICRO published over 5000 pages containing informative articles; useable programs and helpful tips; hardware, software, and book reviews; new product announcements; science, business, and home-use applications; Color Computer* information; tutorials; utilities; and games.

80 MICRO is the largest single source of information for your TRS-80. No one else even comes close—not even Radio Shack. Because 80 MICRO is not affiliated with the manufacturer, you get unbiased, independent reporting on the latest happenings and innovations.

If you use a TRS-80, Color Computer or II/16, you should subscribe to 80 MICRO. And if you order now before the price goes up you will get 12 monthly issues for only $24.97. The first issue could save you that much in programs alone.

Send in the attached card today, use the coupon below or call toll free 1-800-258-5473.

Stop buying those ill-fitting computer magazines off the rack. Subscribe to 80 MICRO and get the magazine that's tailor-made for you.
With this handy text processor, you can leave writing the screen-formatting code to the computer.

The input character (I$) is checked in line 460 to see if it is a command code. There are five possible command codes: the left arrow (CHR 8), right arrow (CHR 9), down arrow (CHR 10), clear (CHR 12), and enter (CHR 13) keys. A conditional GOTO statement is used, in lieu of several If ... Then statements, to simplify the program and minimize the time delay of the command-decode function.

Lines 490–510 are executed when the input character is not a command code. These lines will test to see if the input character is a blank. If so, its position will be stored in (E) for use by the overflow section (lines 540–570).

Next, the current character position (CP) is checked. If it is within 10 characters of the end of the text page (CS), a warning beep will sound. The input character is then printed on the video screen and stored in the current text-line variable (LN$).

The input character (I$) is checked in line 460 to see if it is a command code. There are five possible command codes: the left arrow (CHR 8), right arrow (CHR 9), down arrow (CHR 10), clear (CHR 12), and enter (CHR 13) keys. A conditional GOTO statement is used, in lieu of several If ... Then statements, to simplify the program and minimize the time delay of the command-decode function.

Lines 490–510 are executed when the input character is not a command code. These lines will test to see if the input character is a blank. If so, its position will be stored in (E) for use by the overflow section (lines 540–570).

Next, the current character position (CP) is checked. If it is within 10 characters of the end of the text page (CS), a warning beep will sound. The input character is then printed on the video screen and stored in the current text-line variable (LN$).

After incrementing the character counter (CN), the program will return to the input section (lines 420–460). When the number of characters entered exceeds the right margin (RM), the program will execute the overflow routine.

The overflow section (lines 540–570) will first produce an end-of-line beep. The input character will then be tested to see if it is a blank. When the input character is a blank, the line counter (LN) is incremented and the program returns to the input section.

If the input character is not a blank, all the characters to the right of the character position stored in variable E (the last blank) are erased from the
screen and moved to the next line. Additionally, the text-line variables are adjusted to reflect the changes. Both the character counter and the line counter are appropriately adjusted, and the program returns to the input section.

The program executes line 600 when the input character is the enter key. The program will increment the line counter, initialize the character counter, and then return to the input section. If the new line exceeds the bottom line margin (BL), the program will automatically exit the text-processor section.

If the input character is the left arrow, lines 630-640 are executed. The character to the left of the cursor is deleted from both the screen and the current text-line variable. A beep sounds, the character and line counters are decremented, and the program returns to the input section.

The right arrow is the tab function. When this key is pressed, the program executes line 670. The appropriate number of blanks are printed to the screen and stored in the current text-line variable. The character and line counters are augmented, and the program sent to the format-menu section.

Press the clear key to clear the entire page of text. This command sends the program to line 700. The screen is cleared, the character and line counters initialized, and the program sent to the beginning of the text-processor function (line 360).

The final section (lines 710-1090) is the Basic program generator. Once a page of text has been completed, lines 740-850 will format it into Basic program lines (PLS). The first Basic instruction generated is the CLS (line 740).

Each of the following computer-generated Basic program lines will contain two lines of text. After all the text has been formatted into Basic instructions, line 860 prepares the footer instruction.

If you wish to enter more pages of text, lines 870-900 will direct the program back to the format-menu section. Otherwise, the program will file the computer-generated Basic program on tape. Before the Basic program is filed, it will be displayed by lines 910-940 for review. These lines can be deleted once you gain confidence in the Auto-Color Writer program.

The remainder of Auto-Color Writer prompts you to prepare the cassette for recording a file, and then stores the computer-generated program on tape.

Operating Instructions

Heading—Auto-Color Writer is so simple to use that it's habit-forming.
Throughout the format-menu section, you will be asked to respond to prompts. You only need to enter the first letter of the appropriate response.

When you first run the program, you will be asked if you have a heading for the text page. You can either enter a heading, decline to enter a heading, or repeat the previous page's format.

When you elect to enter a heading, you will be asked if the heading is upper- or lowercase. If the heading is lowercase, the computer will convert the characters to lowercase and add a black space character (CHR$(128)) between words. All headings will be centered and are limited to 32 characters.

Next, you will be asked if you want the heading underlined. Underlining is achieved by printing 32 graphic characters (CHR$(131)) on the next line.

Footer—The footer prompt will ask if you want the computer to add a footer. The footer is an input statement with a printed prompt that tells you to press the enter key when you are ready to continue the program.

The footer will be displayed on the last line of the text page. This prompt will not appear if you elect to repeat the heading. Instead, the last footer decision will be repeated.

Initial Line Number—Auto-Color Writer allows you to start the computer-generated Basic program at any line number you choose. This prompt will only be displayed the first time through the program.

After you enter the first line number, all other program lines will be incremented by 10. If you choose not to enter a number, the computer will start the Basic program at line 0.

Change of Format Parameters—The last format prompt will ask if you wish to change any of the format parameters. If you elect to change them, the computer will display their current value and will provide a format-parameter menu.

When you have finished with the format-menu section, the screen will clear and display the heading and footer. A cursor will flash at the current character position.

Text Processing—Auto-Color Writer is now in the text-input mode and you can practice your literary skills. Type your classic onto the screen; the computer will faithfully follow and store every character you type.

Should you make a mistake, simply hit the left arrow as you normally would. With Auto-Color Writer, the backspace and space keys will repeat if
held down. You will also hear a beep when you are backspacing.

One of the nicest features of the program is word wrap-around. If the word you are typing is too long to fit on the current line, the word will be wrapped around to the next line. You no longer need trial-and-error methods for making everything fit and for hyphenating words.

**New Line/Table/Clear**—Hitting the enter key will immediately move you to the beginning of the next line. To tab, press the right arrow the desired number of times.

To clear the entire text page, press the clear key. You are now ready to start at the top of the text page.

**End of Page**—Auto-Color Writer will warn you as you approach the end of a page by beeping as the last 10 characters are entered. The program will automatically exit the text processor when the page is filled.

If you want to exit sooner, press the down arrow. The program will not allow you to print a character in the very last screen position (location 511). All other characters and functions are normal.

**File Preparation**—Once the page is completed, Auto-Color Writer will ask if you have completed the text. If not, it will return to the format-menu section, and the text-input process will be repeated.

When the text is completed, Auto-Color Writer displays the Basic program it generated, six lines at a time. Upon completion of the review, the program prompts you to prepare your tape recorder to record a file. After you record the file, a final prompt reminds you to keep a record of the file location.

**Using the File**—To use the file, you must CLOAD it. Once CLOADed, the computer-generated program can be listed, edited, or run as you would any other program. If you run the program, the video screen will display your text exactly as you entered it.

Now that you have entered the text into your computer, you can type any additional Basic instructions needed to complete your program. When you are done, CSAVE the new program. If you wish to include the text as part of another program, use the merge technique described in "Cassette Merge" (80 Micro, January 1983, p. 310).

**Final Thoughts**

Auto-Color Writer represents a Basic text-processing capability and a demonstration of a self-programming technique. There are many other features that you can add to the text-processing to make it more useful. Auto-Color Writer's simplicity allows you to tailor the program to meet your text-processing needs.

Programming the computer to create Basic program lines and store them in a data file for later use is a powerful tool. Auto-Color Writer is only one example of how this technique can be used to save time and effort.

To use this technique, you must first decide what part of your program can be generated by the computer. It is most useful for those program functions that are repetitious and tedious.

Next, define and characterize the process you would use to program the repetitive function. Now, write a program that will create the strings needed to form the Basic statements that perform the repetitive function. The final step is to create an interactive program for entering the nonrepetitive information.

---

**Tired of broken joysticks? We offer an affordable joystick based on proven technology and reliability.**

The handles and internal mechanism have proven to be extremely rugged and reliable under extensive use with arcade type games. The joystick function smoothly to provide excellent cursor/character control. Get your joystick programs working the way they should! Our joysticks are backed by a 90 day warranty on material and labor.

**ADDITIONAL LISTINGS ON MARK DATA, COGNITEC, COMPUTERWARE, PETROCCI FREELANCE ASSOCIATES, COLOSOFIT, AND ANTECO IN OUR FREE CATALOG WRITE OR CALL.**

**SHIPPING: U.S.A., CANADA AND MEXICO**

**WE PAY POSTAGE on all software orders. Add $2.00 for shipping joysticks (unless purchased with software—then we’ll pay). Please add $2.00 for C.O.D. orders (U.S.A. only). Allow 2 weeks for personal checks to clear.**

**SHIPPING: ALL OTHER COUNTRIES:**

Add $2.00 for each software item. Add $3.00 for each joystick. Items will be shipped air mail.

**ALL PAYMENTS MUST BE IN U.S. FUNDS.**
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**ENDICOTT SOFTWARE**

P.O. Box 12543, Huntsville, AL 35802

PHONE: (205) 881-0506

HOT CoCo June 1983 31

---

**EXCELLENT PROGRAMS FROM LEADING SOFTWARE HOUSES**

**TOM MIX**

**SPACE SHUTTLE Control the Space Shuttle**

**DONKEY KEY 4 Screens • Full action**

**PROTECTORS Excellent Defender type**

**COLOR GOLF Challenging! Uses full set of clubs.**

**ESCAPE FROM SPECTRE Graphic Spy Adv.**

**KATERPILLAR ATTACK Look out for spiders!**

**MOON LANDER 2 games in 1**

**CASINO 3 Gambling Package**

**TAPE DUPE Copies any ML tape.**

**DISK TO TAPE Dump most disks to tape**

**TAPE TO DISK Load most tapes to disk**

**SPELLING TEST Provides a standard oral quiz.**

**WAR KINGS Remember War Lords?**

**SHIP WRECK Intriguing adventure**

---

**SPICE RACK - 80K diskette • 4K diskette**

**LEADER - 80K diskette **

---

**ENDICOTT SOFTWARE**

P.O. Box 12543, Huntsville, AL 35802

PHONE: (205) 881-0506

HOT CoCo June 1983 31

---

**JOYSTICKS**

DEALER & CLUB INQUIRIES INVITED

**TOM MIX**

**SPACE SHUTTLE Control the Space Shuttle**

**DONKEY KEY 4 Screens • Full action**

**PROTECTORS Excellent Defender type**

**COLOR GOLF Challenging! Uses full set of clubs.**

**ESCAPE FROM SPECTRE Graphic Spy Adv.**

**KATERPILLAR ATTACK Look out for spiders!**

**MOON LANDER 2 games in 1**

**CASINO 3 Gambling Package**

**TAPE DUPE Copies any ML tape.**

**DISK TO TAPE Dump most disks to tape**

**TAPE TO DISK Load most tapes to disk**

**SPELLING TEST Provides a standard oral quiz.**

**WAR KINGS Remember War Lords?**

**SHIP WRECK Intriguing adventure**

---

**PRICKLY-PEAR SOFTWARE**

**VIKING Go from peasant to King!**

**GANGBUSTERS Lead a life of crime and win!**

**PANDORA’S BOX**

includes “pac” game, "defender-type" game, Dicebomba, Blockade, slot machine, and squares (like cube).

**PREREAD 1, 2, 3, & 8 (Three tapes)**

Prepare your preschooler to learn to read.

**PHONICS I**

1 tutorial tape, 1 quiz tape. These begin the learning to read process.

**PHONICS II**

Advancement from PHONICS I.

**FLIGHT Realistic flight simulator**

**B-6 BIT BARTENDER Party fun. 100 + recipes.**

---

**ENDICOTT SOFTWARE**

P.O. Box 12543, Huntsville, AL 35802

PHONE: (205) 881-0506

---

See List of Advertisers on page 138
Many Color Computer owners are frustrated to find out that their computer's RS-232C output port supports only serial-input printers and cannot directly interface with many of the popular printers on the market. Adding to the frustration is the fact that, at this writing, Radio Shack does not offer a serial-to-parallel interface for the Color Computer. Unless the owner wants to purchase a Radio Shack printer, he is left to his own devices to find the appropriate printer interface.

Many older, high-quality, parallel-input printers, like the Radio Shack Line Printer II, actually a Centronics 730-1 in disguise, are still around and available for a fraction of their original prices. Also, many of the newer parallel-input printers, the Epson MX-80 for example, are available at bargain prices.

Interfacing such printers to the Color Computer is not difficult and needn't be expensive. The RS-232C to parallel-input printer interface described in this article allows the Color Computer to be used with a variety of popular printers. Using readily available parts, the unit can be constructed for under $25.

The Serial Interface

The Radio Shack Color Basic ROM supports operation of a serial printer via the computer's RS-232C connector. The pin assignments of the connector are illustrated in Fig. 1.

While performing printer operations, the computer monitors the status input line (pin 1) to determine if the printer is ready to accept data. If the status line is high (logical 1), the computer may output data on pin 4. A low level (logical 0) on the status line indicates to the computer that the printer is busy and cannot accept data.

Data is transmitted, in ASCII-encoded words, 1 bit at a time. These ASCII words define the characters to be printed or operations to be performed by the printer. In order for the printer circuitry to identify the beginning and end of each word, each is preceded by 1 start bit (a zero) and followed by 2 stop bits (ones). The ASCII word will be either 7 or 8 bits long depending on which version of Color Basic, 1.0 or 1.1, the computer is running.

The computer normally transmits serial data at 600 baud. This can be varied, under software control, from 120-2,400 baud by POKEing the appropriate values into specific locations in RAM (see the Radio Shack manual Getting Started with Color Basic).

EIA (Electronic Industries Association) standard RS-232C dictates that logical 0 bits be represented by a positive potential greater than 3 volts and that logical 1 bits be represented by a negative potential greater than 3 volts. The Color Computer outputs positive and negative 12 volts, respectively, to satisfy this requirement.

Parallel-Input Printers

Parallel printers are designed to accept data a whole word at a time. This requires that all 7 or 8 data bits be transmitted simultaneously and that the printer be advised when the data has been made available. Typically, a parallel-output device transmits the information on eight data lines and then outputs a strobe pulse on another line to signal that the data is available for transfer.

Upon receiving the strobe, the printer accepts the data and acknowledges its receipt by outputting a busy signal on yet another line. The busy signal remains until the printer is ready to accept another data word. This sequence is repeated until the print operation is completed.

Serial-to-Parallel Conversion

A serial-to-parallel interface device converts the computer's signal line (serial) output to an eight-line (parallel) input that the printer can accommodate. To accomplish this, the interface monitors the computer's RS-232C output line until it detects a start bit. It then stores the next several bits in a data register. When a stop bit is detected, the data is transferred in parallel form to eight output lines and a data-ready signal is generated. The sequence is repeated when the next start bit is detected.

The Interface Circuit

The Color Computer to parallel-printer interface is designed around the versatile UART (universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter) integrated...
circuit. As shown in Fig. 2, the RS-232C input is buffered by line receiver EC2, which inverts the signal and converts it to the TTL level required by the UART. The signal is then applied to the serial input of the UART, IC1. IC1 pins 35–39 are used to program the UART for various word lengths, number of start and stop bits, and parity.

IC3 is wired as an astable multivibrator to produce a clock frequency of 9,600 Hz, 16 times the baud rate of the incoming signal. If you program a baud rate other than 600, you must adjust the clock frequency to maintain the 16x baud rate relationship. Resistors R1, R2, and capacitor C1 determine the frequency of oscillation. The clock’s output is applied to the UART’s receiver clock input, pin 17. After the UART detects each start bit, serial data is clocked into its receiver register on every sixteenth clock transition.

When the stop bit is detected, the data is output on pins 5–12 and pin 19 goes high. This signal is inverted by IC4(a) and output to the printer as data strobe. It is also applied, after a short delay, to IC5(b) for use in the parallel output circuit.
When installing the enclosure as it will be mounted, and connect UART pin 18 to reset the data strobe.

The delay established by R3 and C3, to IC4(b), which inverts it and applies it to UART pin 18 to reset the data strobe. IC4(c) inverts the printer's busy signal before it is output to the computer's status line. The printer provides power for the interface.

**Construction and Calibration**

Construct the interface using wire-wrap or point-to-point wiring techniques, or build it on a single-sided printed circuit board. A foil pattern for the PC board is shown in Fig. 3. Assembly is straightforward using the PC board. Refer to the component-placement diagram in Fig. 4 for parts layout.

Begin by installing the four jumper wires. J1 should be installed between points A and B if the interface is going to be used with a computer that has Color Basic version 1.0 or between points A and C for machines with version 1.1.

Next, install the resistors and the diode, making sure to observe the proper polarity when mounting the diode. Mount the IC sockets so that their number 1 pins are oriented as shown in the placement diagram. When installing capacitor C4, be careful that its polarity is as shown in Fig. 4.

Connect 6-inch lengths of wire to points F, G, and H. These will be connected to a 4-pin DIN connector later. Connect wires 1-18 of the ribbon cable to their respective points on the printed circuit board. Connect wires 21, 31, and 35 to their respective points, also.

Place the printed circuit board in the enclosure as it will be mounted, and mark the mounting-hole positions on the case. Remove the board and drill 1/8-inch holes in the case at the points marked. Mark and drill a 9/16-inch hole in the center of one end of the enclosure to accommodate the DIN connector.

Insert the connector in the hole and mark the position of its mounting holes. Remove the connector and drill 1/8-inch holes at the places marked. Cut, nibble, or file a 1/16-inch deep channel on the top edge of the enclosure for the ribbon cable to pass through.

Next, connect the printer connector to the free end of the ribbon cable. If your printer's interface is the standard Centronics parallel type, simply hook wire number 1 to pin number 1, then alternately connect the remaining wires to the top pins and bottom pins on the connector.

Table 1 identifies the wire numbers and signals carried by each conductor. If your printer uses a different style connector, you must refer to a wiring diagram to identify which pins are to be connected.

Mount the completed circuit board in the enclosure, using spacers and the appropriate other hardware. Install the DIN connector and solder wires F, G, and H to pins 1, 3, and 4, respectively.

The printer interface circuit requires +5 volts from the printer's power supply. Centronics-style interfaces conveniently provide +5 volts on either pin 18 or 35, depending on how the connector pins are numbered; check your printer manual.

On some printers, like the Epson MX-80, this voltage is supplied through a pull-up resistor (check your manual again). If this is the case with yours, then bypass the resistor with a piece of wire or isolate that connector pin and run a separate wire to it from the printer's +5 volt source. Wire number 35 of the ribbon cable carries the power from the printer to the interface. If your printer is wired differently, swap wires accordingly.

Before installing the integrated circuits, connect the unit to your printer and apply power. Check the voltage between pin 1 of the UART socket and ground to ensure that it is +5 volts, then turn off the power and insert the integrated circuits.

The clock frequency must be adjusted to 9,600 Hz. If you have a frequency counter, connect it to pin 3 of IC3 and adjust R2 until the counter indicates 9,600 Hz. Alternately, connect your computer to the interface and set up the printer for use. Enter the following program and run it.

```
10 PRINT #2, "CALIBRATE"
20 FOR X = 1 TO 100
30 NEXT X
40 GOTO 10
```

The printer's output will be mostly gibberish until the clock frequency is properly adjusted. Slowly rotate R2 until "calibrate" is accurately and reliably printed. Press break to stop the printer. Replace the interface enclosure's cover and enjoy your computer's expanded capability.

**Don LeRoI is stationed in Antarctica as a U.S. Navy photographer. Write him at Box 43-62, Port Hueneme, CA 93043.**

**WIRE #** | **Signal** | **Source**
--- | --- | ---
1 | Data Strobe | Interface
2 | Ground | Interface
3 | Data Bit 1 | Interface
4 | Ground | Interface
5 | Data Bit 2 | Interface
6 | Ground | Interface
7 | Data Bit 3 | Interface
8 | Ground | Interface
9 | Data Bit 4 | Interface
10 | Ground | Interface
11 | Data Bit 5 | Interface
12 | Ground | Interface
13 | Data Bit 6 | Interface
14 | Ground | Interface
15 | Data Bit 7 | Interface
16 | Ground | Interface
17 | Data Bit 8 | Interface
18 | Ground | Interface
19 | N.C. | Printer
20 | Ground | Printer
21 | Busy | Printer
22 | N.C. | Printer
23 | Ground | Printer
24 | N.C. | Printer
25 | N.C. | Printer
26 | N.C. | Printer
27 | N.C. | Printer
28 | N.C. | Printer
29 | N.C. | Printer
30 | N.C. | Printer
31 | Ground | Printer
32 | N.C. | Printer
33 | N.C. | Printer
34 | N.C. | Printer
35 | +5 Volts | Printer
36 | N.C. | Printer

**Table 1**

| C1,C2,C3—0.1µF disk capacitor |
| C4—10µF electrolytic capacitor |
| D1—1N914 diode |
| IC1—LM6402 UART |
| IC2—MCl489 quad line receiver |
| IC3—NE555 timer |
| IC4—CD4049 hex inverter/buffer |
| R1—3.9k ohm, 1/4 W resistor |
| R2—10k ohm miniature potentiometer |
| R3—100k ohm, 1/4 W resistor |
| Misc.—4-pin DIN connector, plastic case (Radio Shack 270-223 or similar), PC board, IC sockets, 36 conductor ribbon cable, printer connector, hardware, wire, solder, etc. |

**Table 2. Parts List**
3 display formats: 51/64/85 columns x 24 lines
True lower case characters
User-friendly full-screen editor
Right justification
Easy hyphenation
Drives any printer
Embedded format and control codes
Runs in 16K, 32K, or 64K
Menu-driven disk and cassette I/O
No hardware modifications required

THE ORIGINAL

Simply stated, Telewriter is the most powerful word processor you can buy for the TRS-80 Color Computer. The original Telewriter has received rave reviews in every major Color Computer and TRS-80 magazine, as well as enthusiastic praise from thousands of satisfied owners. And rightly so.

The standard Color Computer display of 32 characters by 16 lines without lower case is simply inadequate for serious word processing. The checkerboard-letters and tiny lines give you no feel for how your writing looks or reads. Telewriter gives the Color Computer a 51 column by 24 line screen display with true lower case characters. So a Telewriter screen looks like a printed page, with a good chunk of text on screen at one time. In fact, more on screen than you'd get with Apple II, Atari, TI, Vic or TRS-80 Model III.

On top of that, the sophisticated Telewriter full-screen editor is so simple to use, it makes writing fun. With single-letter mnemonic commands, and menu-driven I/O and formatting, Telewriter surpasses all others for user friendliness and pure power.

Telewriter's chain printing feature means that the size of your text is never limited by the amount of memory you have, and Telewriter's auto-justify means you type a load command only once no matter where you are in the tape.

But now we've added more power to Telewriter. Not just bells and whistles, but major features that give you total control over your writing. We call this new supercharged version Telewriter-64. For two reasons.

64K COMPATIBLE

Telewriter-64 runs fully in any Color Computer — 16K, 32K, or 64K, with or without Extended Basic, with disk or cassette or both. It automatically configures itself to take optimum advantage of all available memory. That means that when you upgrade your memory, the Telewriter-64 text buffer grows accordingly. In a 64K based cassette system, for example, you get about 40K of memory to store text. So you don't need disk or FLEX to put all your 64K to work immediately.

64 COLUMNS (AND 85!)

Besides the original 51 column screen, Telewriter-64 now gives you 2 additional high-density displays: 64 x 24 and 85 x 24! Both high density modes provide all the standard Telewriter editing capabilities, and you can switch instantly to any of the 3 formats with a single control key command. The 51 x 24 display is clear and crisp on the screen. The two high density modes are more crowded and less easily readable, but they are perfect for showing you the exact layout of your printed page, all on the screen at one time. Compare this with cumbersome "windows" that show you only fragments at a time and don't even allow editing.

RIGHT JUSTIFICATION & HYPHENATION

One outstanding advantage of the full-width screen display is that you can now set the screen width to match the width of your printed page, so that "what you see is what you get." This makes exact alignment of columns possible and it makes hyphenation simple.

Since short lines are the reason for the large screen width, Telewriter-64 can now promise you some of the best looking right justification you can get on your printed page, so that "what you see is what you get." This makes exact alignment of columns possible and it makes hyphenation simple.

Since short lines are the reason for the large screen width, Telewriter-64 can now promise you some of the best looking right justification you can get on your printed page, so that "what you see is what you get." This makes exact alignment of columns possible and it makes hyphenation simple.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS:

Printing and formatting: Drives any printer (LP/II/III, DMP-100/200, Epson, Okidata, Centronics, NEC, C. Itoh, Smith-Corona, Terminer, etc.).

Embedded control codes give full dynamic access to intelligent printer features like: underlining, subscript, superscript, variable font and size, dot-graphics, etc.

Dynamic (embedded) format controls for: top, bottom, and left margins; line length, lines per page, line spacing, new page, change page numbering, conditional new page, enable/disable justification.

Menu-driven control of these parameters, as well as: pause at page bottom, page numbering, baud rate (so you can run your printer at top speed) and Epson font. "Typewriter" feature sends typed lines directly to your printer, and Direct mode sends control codes right from the keyboard to Special Epson driver simplifies use with MX-80.

Supports single and multi-line headers and automatic centering. Print or save all or any section of the text buffer. Chain print any number of files from cassette or disk.

File and I/O Features: ASCII format files — create and edit BASIC, Assembly, Pascal, and C programs, Smart Terminal files (for uploading or downloading), even text files from other word processors. Compatible with spelling checkers (like Spell 'n Fix).

Cassette verify command for sure saves. Cassette auto-retry means you type a load command only once no matter where you are in the tape.

Read in, save, partial save, and append files with disk and/or cassette. For disk: print directory with free space to screen or printer, kill and rename files, set default drive. Easily customized to the number of drives in the system.

Editing features: Fast, full-screen editor with wordwrap, block copy, block move, block delete, line delete, global search and replace (or delete), wild card search, fast auto-repeat cursor, fast scrolling, cursor up, down, right, left, begin line, end line, top of text, bottom of text, page forward, page backward, align text, tabs, choice of buffer or green background, corporate print protection, line counter, word counter, space left, current file name, default drive in effect, set line length on screen.

Insert or delete text anywhere on the screen without changing "modes." This fast "free-form" editor provides maximum ease of use. Everything you do appears immediately on the screen in front of you. Commands require only a single key or a single key plus CLEAR.

...truly a state of the art word processor...
outstanding in every respect.
— The RAINBOW, Jan. 1982

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING

You can no longer afford to be without the power and efficiency word processing brings to everything you write. The TRS-80 Color Computer is the lowest priced micro with the capability for serious word processing. And only Telewriter-64 fully unleashes that capability.

Telewriter-64 costs $49.95 on cassette, $59.95 on disk, and comes complete with over 70 pages of well-written documentation. (The step-by-step tutorial will have your writing with Telewriter-64 in a matter of minutes.)

To order, send check or money order to:

Cognitec
704 N. Nob St.
Del Mar, CA 92014

Or check your local software store. If you have questions, or would like to order by Visa or Mastercard, call us at (619) 755-1258 (weekdays, 8AM-4PM PST). Dealer inquiries invited.

(Add $2 for shipping. Californians add 6% state tax. Allow 2 weeks for delivery. Send self-addressed stamped envelope for Telewriter reviews from CCN, RAINBOW, 80-Micro, 80-U.S. Telewriter owners: send SASE or call for information on upgrading to Telewriter. Telewriter: compatible spelling checker (Spell 'n Fix) and Smart Terminal program (Colorcom/FC) also available. Call or write for more information.)

Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Atari is a trademark of Atari, Inc. TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp. MX-80 is a trademark of Epson America, Inc.

...one of the best programs for the Color Computer I have seen....
— Color Computer News, Jan. 1982

TELEWRITER-64

But now we've added more power to Telewriter. Not just bells and whistles, but major features that give you total control over your writing. We call this new supercharged version Telewriter-64. For two reasons.
CoCo Word Processor

This CoCo word processor can print form letters with a mailing-list file, and it can concatenate several documents into one large document. It has an optional variable character-spacing routine for right-justification with printers that use compatible escape sequences. It’s written in Basic so you can easily modify it to suit your requirements.

This program was originally written for a MITS Altair 8800; then it was modified for the TRS-80 Model I, Model III, and finally the TRS-80 Color Computer. It would be easy to convert it back to use on the Model I or III.

This word processor requires Extended Color Basic and 16K of memory.

This word processor consists of two Basic programs: the editor, called Edit, which enters the document; and the print formatter, called Author. Once loaded in Basic, the programs can easily be saved on disk or tape.

The Editor

The Edit program lets you insert, delete, and move lines around in the text. You can replace lines and display or print the lines already entered. The editor also allows specific characters, words, or phrases to be located, changed, or deleted in a range of lines.

The edit commands consist of single letters, in upper- or lowercase, sometimes accompanied by a plus or minus sign:

- Insert (I)—Typing I begins a document or lets you insert lines in the document. After typing I, the editor gives you a line number, starting with 1. Type your line and hit the enter key. You’ll get the next line number; enter another line, hit enter, and so on. To leave the insert mode, hit the enter key without entering a line.

Lines should be 240 characters or less. For 16K computers, the program will accept 200 lines of 40 characters each. If you have 32K, you can have 600 lines of 40 characters. If you use longer lines, you should use fewer of them to avoid running out of memory. If you do run out of memory and the program crashes, type in GOTO 100, and then save the text with the E command.

You can use quotation marks within a line. To end a paragraph, end the last line with an ampersand. Lines are normally connected, with a space between them, by Author when the document is printed. If you end a line with a space, you’ll get an extra space between lines. Author puts a blank line between paragraphs, two if you are double-spacing. To begin a paragraph with an indent, put in the spaces wanted at the beginning of the paragraph.

For a line to stand alone, end the previous line with the paragraph marker, the &. Then begin the line to stand alone with a greater-than sign (>); the line will not be connected to any other lines. If you begin several consecutive lines this way, each will stand alone with no blank lines between them.

If you want the lines to be indented, add the appropriate number of spaces between the > and the beginning of that line. The total length of the stand-alone line, not counting the > but including any spaces, must be less than the line length of the printed document. You select this line length when you run Author. The default is 60 characters per line.

Signal the end of the document by typing an @ at the end of the last line in the document.

To start a new page, enter an up arrow on a line by itself. Don’t put an & or an @ on a line by itself. If you like, you can use an up arrow followed by an @ on its own line to start a new page when you are connecting document files.

If you have already entered some lines and wish to insert lines between them, use P after the command prompt to display the line you wish to follow the inserted lines. Then use I and the editor will print that line number. Enter as many lines as you wish and use the enter key after the line number prompt when you are finished. You can also use
the – or + commands to find the line to follow your lines.

If there are many lines following the inserted lines, there will be a short pause while the editor moves the lines down to make room for each inserted line. All line numbers following the inserted lines will be corrected.

To add lines to the end of a document, use B or the down arrow after the command prompt. You'll be given the next line number after the last line entered. Then enter your added lines, making sure the original last line does not end with an @ or else your added lines will not be printed.

- Print (P)—Use this command to display any lines already entered. You are asked for the start and end lines of the lines you wish to see. Reply with the enter key to the start line prompt to begin with line 1.

If you use the enter key to respond to the end-line prompt, the last line displayed will be the last line in the document. All lines between the start and end line number will be displayed. If you use the same line number for the start- and end-line number, only that line will be displayed. To temporarily halt the displayed lines, use shift @ and then shift @ to resume the display.

If you use the I command after using P, the lines inserted will precede the last line displayed.

- Line Print (L)—Use this after the command prompt to print all the lines entered. These will not be formatted, but will appear on the line printer just as they appear using the P command on the display. You must use the author program to print the final formatted document.

- Delete (D)—Press D after the command prompt to delete a line. Specify the line number to be deleted. All line numbers following the deleted line will be corrected.

- Replace (R)—If you wish to replace a line, you must specify the line number to be replaced and then type in the new line.

- Display Present Line—A space after the display line will display the last line entered. To advance the display one line, use the + or ; command. To back up a line, use the – command. These are useful for checking lines or for finding the correct place for an insert.

- Top Line (T or up arrow)—This will display the first line in the document. You can then follow the document line by line using the + or ; command. To back up a line, use the – command.

- Replace (S)—To save the lines you have entered without ending the editing session, type S after the command prompt. You will specify whether you wish to save to a cassette or disk. If you choose cassette, you must be sure the tape recorder is ready. Use this method as you go along as a precaution in case of a power interruption or computer failure.

When the program begins, you must specify a file name for the document you are entering. This name must be eight letters or fewer if you are using a cassette. If you are using a disk, see the manual for permissible file names.

You should use a separate cassette side for each document.

You will see the * command prompt once the document has been recorded.

- End (E)—This works much like save,
Listing continued

6050 IPZ$="L"ORZ$="1"THEN6230
6070 IFZ$="Q"ORZ$="q"THEN6260
6080 IFZ$="T"ORZ$="1"THEN6270
6090 IFZ$="X"ORZ$="x"THEN6290
6100 IFZ$="H"ORZ$="h"THEN6320
6105 IFZ$=CHR$(8) THEN6370
6110 IFZ$=CHR$(13) THEN6330
6120 GOTO0810
6130 IF LF=Z4 THEN6120
6140 PRINTMIDS(CS,LF,1);:DS=DS+MIDS(CS,LF,1);:LF=LF+1:GOTO6010
6150 ZS=ZS+"S"
6160 GOTO0810
6170 IFZ$="**"THEN6174
6171 FORZ2=LF TO LF+VAL(Z1$)-1
6172 GOSUB6500:PRINTZS;:DS=DS+ZS
6173 NEXTLF=Z2:Z1$="":GOTO6010
6174 GOSUB6500:PRINTZS;:LF=LF+1:DS=DS+ZS:GOTO6010
6180 IFZ$="**"THEN6220
6190 PRINT"*":FORZ2=LF TO LF+VAL(Z1$)-1
6200 PRINTMIDS(CS,LF,1);:NEXT
6210 PRINT"*":LF=Z2:Z1$="":GOTO6010
6220 PRINT"*":PRINTMIDS(CS,LF,1);:PRINT"*":LF=LF+1:GOTO6010
6230 IFLF=Z4 AND Z2=THENZ2=0:GOTO6255
6235 FORZ2=LF TO Z4
6240 PRINTMIDS(CS,LF,1);:DS=DS+MIDS(CS,LF,1)
6250 NEXT
6255 CS=DS=DS=**"PRINT=Z4=LEN(CS);:LF=LF+1:GOTO6010
6260 PRINT:GOSUB6510:DS=**"GOTO100
6260 GOSUB6570
6270 IFZ$=CHR$(95)THEN6010
6274 IFZ$=CHR$(8)THEN6410
6275 IFZ$=CHR$(13)THEN6330
6280 PRINTZS;:DS=DS+ZS:GOTO6270
6290 FORZ2=LF TO Z4
6300 PRINTMIDS(CS,LF,1);:DS=DS+MIDS(CS,LF,1)
6310 NEXTLF=Z4+1:GOTO6270
6320 LF=Z2+1:GOTO6010
6330 IF LF=Z4 THENPRINTCHRS(13):GOSUB6510:AS(A)=DS=GOTO100
6340 FORZ2=LF TO Z4
6350 PRINTMIDS(CS,LF,1);:DS=DS+MIDS(CS,LF,1)
6360 NEXTLF=Z4+1:GOSUB6510:AS(A)=DS=GOTO100
6370 PRINT"*":
6380 PRINTMIDS(DS,LEN(DS),1);:DS=LEFS(DS,LEN(DS)-1)
6390 GOSUB6500:IFZ$=CHR$(8)THEN6380
6400 PRINT"*":GOTO6020
6410 PRINT"*":
6420 PRINTMIDS(DS,LEN(DS),1);:DS=LEFS(DS,LEN(DS)-1)
6430 GOSUB6500:IFZ$=CHR$(8)THEN6420
6440 PRINT"*":GOTO6072
6500 PRINTCHRS(14);:ZS=INKEY$:IFZ$="**"THEN6500ELSERETURN
6510 RETURN
9999 REM MAKE ROOM FOR INSERT
10000 IF E+1=200 THENPRINT"ONLY200 LINE NUMBERS!*GOTO100ELSEFORI
1=E TO A STEP-1
10010 FORZ2=0 TO 3
10015 IF Z2=1 THEN10040
10020 I3=PEEK(VARPTR(AS(I1)))+12
10030 POKE(VARPTR(AS(I1+1)))+12,I3
10040 NEXTI2,11:RETURN
11999 REM DELETE A LINE
12000 FOR I1=A1 TO E
12010 FOR Z2=0 TO 3
12015 IF Z2=1 THEN12040
12020 I3=PEEK(VARPTR(AS(I1)))+12
12030 POKE(VARPTR(AS(I1-1)))+12,I3
12040 NEXTI2,11:RETURN
13000 FORZ1=1 TO E
13010 PRINT4-2,X;AS(X)
13020 NEXTX;GOTO100
14000 PRINT"GLOBAL REPLACE (R)";PRINT"DELETE (D), OR FIND (F)?
14010 CS=INKEY$:IFZ$="**"THEN14010
14020 IFCS="R"ORCS="D"ORCS="d"ORCS="f"ORCS="F"THEN14030E
14030 PRINT"INPUT "FROM LINE":L1:IF L1THEN11=1
14040 INPUT" TO LINE";L2:IF L2>E THENL2=E
14050 IFL2=4THENL2=E
14050 PRINT"STRING TO SEARCH FOR":;PRINT"DON'T FORGET THE SPACE":
14060 PRINTEXTERN After A WORD.":L1:LINEINPUT"*";S1:IFCS="R"ORCS="r"THEN14060E
14070 ELSE14070
14060 PRINT"STRING FOR REPLACEMENT":;LINEINPUT"*";S2$14070 FORX=L1 TO L2
14080 P=INSTRAS(X),S1$:IF P>0 THEN14100
14090 NEXTX;GOTO100
14100 IFCS="d"ORCS="d"THEN14100ELSE14120
14105 IF=THENAS(X)=RIGHTS(AS(X),LEN(AS(X)))-LEN(S1$)+1:GOTO14000
14110 IF=THENAS(X)=LEFTS(AS(X),LEN(S1$),F-1)+GOTO14000
14110 LISTING
FINALLY!
A REAL SPREAD-SHEET PROGRAM FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER

DYNACALC™

Business people use spread-sheets to organize columns and rows of figures. DYNACALC simulates the operation of a spread-sheet without the mess of paper and pencil. Of course, corrections and changes are a snap. Changing any entered value causes the whole spread-sheet to be re-calculated based on the new constants. This means that you can play, 'what if?' to your heart's content.

But DYNACALC isn't just for accountants. DYNACALC can be used for just about any type of job. Not only numbers, but alphanumeric messages can be handled. Engineers and other technical users will love DYNACALC's sixteen-digit math and built-in scientific functions. There's even a built-in sort command, so you can use DYNACALC to manage small data bases - up to 256 records.

DYNACALC will let your computer do just about anything you can imagine. Ask your friends who have VisiCalc, or a similar program, just how useful an electronic spread-sheet program can be for all types of household, business, engineering, and scientific applications.

DYNACALC is designed to be used by non-programmers, but even a Ph.D. in Computer Science can understand it. Built-in HELP messages are provided for quick reference to operating instructions.

DYNACALC has a beautifully simple method of reading and writing FLEX data files, so you can communicate both ways with other programs on your system, such as the Text Editor, Text Processor, Sort/Merge, RMS data base system, or other programs written in BASIC, C, PASCAL, FORTRAN, and so on.

Except for a few seldom-used commands, DYNACALC is memory-resident, so there is little disk I/O to slow things down. The whole data array (worksheet) is in memory, so access to any point is instantaneous. DYNACALC is 100% 6809 machine code for blistering speed.

Color Computer DYNACALC works with the FLEX operating system from Frank Hogg Laboratory (64k required). If you aren't already using this powerful operating system, we have a special deal for you: order DYNACALC (regularly $200) and FHL Color FLEX (regularly $99) together for only $250.

To order, see your local DYNACALC dealer, or order directly from CSC at the address below. We accept telephone orders from 10 am to 6 pm, Monday through Friday. Call us at 314-576-5020. Your VISA or MasterCard is welcome. Be sure to specify that you want the Color Computer version.

ORDER YOUR DYNACALC TODAY!

Computer Systems Center
13461 Olive Blvd.
Chesterfield, MO 63017
(314) 576-5020

See List of Advertisers on page 138
you can create a new document or edit an old document. If you want to finish or change an old document, answer the "Create new document" query with N, respond to the cassette ready query, and the document will be loaded from tape or disk.

If you respond with a Y, you will receive the command prompt * and you can enter your new document.

The Edit program is set up for 200 lines, assuming the lines will be an average of 40 characters each. If you use all 200 lines, you are warned and not permitted to enter any more. Use E to save the document and start a new one by selecting "Create new document" query with N.

The Edit program is set up for 200 lines, assuming the lines will be an average of 40 characters each. If you use all 200 lines, you are warned and not permitted to enter any more. Use E to save the document and start a new one by selecting "Create new document" query with N.

You then use Author to connect the documents. If you are doing this, the sections of the documents should follow each other in the correct order on a single cassette side. If you use a disk, the files need only be on a disk in one of your disk drives.

If you have 32K of memory, you can change the 200 in line 10 (DIM AS (200)), line 1000 (twice) and line 11010 to 600; and the CLEAR 8000 in line 10 to CLEAR 24000.

While you are running the program, especially when using the alter mode, the computer might seem to freeze and ignore the keyboard. Sit back and wait; eventually all will be well. You have just been treated to the effects of the dreaded garbage collection. Basic does this to reorganize the string space, getting rid of old, no-longer-needed lines. It can take from 10 seconds to several minutes.

• Global (G)—This will replace, delete, or find a specific word or phrase in a document.

• Variable File (<)—This will insert lines from another file for form letters.

• Global (G)—This will replace, delete, or find a specific word or phrase in a document.

Author Documentation

This program formats a document to be printed.

The initial raw document data created with the Edit program is stored in one or more files. When Author connects two files, the paging of the document is not interrupted. Each file length is limited only by memory size, thus a document can exceed memory size by many times.

Listing continued

099 14115 A$(X) =LEFT$(A$(X),F-1)+RIGHT$(A$(X),LEN(A$(X))-(F-1+LEN(S1))):GOTO14080
14120 IF CS ="R"ORCS ="r"THEN14123ELSE14140
14123 IF THENAS$(X) =S2$+RIGHT$(A$(X),LEN(A$(X)) -LEN(S1)):GOTO14080
14125 IF LENS1 =LEN(A$(X)) THENAS$(X) =LEFT$(A$(X),F-1)+S2$:GOTO14090
14130 A$(X) =LEFT$(A$(X),F-1)+S2$+RIGHT$(A$(X),LEN(A$(X)) -(F-1+LEN(S1))):GOTO14080
14140 PRINT:A$(X):PRINT"AGAIN?";
14150 BS =INKEY$:IFBS =""THEN14150
14160 PRINT:IFBS ="y"ORBS ="y"THEN14080ELSE100
1500 IF TTHENINPUT=IS CASSETTE READY;ANS:IFANS ="y"ORYBANS ="y"THENRETURNELSE1500
1510 RETURN
15100 INPUT"TAPE (T) OR DISK (D)";TDS:IFTDS ="t"ORTDS ="t"THENTHUDENT= 1:RETURN
15110 IF TDS ="d"ORTDS ="d"THENTHUDENT=1:RETURN
15120 GOTO15100

Program Listing 2

5 PRINT"PROGRAM COPYRIGHT 1981 BY KEN KNECHT"
10 CLEAR7000:PCLEAR1:N1=0:DIMTDS(200)
11 INPUT"TEXT ON TAPE (T) OR DISK (D)";TDS:IFTDS ="t"THENTHUDENT=1:GO TO700
12 IFTDS ="d"THENTHUDENT=1ELSE100
20 GOSUS4000
30 L1=0:P2=1:INPUT"JUSTIFY RIGHT";A1$:IFLEFT$(A1$,1) ="r"THENJ=1 ELSEJ=0
40 INPUT"DOUBLE SPACE";A2$:IFLEFT$(A2$,1) ="y"THENPL=0ELSEPL=VAL(PL$)
44 INPUT"FIRST PAGE NUMBER (DEFAULT IS 1)";PP$:IFPP$ =""THENPP=66ELSEPP =VAL(PPP$)
45 PP$=PP$+L1=0:PP =0
46 INPUT"LINE WIDTH (DEFAULT IS 60)";PW$:IFPW$ =""THENPW=66ELSEPW =VAL(PW$)
47 INPUT"LEFT MARGIN (DEFAULT IS 8)";LM$:IFLM$ =""THENLM=8ELSELM=VAL(LM$)
48 PRINT"PRINTED PAGE LENGTH (DEFAULT IS 55 LINES)";PL$:IFPL$ =""THENPL=55ELSEPL =VAL(PL$)
49 PRINT"PHYSICAL PAGE LENGTH DEFAULT";INPUT:IS 66;PP$:IFPP$ =""THENPP=66ELSEPP =VAL(PPP$)
50 PRINT"DIABLO PRINTER";A1$:IFLEFT$(A1$,1) ="y"THENPL=1ELSEPL=0
60 INPUT"PAGE NUMBERS";A1$:IFLEFT$(A1$,1) ="y"THENPL=1ELSEPL=0
70 INPUT"TITLE ON EACH PAGE";A1$:IFLEFT$(A1$,1) ="y"THENPL=1ELSEPL=0
80 IF LEFT$(A1$,1) ="Y"THEN100
90 N=0;DT=0;INPUT"VARIABLES";A1$:IFLEFT$(A1$,1) ="y"THENTHUDENT=1THIRDINPUT"VARIABLES TAPE READY;ANS:DT=1
92 IF LEFT$(A1$,1) ="Y"THENTHUDENT=1
95 OPEN"*","TD,DFS
96 IFEOP(DT)THEN99
97 N=N+1:LINEINPUT;TD,DFS(N):GOTO96
98 CLOSE
100 GOSUB1800
110 FORCP=1 TO NF
115 P6=P:7=P:8=P:9=A$:B$:="";CS=:="E";LP=0:CP=0
117 IPTD=1THENINPUT=TEXT TAPE READY;ANS
120 OPEN"*","TD,Als(PF)
130 IF B$=""AND(RIGHTS(B$,1)=""OR RIGHT$(B$,1)="")THENA=$B$:
135 BS =J9=LEN(A$):GOTO280
140 IF LEN(B$)>PW THENAS$=B$:B$="";J9=LEN(A$):GOTO280
145 IF EDP(TD) OR (B$=""AND E=1)THEN7000
149 IF EDP(TD) OR (B$=""AND E=1)THEN7000
150 LIA$=PRINT$("",A$:C=""
151 IF LEFT$(A$,1)=""THENPP=1ELSEPRINT$(A$,2)="":" THENPP=2
152 IFPP=1AND BS=""THENNEXXY=L1=1TOPP;PRINT=";:";NEXXY=L1=1
153 GOSUB1800;PF=0:GOTO150
156 IFPP=1AND LEN(B$)<PW THENPRINT$=2,TAB(LM);B$:B$="";FORXY=L1=1
160 TO PP;PRINT=";:";NEXXY=L1=0;PF=0;GOSUB1800;GOTO150
164 IFPP=2AND BS=""THENNEXXY=L1=1TOPP;PRINT$=2,TAB(LM);B$:B$="";FORXY=L1=1
165 IFPP=2AND LEN(B$)<PW THENPRINT$=2,TAB(LM);B$:B$="";FORXY=L1=1
166 IFPP=2THENXY=L1=1:BS=BS+"";CS=CS+"E";LP=LP+1:CP=CP+1
170 IF LEFT$(A$,1)=""THENTHUDENT=1ELSE190
172 IF N=1THENPRINT"****OUT OF VARIABLES DATA**";CLOSE:END
175 AS=DFS(N)
180 A$:"";A$:J9=LEN(A$)
189 ILEFT$(A$,1)=""THENAS=RIGHT$(A$,J9-1)ELSE260
200 IF BS=""THENPP=1
210 IFBS=""THENPP=1J9=LEN(A$):GOTO290
220 IF RIGHT$(B$,1)=""AND LEN(B$)+CP+1THENPRINT$=";TAB(LM);B$="";FORXY=L1=1

Listing continued
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HIGH SPEED CASSETTE SYSTEM

Now for the TRS-80 Color Computer

The JPC PRODUCTS High Speed Cassette System, in operation for over 4 years, is now available for all versions of the Radio Shack® Color Computer.

TC-BC - Plugs directly into the expansion port of your TRS-80 Color Computer. It is fully compatible with all versions of the Color Computer from the standard 4K to the Extended 32K.

FIRST - Twice the speed of the Color Computer System.

RELIABLE - Less than one error in a million bits.

SUPPORTS TWO DRIVES - Software selectable.

ALL FILE TYPES - BASIC, machine language, data.

MOTOR CONTROL - Two on-board relays.

EPROM OPERATING SYSTEM

SUPPORTS TWO DRIVES - Software selectable.

ALL FILE TYPES - BASIC, machine language, data.

MOTOR CONTROL - Two on-board relays.

EPROM OPERATING SYSTEM

TERMS:

Cash. Master Card or Visa
Shipping & Handling $3.50 (US)
$5.50 (Canada) $15.00
Foreign

Inquiries:

Phone 510-224-4623
1201 Panama Ct. NE
Albuquerque, NM
87112

ACCOLADE COMPUTER PRODUCTS

PRINTERS

Epson MX80FT w/Graftrax .......... $499.95
Epson MX100FT w/Graftrax ....... $697.50
Epson MX80 (160 CPS) ....... $625.00
FX Tractor ....... $29.95
Gemini 10 ....... $379.95
Gemini 15 ....... $649.95
4K Serial Interface cable ....... $107.50
80C To Epson cable ....... $19.95
Parallel cable ....... $29.95
Parallel Interface ....... $79.95
Okidata 82A (120 CPS) ....... $459.95
82A Forms Tractor ....... $57.50
Daisywriter 2000 ....... $1395.00
(Letter Quality Printer)

MONITORS

BMC (12’ green) ....... $99.95
Comrex CR-6500 (12’ color) ....... $342.50

Dealer inquiries invited

California residents add 6% Sales Tax
Shipping & Handling $5.00
COD Charge $1.50
COD’s CASHIER’S CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY!

Personal checks must take two weeks to clear.

ACCOLADE COMPUTER PRODUCTS

4858 Coronado Avenue
San Diego, CA 92107
(619) 223-8599

DAISY WHEEL

New Smith Corona TP-1

True letter quality printer for less than the cost of an office typewriter! Priced $500 less than other popular daisy wheel printers!

SALE PRICE: $569

FEATURES:

Friction feed
15 cps, 120 wpm
Changeable daisy wheels
Parallel or serial interface
Compatible with R/S, Apple, etc.

SUNLOCK SYSTEMS

4217 Carolina Ave
Richmond, Va 23222

ADDITIONAL PRINTER SPECIALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epson</th>
<th>Okidata</th>
<th>Canon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MX80</td>
<td>$369.95</td>
<td>$419.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FX80</td>
<td>$559.95</td>
<td>$639.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MX100</td>
<td>$649.95</td>
<td>$999.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We will meet or beat any advertised price

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800-368-9191

In Virginia call 804-321-9191

We accept MasterCard, Visa and CODs

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

ACCOLADE COMPUTER PRODUCTS

See List of Advertisers on page 138
Each file is constructed with the Edit program. Lines can be complete or broken between words. The program automatically adds a space between any two connected lines in a file. If you add a space after a line, you'll end up with two spaces in the final printout.

There are five formatting characters to remember:

- The & at the end of the last line in a paragraph will make the next line begin a new paragraph. If you want indented paragraphs, include the indenting spaces at the beginning of every line that starts a new paragraph.
- The @ signals the end of the document.
- Use > if you write a line that you want to appear by itself. The line will be printed exactly as you entered it. Be sure such lines do not exceed your chosen line length.
- Use < when you want to use a line from a data file. The dummy < line in the file must consist of several characters.
- The up arrow advances the printer to the top of the next page. It can be used for starting a new chapter and the like, but it must stand alone on a line unless it is followed by an @.

Figure 1 is an example of a set of files using the formatting commands.

First, write the optional data file, named Datafile. Remember, this file is only necessary if you wish to print several documents with the same lines to be replaced by your variable file's lines. Figure 1 should make this clear.

To connect two files, refer to Fig. 2. Once you have entered a file such as Fig. 2, you can load Author. Figure 3 shows the prompts and the appropriate answers.

The two letters will be printed in the format specified by Author.

If the Diablo 1620 printer is used, a special routine will take advantage of the variable character spacing when using right-justification. If you are not using the Diablo, answer N to the appropriate query.

Note that you must set the printer at the beginning of the paper where you wish the printout to start. The program uses line feeds instead of the form-feed character, so it will be compatible with all printers.

Some experimentation with this program will help you understand its possibilities better. This is a powerful and easy-to-use word processor.
FILE NAME? LETTER 1
CREATE NEW FILE? Y
* 1
1 > Mr. John Smith
2 > 12 Main St.
3 > Chicago, IL 60605
4 > 11/30/81
5 <XYZ
6 <XYZ
7 <XYZ
8 <XYZ
9 We are writing this letter as an example of 10 how to use this program.
11 In it we will use the "<", ">", "&" and "@
12 to show the use of the formatting symbols.
13 Note we used a "&" to end the last 14 paragraph. Note also that we can break up sentences
15 and how we use spaces to indent the first line
16 of a new paragraph.
17 We will now end the first file.
18 Note the use of the "@" at the end of this line.
19 <ENTER>
*E
RUN
FILE NAME? LETTER 2
CREATE NEW FILE? Y
* 1
1 We are now starting a new file.
2 In the previous file note how we used the ">
3 to set the sender's name and address off to the
4 right side of the page.
5 We also used the "<" followed by the dummy line XYZ
6 (we could have used spaces as well, just so something
7 follows the ">").
8 In these lines the program will place the lines
9 from the variable data file, one line from the variable
10 file following each ">".
11 This could give you an idea of how to set
12 up your next files.
13 > Sincerely, &
14 > John@
15 <ENTER>
*E
Figure 2

RUN
HOW MANY FILES IN THIS DOCUMENT? 2
FILE NAME? LETTER 1
FILE NAME? LETTER 2
IS THERE A VARIABLE FILE? Y
VARIABLE FILE NAME? DATAFILE
JUSTIFY RIGHT? Y
DOUBLE SPACE? N
FIRST LINE NUMBER (DEFAULT IS 1)? <ENTER>
LINE WIDTH (DEFAULT IS 60)? <ENTER>
LEFT MARGIN (DEFAULT IS 8)? 10
PAGE LENGTH (DEFAULT IS 59)? 60
DIABLO PRINTER? Y
PAGE NUMBERS? Y
TITLE ON EACH PAGE? Y
TITLE? AUTHOR DOCUMENTATION
SUBTITLE? COPYRIGHT 1981 BY KENNETH B. KNECHT
VARIABLES? Y
Figure 3

We try to ship within 24 hours on most orders. Please add $3.00 for shipping and handling. Orders going out of U.S.A. please add $5.00 for shipping. Prices subject to change. VISA, MASTER Card, C.O.D.'s, Money Orders, & Checks welcome.

Dennis Black 184
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GAME
BY CHARLES LEVINSKI

CAVEHUNT

You awake on a cool, hard floor. You see nothing but crude, gray stone. You perceive that you are in some sort of cave. You find you carry only a knife.

Many dangerous creatures await you in this adventure game. Can you find your way out of the maze? You hear a sound nearby. Investigating, you enter another room in what now appears to be a maze of caves. On the far side of the room, a small man crouches. Relieved to find you are not alone, you approach him.

Suddenly, swinging a great ax, the man whirls to face you! You retreat the way you came, running through several rooms. You stumble and fall. Lying beside you is a short object, resembling a flashlight. You retrieve it and turn it on, hoping the batteries aren’t dead. A faint purple beam licks out and stops about six feet from the handle.

Some scuffling behind you draws you out of your reverie. You turn to find the short man swinging his ax crazily! In panic, you turn the light toward him. The ax head separates from the handle where the beam touches it. He hesitates to stare at the suddenly bare ax handle long enough for you to recognize him as a troll. Before you can react, he’s gone.

Slightly giddy from the encounter, you turn and walk through an opening into the next room—and into the jaws of a giant spider! You drop the light and your knife, and struggle to escape. But it’s too late.

Soon silence fills the caves once more as the occupants settle down to await their next meal.

Cavehunt is a fantasy game that places the player near the center of a maze of rooms. The object of the game is to escape alive, a task made extremely difficult by the creatures you encounter en route.

The maze is redesigned for each game so that you can’t memorize the escape route. Other features include seven different weapons for you to find, five different creatures to make your life miserable, and a point total awarded for killing the various creatures you encounter.

A graphics display of the cave when the game is over shows its construction and your position at the end of the game.

**Program Operation**

The program establishes a two-dimensional array that represents the cave. The value of any element in the array determines the contents of the room represented by that element. The location A(5,6) represents a room in the cave. If A(5,6) = 3, it would mean there

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A(X,Y)</th>
<th>Contents of cave rooms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F(X,Y)</td>
<td>Die-roll modifier chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KP</td>
<td>Kill points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Used for counting loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Used for counting loops and for contents of room North of player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PX</td>
<td>Horizontal player location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY</td>
<td>Vertical player location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A$</td>
<td>Used for one time alphanumeric inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W(l), W(2)</td>
<td>Weapons being carried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Horizontal room number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Vertical room number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LX</td>
<td>Last horizontal player location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LY</td>
<td>Last vertical player location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Contents of room South of player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Contents of room East of player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>Contents of room West of player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Direction player chooses to travel, also indicates player’s death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Number of weapons being left behind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Temporary storage of weapon value during pick up routine—later used for plotting cave shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>Relative probability of escape when running from a creature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AW</td>
<td>Weapon used for an attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL</td>
<td>Relative indicator of battle success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Direction scheme for creating an exit to the cave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Horizontal position of test probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TY</td>
<td>Vertical position of test probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Random escape direction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**Table 1. Variable List**

**System Requirements**

16K Color Basic
is a giant spider in the room. These room values can represent five different categories. A zero means that the room is empty. A one means the room is solid rock and cannot be entered by anyone. Numbers two through six represent various creatures that occupy the rooms of the cave, while seven through thirteen indicate weapons in the room. A negative one indicates that you are outside the cave and therefore have escaped.

The creatures who live in these rooms do not leave them; the rooms are their homes and they don't appreciate interlopers. For simplicity in the program, a room cannot contain both a creature and a weapon.

Battles are resolved with another matrix—the die-roll modifier (DRM), a concept borrowed from assorted war-games such as Squad Leader by Avalon Hill.

A number representing the relative effectiveness of each weapon against a particular creature is set up in another two-dimensional array. When battle takes place, this modifier is added to the die roll (the random number between one and twenty that determines the outcome of a fight). This offsets the outcome depending upon the weapon's effectiveness against a particular foe.

The DRM for a knife being used against a wizard is a seven. Since a die roll of five or less is needed to kill a creature, and the lowest die roll possible, a one, plus the DRM, a seven, equals eight, it is obviously impossible to kill a wizard with a knife. His odds of killing you are similarly improved if you are so foolish as to attack.

Line 6 randomizes the random-number generator. Line 10 dimensions the cave and the DRM chart. Line 11 resets the number of points scored each game for killing creatures. Lines 13-19 form the DRM chart.

If you don't like my odds, change the
Listing continued

460 IF W=1 THEN 610
455 LX=PX;LY=PY
460 IF N=1 AND N>7 OR S>1 AND S<7 OR E>1 AND E<7 OR W>1 AND W<7
THEN 510
495 LX=PX;LY=PY
500 GOTO520
510 PRINT"THERE IS A SOUND NEARBY"
515 PRINT
520 PRINT:PRINT"WHICH DIRECTION DO YOU GO?"
530 IF N=1 THEN 550
540 PRINT"NORTH-ENTER 1"
550 IF S=1 THEN 570
560 PRINT"SOUTH-ENTER 2"
570 IF E=1 THEN 590
580 PRINT"EAST-ENTER 3"
590 IF W=1 THEN 610
600 PRINT"WEST-ENTER 4"
610 PRINT:PRINT:INPUT D:IF N=1 AND D=1 OR S=1 AND D=2 OR E=1 AND D=3 OR W=1
AND D=4 THEN 610
620 ON D GOTO 650,670,690,710
630 PRINT"INVALID CHOICE-REENTER"
640 GOTO610
650 PX=PY-1
660 GOTO720
670 PY=PY+1
680 GOTO720
700 PX=PX+1
710 GOTO720
720 IF A(PX,PY)=1 THEN 3000
721 '3000 IS WIN ROUTINE
725 IF A(PX,PY)<2 THEN 390
729 IF A(PX,PY)>1 AND A(PX,PY)<7 THEN 1080
730 CLS
740 PRINT00,"YOU ARE PRESENTLY CARRYING"
745 FOR I=1TO2:IF=2ANDW2)<>20 THEN PRINT064,"AND ";
746 IF I=2 AND W2)<>20 THEN 840
750 ON(W1)-6 GOSUB5800,5810,5820,5830,5840,5850,5860
760 GOSUB5900
840 PRINT
850 PRINT
855 'WEAPONS P/U ROUTINE
860 PRINT:PRINT:IN THIS PLACE YOU FIND ":
870 ON A(PX,PY)-6 GOSUB5800,5810,5820,5830,5840,5850,5860
880 PRINT:PRINT:INPUT"WILL YOU PICK IT UP (Y OR N)?";AS
890 IF AS="Y" THEN 920
900 IF AS="N" THEN 830
910 GO TO 880
920 IF W1)=20 OR W2)<>20 THEN 1040
930 PRINT:PRINT"WHAT DO YOU WISH TO LEAVE?"
940 ON(W1)-6 GOSUB5800,5810,5820,5830,5840,5850,5860
945 PRINT"-1"
950 ON(W2)6 GOSUB5800,5810,5820,5830,5840,5850,5860
955 PRINT"-2"
960 INPUT A
970 IF A=1 THEN 1000
980 IF A=2 THEN 1020
990 PRINT"INVALID":GOTO960
1000 G=A(PX,PY):A(PX,PY)=W1):W1)=G:G=0
1010 GOTO1030
1020 G=A(PX,PY):A(PX,PY)=W2):W2)=G:G=0
1030 GOTO390
1040 IF W(1)<>20 THEN 1060
1045 W1)=A(PX,PY):A(PX,PY)=0

Listing continued
**ITEM 1 DOZEN**  
**2 DOZEN**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>1 Dozen</th>
<th>2 Dozen</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-05</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-10</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>14.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-20</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Box</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Storage Caddy @ $2.95 ea.:**  
**Quantity:**  
**FREE: Quantity:**  
**Blank labels**  
**4.00/100**  
**30.00/1000**  

**SUB TOTAL**  
**CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX**  
**SHIPPING/HANDLING 1 DOZ. $2; 2 DOZ. $3.50; 3 DOZ. $4.50; EACH ADDITIONAL DOZ. $.50.**  
**FOR PARCEL POST INSTEAD OF UPS $1 ADDITIONAL**  
**OUTSIDE CONTINENTAL USA, $2 ADDITIONAL**  

**TOTAL**

**HERE'S WHAT USERS SAY ABOUT YORK 10 CASSETTES:**

"It's nice to have a tape you can rely on 100% of the time to perform with such quality. And the fast, courteous service was a pleasant surprise."

Tom Parkinson—Madison, OH

"We monitored the output to the computer with a specially built meter and found absolutely no dropouts throughout the tape ..."

Stace Papadopoulos—Beaverton, OR

"YOU'VE TRIED THE REST, NOW BUY THE BEST"

**INTRODUCTORY OFFER!**

**ORDER 2 DOZ. CASSETTES AND 1 CADDY**  
**ORDER 4 DOZ. CASSETTES AND 2 CADDIES — GET 2 FREE**

**Call: 213/710-1430**  
**FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT**

**ORDER NOW**

**Mail To...**

**YORK 10™ Computerware**  
24573 Kittridge St., #HC, Canoga Park, CA 91307

Each cassette includes two YORK 10 labels only. Boxes are sold separately. Shipments are by U.P.S. unless Parcel Post requested. Boxes, caddies, and blank labels are free of shipping charges when ordered with cassettes. When ordered without cassettes, shipping charges: Boxes—$1.00/doz., Caddies $1.00 each. MINIMUM SHIPPING/HANDLING ON ANY ORDER—$2.00.

Check or M.O. Charge to
enclosed Credit Card: 
VISA 
MASTERCARD

Card No. 
Exp. 

Name 
Address 

City State/Zip 

Signature 

Computer make & model: 
Disk? (y/n) 

☑ CHECK HERE FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS PRICE LIST
While these odds are usually in your favor, I suggest you don't try running from wizards too often.

Lines 1220-1265 determine if you were killed while running and end the game if you were. Lines 1270-1290 move your current position if your run was successful. Running always takes you back the way you came. In order to pass through a creature's room, as mentioned earlier, it is necessary for you to do battle with it.

Should you be so brave, line 1300 begins the attack routine. Line 1302 prevents suicide attacks with no weapons. Lines 1310-1380 allow you to select your weapon and make sure your choice is valid. You can attack with only one weapon at a time. If your combat results in a draw, you can change your choice of weapon. Lines 1390-1430 are the area where the computer decides if you live or die.

Line 1390 adds the DRM to a random number between 1 and 20. Lines 1400-1430 decide what happens to you as a result. Lines 1440-1490 are used if you are killed, while 1500-1530 are used if you lose both weapons. Lines 1540-1590 are employed if you lose only the weapon you are wielding. 1600-1610 are for a draw, and 1630-1680 reward your expertise as a warrior.

"You can attack with only one weapon at a time. If your combat results in a draw, you can change your choice of weapon."
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COLOR COMPUTER

SPECTRAL ASSOCIATES

TRS-80 TDP SYSTEM 100 DRAGON 32

32 K ARCADE GAMES

• FAST ACTION
• MACHINE LANGUAGE

HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS

• GREAT SOUND

LANCER

Win a medieval tournament in this JOUST type arcade quality game written in machine language for fast-action with highest resolution color graphics. Pressing the fire button allows you to fly the Ostrich on which you are mounted between floating islands and to vary your elevation when jousting, long lance in hand, with your human or computer opponent.
Requires 32K RAM. Joysticks

ONLY $21.95

MS GOBBLER

Black screen background with artifacting makes the colors outstanding in this special arcade maze game written in machine language with highest resolution color graphics, fast-action, and great sound. MS GOBBLER features four different mazes and 16 skill levels. High difficulty and moving Bonus shapes and pretzels make this the best MS PACMAN type game available.
Requires 32K RAM. Joysticks

ONLY $21.95
EDU-CADE

MATH DRILL $14.95
Provides drills in addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. The number of problems in a set and the difficulty level is user selectable. For ages 3-adult, MATH DRILL has both speed drills and teaching drill. Requires 16K Extended Basic.

SPELLING MASTER $14.95
Conquer spelling! A word list is provided or user can input an unlimited number of words such as weekly spelling tests. Allows unlimited number of tries, but correct answer is given upon request. User voice recording playback is an option. Requires 16K Extended Basic.

MORE EDU-CADES
16 K EXTENDED BASIC

FOREIGN LANGUAGE GAMES
French, Spanish, Italian .... $9.95 ea

DOLLARS AND SENSE
Money Matters for Kids ....... $14.95

CIRCUS .................. $10.00
Develops Reading Skills

GEOGRAPHY PAC $29.95
A great way to teach or learn geography!
A collection of five Extended Basic programs designed to teach the topological location of countries (or states), their capitals, major industry, largest city and currency (or statehood date). A four-color high resolution map is displayed and the country to be identified is highlighted. It must be recognized from its shape and relative location on the continent.

A separate program for the U.S., Europe, Asia, Africa and South America is in the Geography Pac. Extended Basic and 16K RAM are required. Each program is $9.95 or all five together at $29.95.

SUPERCHARGER $39.95
Allows machine language access to all 64K RAM in a Series E PC board. No hardware mods
• Best price anywhere
• Wealth of existing software
• Easy startup — just type "RUN FLEX +"
• Allows you to save RS compatible binary disk files from FLEXPLUS
• NO HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS NEEDED
• Warranty will not be voided — no need to open computer
• MUST FLEX compatible software will run.

FLEXPLUS ......... $69.95
for new F Boards
FLEXPLUS with Supercharger .... $89.95
for use with E and F Boards
• Print Spooling - print while editing, assembling, etc.
• ALL FLEX compatible software will run including INTERRUPT DRIVEN SOFTWARE
Editor/Assembler ............. $49.95

FLEXPLUS DOS.............. $69.95
A powerful, easy-to-use disk operating system!
FLEXPLUS is a powerful, easy-to-use disk operating system. Spectral Associates has adapted TSC's FLEX to the best DOS completely compatible with Radio Shack software for use on the Color Computer. Eliminate the need for Radio Shack's TRS-DOS — use FLEXPLUS with Editor/Assembler and have the options of a full range of utilities. FLEXPLUS works on the 32K Radio Shack disk system with 64K memory chips with a High Resolution multi-screen format that supports a 24 line by 51 character display! Also included are special enhancements to Radio Shack's Disk system when you are running FLEX with single or double sided, single or double density, 35, 40 and 80 track drives.

Quality Hardware and Software Support

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER
TDP SYSTEM 100
DRAGON 32
BEST SELECTION AVAILABLE

ARCADE GAMES
BASIC GAMES
UTILITIES
BOOKS

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
FLEX + DOS
MEMORY EXPANSION
MODEM

For Orders Only
1-800-426-1830
except WA, AK, HI

Call or write for a complete catalog
Business Office and Information Call:
................................. (206) 581-6938
Office open 8:30—4:30 P.S.T.

We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS.
Add 3% for shipping. NO C.O.D.
All prices U.S. FUNDS.
WA residents add 7.8% sales tax.

SPECTRAL ASSOCIATES
3418 South 90th Street
Tacoma, WA 98409

See List of Advertisers on page 138
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Tape Reliability

Due to the high cost of disk systems for the Color Computer, many users continue to use tape for off-line data storage. Unfortunately, a number of users have experienced various troubles with Color Computer cassette data storage.

After many years of using cassette data storage exclusively, I experienced relatively few problems with my Color Computer for three reasons. First, I had developed proven work habits and techniques. Second, I used the recorder recommended by Radio Shack for use with the Color Computer. Finally, I had learned a great deal about buying tape for data storage, and my past experience helped me spot marginal tape operation before I had any serious problems.

My first inkling of pending trouble came when I began to use my Color Computer for generating and editing text—rudimentary word processing, if you will. Although I had many good tapes that had worked well with other computers, the situation was somewhat different when I began manipulating text and generating new text. First, word-processing-type activities generate very large files, and require much tape to store the resulting files. Suddenly, the tapes that had served so well were no longer reliable. With many computer systems, one dropout makes the rest of the tape file inaccessible. As a result, you must retype the rest of the file if you failed to make a back-up tape.

The problem with my tried-and-true tapes was that I was now using hundreds of inches of tape in a single pass instead of the 10 or 15 inches of tape required to store Assembly-language programs.

As soon as I realized the problem, I decided to see how much of it I could short-circuit.

Factors Affecting Reliability

There are many causes of poor reliability in audio recording of digital data. First, the equipment must be in good condition. This implies more than just good mechanical condition. Do not ignore the manufacturer’s instructions about cleaning the tape heads, capstan, and pinch roller. Magnetic tape gradually loses some of its oxide coating, and this material accumulates anywhere the tape touches. When the oxide gets on the read/record heads, it prevents good contact between the tape and the head. Thus, during the recording process, the recorded signal is reduced by poor contact. Then, during playback, poor contact further reduces the already low signal.

Another recording problem develops when the record heads gradually become partially magnetized. This has an adverse effect on the record/playback sequence, and results in poor and distorted signals. So, it is important to demagnetize the read/record heads periodically to prevent signal distortion by residual magnetism in the heads.

The next item to consider is the medium itself—the magnetic tape. If the tape has an uneven oxide thickness caused by either wear (excessive use) or from poor quality control during manufacture, the signal coming off the tape will not be of uniform quality, and may be unreadable at some point on the tape. This condition, known as dropout, can cause the tape data to be lost.

Finally, good recording techniques and standardized signal levels will aid the recording process immeasurably. One of the most often overlooked items of procedure is the leader. Tapes that have a clear leader at each end have two problems: First, the leader will not accept a signal, so the tape must be advanced enough to be sure all the signal is recorded on oxide. Second, the leader is spliced to the tape, and this joint is sel-

System Requirements

Cassette System
32K RAM (Optional)
Types of Tape Signals

Other important factors in the audio recording of digital data are the type of signal used and the method of data recovery. In general, one of three types of recording/playback is used. The first, used by the TRS-80 Model I, is illustrated in Fig. 1. This is pulse-position encoding, and the data is interpreted as a logic 1 or logic 0 depending on whether the intermediate pulse is present.

The second method (one of the most popular) is shown in Fig. 2. Here, a logic 0 can be represented by one or more cycles of some frequency such as 1,200 Hz, while a logic 1 would be represented by twice as many cycles of 2,400 Hz. The data is recovered by a circuit known as a phase-locked loop (PLL). The PLL is resonant at one of these frequencies, and thus indicates the present value. Note that in Figs. 1 and 2, a bit cell (length of time for one bit) is the same for a 1 and a 0.

In Fig. 3, another method of encoding/recovery is shown. In this case, a logic 0 is one cycle of 1,200 Hz, and a logic 1 is one cycle of 2,400 Hz. Thus, a logic 0 is twice as long as a logic 1. In this method, the bit value (1 or 0) is defined by the length of half a bit cell, or rather the time between zero crossings of each bit waveform. This last scheme is the one used by the TRS-80 Color Computer.

Tape Recorder Evaluation

Although one way to evaluate your equipment would be to record and load a number of programs, this will not give much useful information. For example, if this test works, how much margin do you have? Can things go wrong before you have a problem, or are you half-way off the cliff without knowing it? You need to make carefully controlled tests to determine just how good (or poor) your equipment is.

Begin by making test recordings of pure tones; if you don't have a signal generator and an oscilloscope, try to borrow these instruments, since a proper evaluation will be very difficult without them. Begin by making a series of recordings of a 1,000-Hz tone, using a different input level on each recording. Since most modern tape recorders (except very expensive ones) have an automatic level control (ALC) circuit as part of the input amplifier, many of these test recordings will give similar results. However, by making the recordings and watching the playback on the oscilloscope, you will find some low level that gives a noisy or unstable playback, and a high input level that gives a distorted playback signal. Between these two extremes, any recording level should yield a tape that can be played back at several different volume levels with a clean, steady, and reasonably noise-free signal showing on the oscilloscope. If you can-
not achieve this result, the recorder must be repaired or replaced. Conduct this test with two or three different tapes to be sure that unsatisfactory results are not caused by poor tape. You probably will notice some tapes that give better results; save these tapes for future testing.

You should be aware of the causes of poor response that you charted in the tests described above. If the input level is too low, poor playback signals will be caused by nonlinearity and noise in the ALC circuit. Upper-limit distortion is caused by too much signal for the ALC to handle. If the ALC circuit and the rest of the recording circuitry is working properly, the playback should be clean and essentially undistorted, as long as the volume control is set low enough to avoid waveform clipping.

Once the above tests are complete, and you have good tape on a properly functioning recorder, one more test is essential. Play back one of the test tapes while monitoring the output on the oscilloscope. Gradually increase the volume setting until the waveform clips, and then continue increasing the volume setting. The clipping should be uniform. Under some circumstances the waveform may distort with a fold-over as shown in Fig. 4. If this happens, note the volume setting so that you never exceed a setting at which this distortion occurs.

The previous remarks apply directly to the Color Computer, because the recovery circuitry in the computer cannot be overloaded; it can handle any input voltage that does not exceed the breakdown voltage of any of the internal circuit elements. It is important that the waveform clipping be uniform; otherwise, the zero-crossing times of the input signal will be skewed so much that the computer cannot interpret the signals correctly. Similarly, fold-over distortion will also skew the zero-crossing times. Both types of distortion are less important for computers such as the KIM-1, which use a PLL data-recovery circuit. Other computers have similar exemptions. However, some computers are sensitive to the input level (too large a signal can overload the data-recovery circuit) as well as being unable to decode very low signals.

**Evaluation of Magnetic Tape**

One aspect of magnetic-tape performance has been neglected until now—mechanical smoothness. You should...
automatically reject any tape that chatters, howls, or makes any unusual sound during rewind and fast-forward operation. Not only that, if more than an occasional tape from any one source is noisy, save your money for tapes from sources that sell mechanically quiet cassettes. The dragging that produces unusual noise is still present during normal recording and playback, and will be a source of jitter in the tape movement. Output from such a tape is invariably more erratic than from smooth-running tapes of similar quality. Worse, any change in the condition of such a cassette is likely to be toward more erratic operation, and you may find you can't load a tape that used to work satisfactorily.

There is only one satisfactory method of qualifying tapes—verifying that they have no dropouts—and that is to test every bit position on the section of tape that is to be used for recording. For it is possible, though tiring and time-consuming, to record a test tone from one end of the tape to the other and watch the playback on a scope. By the time you have qualified four or five tapes, you will be ready to take chances with unqualified tapes.

It is possible to let your computer check the tapes for you, provided your computer has built-in tape controls. The Color Computer qualifies nicely, and has one of the best cassette-recording and playback sections of any now available. The record signal (Fig. 2) is generated by an on-board digital/analog converter that synthesizes single sine-wave cycles—1,200 Hz for logic 0 and 2,400 Hz for logic 1.

The test tone generated by my Color Computer consists of a continuous string of 1's. Although the signal is not perfect, it is very good for the purpose. This test signal was produced by the Program Listing, and utilizes some of the internal ROM routines.

Note that the listing begins at address $7000—$7001 have expanded my Color Computer to 32K memory. The section from $7000-$700B is a forever loop that produces the test tone. To stop the tone, hit reset. The rest of the program reads the tape output, keeps a continuous record of the time between successive zero crossings of the test tone, and stops the tape recorder if a certain maximum variation is exceeded. This makes it possible to record a test tape, then play it back while the computer monitors the output. Both parts of the test can be left unattended—simply start the test at $7000 with the recorder set to record. Since most modern machines have an auto shutoff, you can come back later, rewind the tape, start the program at $700C, and start the playback. Once again, you can walk away without missing any dropouts on the tape—the computer will shut down the test and wait for you to record the location of the dropout and restart the test.

As shown, the program implements a severe test of both tape and recorder. The byte at $7058 (normally $05) governs the sensitivity of the test. This con-
stant is a measure of the difference between successive signal zero crossings; a tape that runs end to end with no deviations greater than 0.5 is almost perfect. I have not made a detailed worst-case test, but have arbitrarily accepted tapes that run for most of their length with a test sensitivity of 7, and no dropouts that exceeded 8.

This last information can be gained by examining locations $7060$ and $7061$ and calculating the difference between the two values recorded there. Typical values that you find there on good tape are (for example) OA and 10 (difference of 6). If you have a tape with a severe dropout, the numbers will be extreme—5 and 16, for example. Tape that has mild jitter with no imperfections in the oxide may show differences of 6–7; since I had excellent yield from my stock of tapes I have found to be good, my arbitrary test limit of 7 was good enough.

One of my colleagues at work indicated some skepticism over the reliability of this test. I proved to my own satisfaction the test's value by taking known bad tapes, recording the tape counter reading for each dropout, and repeating the test several times. I was satisfied when each dropout was located within one count on successive tests.

Two features of the program should be noted. First, the constant at $701E$ (normally $20$) may need to be increased if your recorder is slow in getting started. This simply allows 32 (or more) zero crossings to be counted before beginning to test; otherwise, the program is too sensitive to minor variations in speed as the tape is coming up to speed. Long-term variations in speed are “averaged out” by the sections from $7030$–$7036$ and $7040$–$7046$. The circuit counts pass through a loop to measure the time between successive zero crossings; each count is added to the count from the previous pass, divided by two, and saved to “average” with the next count. In this fashion, all but very short-term variations in tape speed are allowed for.

One other method of tape testing with real computer signals can be effective also: Record pseudorandom number sequences with checksums and play back the tapes. Checksums taken over a very long section of tape (100 or more counts) would also constitute an extremely sensitive test. The drawback of this test is that the whole tape either passes or fails; I have several tapes that are marked with the tape counter values at the extreme ends of the good tape. If most of one side of a tape passed, I tested the back side of the tape and several times this yielded 150–250 counts of good tape, with the good section starting within 20 counts of the tape end. After thorough testing, each tape is marked with the good side (I never use both sides) and the counter values at the start and finish of the qualified section. One other thing I learned from this testing was that few tapes will work satisfactorily closer than five counts from the leader.

Although the operation of the test program has been explained, there are certain precautions that go along with the test program. First, clean and demagnetize the heads before beginning the testing, and repeat the cleaning every couple of tapes.

**Tape Recorder Maintenance**

I have already discussed most of the basics of recorder maintenance—frequent cleaning, demagnetizing the heads, and general cleaning. Many dealers sell small bottles of head-cleaning solution to be used, but denatured alcohol applied carefully with a cotton swab will work well. The most important thing is to be sure that no cotton lint from the cotton swab is left in the recorder, and that the heads are really clean. You should have a head demagnetizer and use it fairly often. Some demagnetizers are low-power devices, and it may not be obvious that they are working. If you have any doubt, bring the demagnetizer near the head with the play button depressed and you should hear a 60-Hz hum in the speaker if the demagnetizer is working.

**Tape Erasing Procedure**

Once you have qualified a tape and marked it for identification and to show the good area of tape, keep the tape in a dust cover until used. Once the data on a tape has been made obsolete, be sure to erase the tape. This is important enough for the serious computerist to own his own bulk eraser; the Radio Shack #44-232 is an excellent unit.

The erasing operation should be performed this way: Energize the eraser while holding the tape cartridge in contact with the base of the eraser, then slowly move the cassette straight away from the eraser. Only after the tape is over 18 inches away from the eraser should you de-energize the eraser. With this technique, the tape magnetization level is gradually reduced to zero flux, and if the eraser should be turned off while the line voltage is at a peak, the magnetic surge could leave the tape with a residual magnetic level.

**Recording Techniques**

I recommend the following recording sequence: Place the recorder in record mode with the cassette fully rewound, then allow the tape to advance to a count of 15 (try 10 or 15 seconds if you have no tape counter). Stop the recorder, but leave the controls set in record mode. Start the computer dump process and allow the dump to finish so the computer will turn off the tape. If you plan to record more data on the same tape, record the counter reading along with the starting counter reading and the name of the file. When a new file is added to the tape, advance the tape to about 10 counts past the end of the first file and begin recording at that location. As before, record starting- and ending-count values along with the file name. Finally, always rewind a tape to clear leader after use, to help minimize the chance of accumulating dust or dirt on the tape oxide.

It is advisable to keep an index record so that any given file can be located easily. Substitute time in seconds as measured with a stopwatch if you have no counter, but keep a record of the file location on the tape. Be sure to leave enough of an interrecord gap so that the tape can be positioned for playback with no chance of beginning the playback in the middle of a file.

Some mention was made above of tape movement between records. If you have the CTR-80A recorder sold with the Color Computer, fast forward and rewind operations bypass the computer control, but the play and erase functions do not. A simple bypass switch (Fig. 5) can be rigged so that any tape movement is possible even though the computer thinks it is in control. If you do not have a recorder with bypass operation, this same switch arrangement will solve the problem.

---

Ralph Tenny can be reached at P. O. Box 545, Richardson, TX 75080.
NOW WITH EXTENDED DISK OPERATING SYSTEM
On error handling and DEBUG

"THE ALTERNATIVE"
COLOR COMPUTER DISK SYSTEMS

NOW ONLY 499.95 40 TRACK DRIVE
NOW ONLY 599.95 90 TRACK DRIVE
200 K BYTES USER STORAGE
400 K BYTES USER STORAGE
ROM SOFTWARE includes 90 Disk controllers, 3 External readers, 3 external writers, 
A full featured Basic Compiler 2030 + Directly executable Editor

Manufactured under license from Micron Technology

Editor/Assembler CO-RES9
CO-RES9 is a Co-resident Editor/Assembler that will allow you to create, edit and assemble
machine language programs for the color computer. It will quickly and efficiently convert
assembly language programs into machine code files, it will output machine object code to either
 cassette tape in a CLOADM compatible format or
directly to memory for direct execution.

CO-RES9 editor/assembler tape
w/manual $39.95 $29.95
R.S. DISK EDITOR & ASSEMBLER Disk
w/manual $39.95 $49.95

Text Pro II Features Over 70 Commands in All Disk ... $79.95

"The Professionals Word Processor"
Text Processor Features
- Character set
- Programmable autotext
- Right justify line
- Multiple lineheaders
- Lines of text
- Three programmable headers
- Tab program to tab stops
- Autocompletion
- Commodities
- Decimal edge control, left &
- Right justify from keyboard
- Change formatting during
- Entry
- Edit version and a 512
- Text buffer

TERMINAL PACKAGE
- Full text editing + printer baud rates 110-9600
- Terminal baud rates 300 to 9600 baud
- Automatic word wrap, fix, headings, split words
- Full/half duplex
- Full disk support for disk version
- Send Control Codes from keyboard
- ASCII compatible file format
- Automatic file capture

5566 Ricochet Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89110
(702) 452-0632
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JFD - COCO DISC SYSTEM - $449

J & M Systems, Ltd. is a leader in the Model III
marketplace with our JFD-III Disc Controller. With
thousands in operation, we have set new standards
in controller performance and reliability. We bring
these high standards to the COCO, resulting in
the highest quality disc controller system on the
market. Compare these functions before you buy:

- Price. $449 includes controller, first drive, disc
  basic in ROM, and manuals. Just plug it in.
- Never needs adjusting. Our exclusive Digital
  Phase Lock Loop Data Separator and Digital Pre-
  comp Circuit eliminates the 3 adjustments found
  on other controllers.
- High quality standard production disc drives. For
  improved service and reliability. Tandon & Teac
  drives provide twice the read sensitivity that the
  drives found in other disc systems do, and hold
  their alignment far longer.
- Gold-plated card edge connectors throughout.
- Software compatible with Radio Shack Disc
  Basic, Flex, and Q/S/8.

J & M Systems, Ltd., 137 Utah NE, Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
(505) 265-1501

HELPl
THE ONLY COMPLETE PROGRAMMING
REFERENCE SYSTEM FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER
$9.95 PLUS $1.00 SHIPPING
CHECK-VISA-MASTERCARD
REAL SOFTWARE CO.
P.O. BOX 486
NORTHBORO, MA. 01532
(617)-393-6281
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FRUSTRATED BY FOLDOUTS?
DON'T TRASH YOUR COMPUTER:
SEND FOR HELP!
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in controller performance and reliability. We bring
these high standards to the COCO, resulting in
the highest quality disc controller system on the
market. Compare these functions before you buy:

- Price. $449 includes controller, first drive, disc
  basic in ROM, and manuals. Just plug it in.
- Never needs adjusting. Our exclusive Digital
  Phase Lock Loop Data Separator and Digital Pre-
  comp Circuit eliminates the 3 adjustments found
  on other controllers.
- High quality standard production disc drives. For
  improved service and reliability. Tandon & Teac
  drives provide twice the read sensitivity that the
  drives found in other disc systems do, and hold
  their alignment far longer.
- Gold-plated card edge connectors throughout.
- Software compatible with Radio Shack Disc
  Basic, Flex, and Q/S/8.

J & M Systems, Ltd., 137 Utah NE, Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
(505) 265-1501
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While Basic is an easy language to learn and use, its program listings are difficult to interpret. Since Basic allows multiple statements on a numbered line and (in most cases) doesn't care if you put spaces between words, a normal listing can look more like Greek than the King's English. Doculist/C, a tape utility for Extended Color Basic machines with 16K or more of memory, lets you obtain an easy-to-read printout of any Basic program—including Doculist itself, as shown in Program Listing I. In addition to detailing Doculist, this article will explain how the Color Computer stores and interprets Basic programs, and how you can merge programs, loading one on top of another.

**Basic Line Storage**

The Extended Basic command PMODE allows you to select one of five different modes of graphics resolution. There are eight "pages" (blocks) of memory in which graphics information can be defined. PCLEAR lets you reserve all or any portion of this memory for graphics storage, with any Basic program being stored after the last PCLEARed page. When you PCLEAR with a program in memory, the CoCo moves everything around to accommodate your demands for more or less graphics space.

Therefore, the starting address of a Basic program in memory varies. Memory locations 25 through 28 keep track of address information. If you PEEK(25), multiply the result by 256, and add the result of PEEK(26), you come up with a decimal address, which is the first byte of the resident program. You multiply the number in location 25 because it is the most-significant byte (MSB) of the address; since location 26 contains the least-significant byte (LSB), it needs no multiplier.

If you repeat this procedure with locations 27 and 28, you get the location of the first byte of the resident program. These additional 2 bytes (both 0) represent the "next" line's address; the zero value indicates there are no more lines.

For example, if you PCLEAR four pages of memory, location 25 will contain a 30 and location 26 a 1. Since \((30 \times 256) + 1 = 7681\), location 7681 is where to look for the start of a Basic program.

If you PCLEAR 4 with a program in memory, location 7681 will contain the MSB of the next program line's address, and the second location the LSB of the address. If location 7681 contains a 30 and location 7682 a 9, the next (second) program line starts at location 7689 (i.e., \((30 \times 256) + 9\)).

The following locations—in this case, 7683 and 7684—contain the MSB and LSB of the program line's number. If these are 1 and 4, for example, the line number would be 260 (i.e., \((1 \times 256) + 4\)). Succeeding bytes contain the ASCII codes of the characters contained in the line; if the line was 260 A = 1, location 7685 would contain 65 (ASCII code for A).

Following this reasoning, you would think that location 7686 would contain 61, ASCII code for -. However, it contains 179. To conserve memory, Basic expressions (such as For, If, PMODE, +, and -) are represented by codes called tokens. If Basic finds a byte greater than 127, it compares the number with a list of Basic expressions to find what the token means (e.g., 179 for =). This list resides at locations 32768 through 49151 in ROM.

For an added complication, in Extended Basic there are 2-byte tokens—the first always a 255 and the second ranging between 128 and 161. Table 1 gives a list of all the tokens, what they represent, and where they begin in the Color Basic and Extended Basic ROMs. Basic ROMs.

To finish our example, location 7687 would contain a 49 (ASCII code for 1) and 7688 a 0, which marks the end of...
If the same old news and reviews cause you to snooze then choose:

**Forum Sixty-Eight**  
Forum Sixty-Eight is new to date and will prove itself real soon. So rouse from your slumber and get the first number. Cause the first issue's coming in June.

**Color Computer News**  
Color Computer News will wake your computer and open your eyes up wide. And soon you'll discover from cover to cover there's lots of good info inside.

Forum Sixty-Eight is the journal for Motorola Microprocessors. The forum covers business, scientific and recreational computing.

Color Computer News is the original Color Computer magazine covering the entire spectrum of Color Computing from beginner to advanced.

---
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you must first know how to interpret the current program line.

Decoding the Token Lists

Before you can list a Basic program, you must first know how to interpret the token lists. Used as counters, the tokens tell you (and Basic) the number of words to skip in the list to find the correct word—but how do you know where one word ends and the next starts? Counting the number of letters is no help; some words (such as +) have one letter and some (such as STRING$) have seven.

Look at the first word on the list, For. If you PEEK locations 43622, 43623, and 43624, you find 71, 85, and 210. The ASCII code for F is 71, and the code for 0 is 85; but 210 is ASCII R (82) plus 128. The secret is that the ASCII code of the last letter of each word has 128 added to it; knowing this, it is an easy task to find a word’s end by checking for a value greater than 128.

The Doculist/C Program

Doculist/C is numbered starting at 63000 to allow it to be appended to the program you wish to list (more on that later). The first program line refers to subroutine 63290, which decodes the token list and stores the starting memory address for each of the Basic expression words in an array.

Rather than look through the list each time you encounter a token, you can now access the word by using the token to select the appropriate array variable, pointing you immediately to the start of the word in memory. Line 63010 also calculates SA, the start address of the program to be listed, and equates this to LA, the current program line address.

Line 63020 calculates NA, the address of the start of the next program line, and LN, the current program line’s number. Line 63030 checks for the beginning of Doculist/C or the end of the program in memory and ends if either is found; LN, normally 63000, was changed to 64000 in Program Listing 1 to allow Doculist to list itself.

Line 63040 begins the actual decoding. The line to be listed will be stored in TXT$. The first thing to appear, the line number, is tabbed over and right-justified. This allows easy recognition of line numbers and a left margin for three-ring binder storage.

Next, line 63050 searches through all bytes on the current line by way of a For... Next loop. Line 63060 equates the current byte to C and, if it is a quote (ASCII 34), changes the state of the quote flag (Q). A literal expression (one beginning with quotes) will not be interpreted; the Q flag reverses its status with the finding of a closing quote or the end of the program line.

If the byte is either an ASCII code or part of a literal expression, line 63070 adds it to TXT$, increments the text string’s length counter (CNT), and jumps to line 63170. Before going back to look at the next byte, line 63170 checks to see if our text line has reached the maximum length we have preset for it. If so, the line is printed before returning for the next byte.

Since the “neat” listing separates multiple program statements, line 63080 checks for the presence of a colon. If found, it is processed in lines 63200-63220.
QUEST — A NEW IDEA IN ADVENTURE GAMES! Different from all the others. Quest is played on a computer generated map of Alesia. Your job is to gather men and supplies by combat, bargaining, exploration of ruins and temples and outright banditry. When your force is strong enough, you attack the Citadel of Moorlock in a life or death battle to the finish. Playable in 2 to 5 hours, this one is different every time. 16k Tl99, TRS-80 Color, and Sinclair, 13K $19.95 each.

ADVENTURES!!!
The Adventures below are written in BASIC, are full featured, fast action, full plotted adventures that take 30-50 hours to play. Adventures are interactive fantasies. It's like reading a book except that you are the main character as you give the computer, commands like "Look in the Coffin" and "Light the torch."

Adventuring requires 16k on Sinclair, TRS-80, and TRS-80 Color. They require 8k on OSI and 13k on VIC-20. Sinclair requires extended BASIC. Now available for Tl99. Any Commodore 64.

$14.95 Tape — $19.95 Disk.

ESCAPE FROM MARS
(by Rodger Olsen)
This ADVENTURE takes place on the RED PLANET. You'll have to explore a Martian city and deal with possibly hostile aliens to survive this one. A good first adventure.

PYRAMID
(by Rodger Olsen)
This is our most challenging ADVENTURE. It is a treasure hunt in a pyramid full of problems. Exciting and tough!

DERELICT
(by Rodger Olsen & Bob Anderson)
New winner in the toughest adventure from Aardvark sweepstakes. This one takes place on an alien ship that has been deserted for a thousand years — and is still dangerous! Dungeons of Death — Just for the 16k TRS-80 COLOR, this is the first D&D type game good enough to qualify at Aardvark. This is serious D&D that allows 1 to 6 players to go on a Dragon Hunting, Monster Killing, Dungeon Exploring Quest. Played on an on-screen map, you get a choice of race and character (Human, Dwarf, Soldier, Wizard, etc.), a chance to grow from game to game, and a 15 page manual. At the normal price for an Adventure ($14.95 tape, $19.95 disk), this is a giveaway.

WIZARDS TOWER — This is very similar to Quest (see above). We added wizards, magic, dragons, and dungeons to come up with a Quest with a D&D flavor. It requires 16k extended color BASIC. $14.95 Tape, $19.95 Disk. VIC 20 Commodore 64.

PLANET RAIDERS — Not just another defenders copy, this is an original program good in its own right. You pilot a one man ship across a planetary surface dogfighting with alien ships and blasting ground installations while you rescue stranded troopers. Rescue all the troopers and be transported to another harder, faster battle. Joysticks required. ALL MACHINE CODE! EDSONS BEST! 16K Tape TRS80COLOR $19.95 — 32K Disk $21.95.

BASIC THAT ZOOMMS!!!
AT LAST AN AFFORDABLE COMPILER!
The compiler allows you to write your programs in easy BASIC and then automatically generates a machine code equivalent that runs 50 to 150 times faster. It does have some limitations. It takes at least 8k of RAM to run the compiler and it does only support a subset of BASIC — about 20 commands including FOR, NEXT, END, GO TO, GOTO, IF, THEN, RETURN, END, PRINT, STOP, USR (X), PEEK, POKE, */., +, —, >, <, =, VARIABLE NAMES A-Z, SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLES, and INTEGER NUMBERS FORM 0-64K.

TINY COMPILER is written in BASIC. It generates native, relocatable 6502 or 6809 code. It comes with a 20 page manual and can be modified or augmented by the user. $24.95 on tape or disk for OSI, TRS-80 Color, VIC 20, or Commodore 64.

SEAWOLFE — ALL MACHINE CODE in this high speed arcade game, you lay out patterns of torpedoes ahead of the attacking PT boats. Requires Joysticks, at least 13k RAM, and fast reflexes. Lots of Color and Sound. A fun game. Tape or Disk for Vic20, Commodore 64, and TRS-80 Color.

$14.95 Tape — $19.95 Disk.

Dealers — We have the best deal going for you. Good discounts, exchange programs, and factory support. Send for Dealer Information.

Authors — Aardvark pays the highest commissions in the industry and gives programs the widest possible advertising coverage. Send a Self Addressed Stamped Envelope for our Authors Information Package.

Adventures and Quest now available for Tl99

Please specify system on all orders

AARDVARK
TRS-80 COLOR
COMMODORE 64
VIC-20
SINCLAIR/TIMEX
Tl99

AARDVARK
2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, MI 48088 / (313) 669-3110
Phone Orders Accepted 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. EST. Mon.-Fri.
$2.00 shipping on each order
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If you've gotten this far, the byte is a token and must be decoded. Line 63100 checks for a 255 (double token) and, if found, increments past it and subtracts 50, scaling the second token byte so it can be used to reference our token array. If the token is single, C is scaled using a different factor, based on how we created the array. Line 63110 sets the flag for a remark token (REM or '), as 63060 did for a quote.

Lines 36130-36180 decode the token. C selects the array element containing the start address at which to begin looking; each character in the word (value above 128), that character minus 128, is added to TXT$. Then, with the decoding done, control is returned to the main For...Next loop.

Lines 63200 and 63210 check any columns found. The latter peels off multiple colons (e.g., J=3:::R=4) until only one is left, avoiding blank lines in the printed listing. Since Basic puts a colon before an apostrophe used as a remark indicator, line 63200 allows only the first of two colons before an apostrophe (ASCII 131) to be printed. For instance, the line “\101 I=0::” Initialize I; Doculist/C prints the remark, with only one colon, on a separate line.

Lines 63240-63270 perform the printing, reset the quote flag, and keep track of how many lines have been printed. After 50, line 63270 sounds a beep and alerts you to change paper.

Using Doculist/C

Program Listing 2 contains a normal Doculist/C, which can be typed into your CoCo. When done, CSAVE the program using the name "DOCULIST."

The first step in using Doculist is to load the program you want a listing of (i.e., CLOAD "program name"). To make sure there's sufficient room for Doculist, move the resident program to the page 1 memory area by entering the commands PMODE 0:PCLEAR 1 (press enter). Now you're ready to merge Doculist with the resident program.

Remember, locations 25 and 26 contain the program loading address in MSB/LSB format, and locations 27 and 28 the address of the program's end (including the two zero bytes). Merging simply consists of changing the bytes in 25 and 26 to point to the first of the two end-of-program zero bytes, and then loading the program to be merged.

To do this, type POKE 26,PEEK (28) - 2: POKE 25, PEEK(27) and press enter. If location 28 contains a 1 or 0, PEEK(28) - 2 will be negative and yield an FC? error. In this event, use the alternate command: POKE 26,PEEK (28) + 254: POKE 25, PEEK(25) - 1

Program Listing 2

63000 ' DOCULIST/C:V1.2
63010 CLEAR 500:CLS:PRINT"" doculist - INITIALIZING"";GOS
63020 PRINT""PRINTTAB(12):"";PRINT."" :PRINT"";SA=PEEK(25) *256+PEEK(26)
63020 NA=PEEK(LA) *256+PEEK(LA+1):LN=PEEK(LA+2) *256+PEEK(LA+3)
63030 IF LN=0 OR NA=0 THEN END
63040 TXT$=STRINGS(10-LEN(STR$(LN)) ,32)+STR$(LN) +"" :CNT=ll
63050 FORI=LA+4 TO NA-2
63060 C=PEEK(I) :IF C=34THENQ=(Q=0)
63070 IF C<128 AND C<>58 OR Q=-l THEN TXT$=TX
63080 IF C=58 THEN 63200
63090 ' BYTE IS TOKEN , SO CHECK
63100 FORX=A(C) TO A(C) +9 :IF PEEK(X) >128 THEN 63160
63120 IF LEN(TXT$)<69 THEN 63700
63150 TXT$=TXT$+CHR$(PEEK(X)-128) +"" :CNT=CNT+l :NEXTX
63160 TXT$=TXT$+CHR$(PEEK(X)) :CNT=CNT+l:NEXTX
63170 IF LEN(TXS)>9THENMENU=63240
63180 NEXTI:LA=NA:GOSUB63240 :GOTO63020
63190 'CHECK COLON
63200 IF PEEK(I-1) <58 AND PEEK(I+1)<13 THEN 63700
63210 IF PEEK(I+1)<58 THEN I=I+1:C=PEEK(I):GOTO63210
63220 GOSUB 63230:GOTO 63170
63230 'PRINT ROUTINE
63240 IFLEN(TXT$)>69 THEN PRINT$=-2.LEFTS(TXT$ ,70):TXT$=STRINGS(1
63250 '&RIGHTS(TXT$ ,70)+"":TXT$=STR$(13:GOTO63270
63260 TXT$=STRINGS(11,32) +"" :CN=12;Q=0
63270 IF LEN(TXS)>9THENMENU=63240
63280 'PRINT TAB TO THE NEXT COLUMN
63290 DIM A(111):A(0)=43622:J=1
63300 FORI=43622TO43822:IFPEEK(I)>128THENA(J)=I+1:J=J+1
63310 IFJ>560 THENERR:RETRY:EXIT
63320 A(53)=33155:J=54:FORI=33155TO33355:IFPEEK(I)>128THENA(J)=I
+1:J=J+1
63330 IFJ=27THENRETURN
63340 A(78)=43802:J=79:FORI=43802TO44800:IFPEEK(I)>128THENA(J)=I
+1:J=J+1
63350 IFJ=98THENRETURN
63360 A(98)=33309:J=99:FORI=33309TO33500:IFPEEK(I)>128THENA(J)=I
+1:J=J+1
63370 IFJ>12THENRETURN

ALPHACOM 42
FAST, QUIET, THERMAL GRAPHICS PRINTER
FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER
AT ONLY $199.95 IT'S THE LOWEST
COST 40-COLUMN PRINTER ON THE MARKET!

Features full 96 character ASCII set with 8 programmable ASCII codes. Bit mapped graphics capability. Uses roll or fanfold thermographic paper. Cable/roll of paper included, compact, light-weight, award-winning design. Fast, accurate 80 characters/second printing. No maintenance required. 30 day money back guarantee if not satisfied. We pay shipping on prepaid orders. C.O.D.'s must send $10.00 to cover shipping and handling before order will be processed. We accept Visa and Mastercard. Order from:

KELCO INTERNATIONAL • P.O. BOX 7172 • JACKSONVILLE, FL, 32210 • (904) 771-9076
(press enter). This command simply "borrows" 256 from MSB and adds it to the LSB before subtracting two \((256 - 2 = 254)\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single Tokens</th>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>FOR</td>
<td>43622</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>LET</td>
<td>33174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>GO</td>
<td>43625</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>LINE</td>
<td>33177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>REM</td>
<td>43627</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>PCLS</td>
<td>33181</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td></td>
<td>43630</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>PSET</td>
<td>33185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>ELSE</td>
<td>43631</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>PRESET</td>
<td>33189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>IF</td>
<td>43635</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>SCREEN</td>
<td>33195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>DATA</td>
<td>43637</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>PCLEAR</td>
<td>33201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>PRINT</td>
<td>43641</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>COLOR</td>
<td>33207</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>43646</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>CIRCLE</td>
<td>33212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>INPUT</td>
<td>43648</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>PAINT</td>
<td>33218</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>END</td>
<td>43653</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>GET</td>
<td>33223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>NEXT</td>
<td>43656</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>PUT</td>
<td>33226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>DIM</td>
<td>43660</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>DRAW</td>
<td>33229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>READ</td>
<td>43663</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>PCOPY</td>
<td>33233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>RUN</td>
<td>43667</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>PMODE</td>
<td>33238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>RESTORE</td>
<td>43670</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>PLAY</td>
<td>33243</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>RETURN</td>
<td>43677</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>DLOAD</td>
<td>33247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>STOP</td>
<td>43683</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>RENUM</td>
<td>33252</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>POKE</td>
<td>43687</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>33257</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>43691</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>USING</td>
<td>33259</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Double Tokens</th>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>CLOAD</td>
<td>43707</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>SSAVE</td>
<td>43712</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>SGN</td>
<td>43802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td>43717</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>INT</td>
<td>43805</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>CLOSE</td>
<td>43721</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>43808</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>LLIST</td>
<td>43726</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>USR</td>
<td>43811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>SET</td>
<td>43731</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>RND</td>
<td>43814</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>RESET</td>
<td>43734</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>SIN</td>
<td>43817</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>CLS</td>
<td>43739</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>PEEK</td>
<td>43820</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>MOTOR</td>
<td>43742</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>LEN</td>
<td>43824</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>SOUND</td>
<td>43747</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>STR$</td>
<td>43827</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>AUDIO</td>
<td>43752</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>VAL</td>
<td>43831</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>EXEC</td>
<td>43757</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>ASC</td>
<td>43834</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>SKIPF</td>
<td>43761</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>CHR$</td>
<td>43837</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>TAB(</td>
<td>43766</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>EOF</td>
<td>43841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>TO</td>
<td>43770</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>JOYSTK</td>
<td>43844</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>SUB</td>
<td>43772</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>LEFT$</td>
<td>43850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>THEN</td>
<td>43775</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>RIGHT$</td>
<td>43855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>NOT</td>
<td>43779</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>MID$</td>
<td>43861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169</td>
<td>STEP</td>
<td>43782</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>POINT</td>
<td>43865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>43786</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>INKEY$</td>
<td>43870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>43789</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>MEM</td>
<td>43876</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>43790</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>ATN</td>
<td>33309</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>43791</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>COS</td>
<td>33313</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>43792</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>TAN</td>
<td>33316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>43793</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>EXP</td>
<td>33319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>43794</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>FIX</td>
<td>33322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>43797</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>LOG</td>
<td>33325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>43799</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>POS</td>
<td>33328</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>43800</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>SQR</td>
<td>33331</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>43801</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>HEX$</td>
<td>33334</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>DEL</td>
<td>33155</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>VARPTR</td>
<td>33338</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>EDIT</td>
<td>33158</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>INSTR</td>
<td>33344</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>TRON</td>
<td>33162</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>TIMER</td>
<td>33349</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>TROFF</td>
<td>33166</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>PPPOINT</td>
<td>33354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>DEF</td>
<td>33171</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>STRING$</td>
<td>33360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Extended Color Basic Expressions

Now CLOAD"Doculist". When OK appears, type POKE 25,12:POKE 26,1 and press enter. This restores the program start address to its original position (set when you PCLEARed 1). If you list the program, you'll see the first program followed by Doculist. To obtain a listing of the first program, type RUN 63000 (press enter).

When Doculist is run, the screen will clear and an initializing notice will appear. After a few seconds to fill the arrays, the word "Printing" will appear, and printing will begin. When 50 lines have been printed, a tone will sound and the message "Change paper, press (enter)" will be followed by the blinking cursor; when you are ready to print the next page, press enter and the process will continue.

Two Restrictions

The program you list cannot be longer than 11,000 bytes, and cannot contain line numbers above 62999. With these cautions in mind, you can use Doculist to provide you with neat, easily readable program listings.

Contact James Barbare/lo at RD#1, Box 241H, Tennent Road, English­ town, NJ 07726.

COLOR COMPUTER®
GAMES!!!

Machine-language, fast-action, high-resolution color graphics with sound. 16K and joysticks required.

UFO
Dodge smart bombs, laser blasts and meteor showers as you defend yourself from incoming UFO's. Fast!!

AERIAL ATTACK
Fight it out with 4 different types of alien attackers, then take on the incredible mother ship. Great graphics!!

STAR TRAVELER
Blast enemy ships to space dust with your laser-powered warship.

CREATURE FEATURE
Hunt down giant snails, birds, spiders and other creatures.

COLOR BLAST
Enemy planes have taken over the city. Shoot them down with your tank as you approach the city.

COLOR SOFTWARE
SYRACUSE, NY 13215

• Trademark of Tandy Corporation
Extended Color Basic provides the programmer with a valuable debugging tool—the trace option. Given a TRON command, the machine displays the line number of every command executed until it encounters a TROFF.

The feature's disadvantage is that it displays these line numbers on the screen only. Often, the piece of trace you want to study has rolled up and off the screen before you can stop it. Also, checking the sequence of commands executed is difficult without a printout. These problems can be solved by redirecting the trace output to the printer.

A section of code located at &H82B9 is executed between each Extended Color Basic command. It tests for various things, including whether or not the trace function has been enabled. The trace routine itself is in locations &H82DE to &H82F1; Program Listing 1 is a commented disassembly printout of it.

The Color Computer uses location &H6F to hold the output device number—0 for screen output, 254 (&HFE) for the printer. Program Listing 2 stores &HFE in this location at the start of the trace routine; after running it, until the machine is switched off and restarted, all TRON commands will generate a printout of line numbers instead of a display. No other changes are required.

Since the trace routine is located in ROM, it cannot be modified naturally. The program copies the relevant portion of ROM into a suitable piece of RAM and modifies it there. All entries to the original routine (through two jumps located in &H19A and &H1A3) are redirected to the new code.

The program is written for a 16K machine. While it will work in a 32K model, it is preferable to relocate it to the high end of memory (around &H7EO0). This has been done in Program Listing 3.

Program Listing 4 is a disassembly printout of the new trace routine with comments added.

Norman Manchevsky can be reached at 54 Park Ave., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2P 1B2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Listing 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>82DE LDA &lt;$AF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82E0 BEQ $82F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82E2 LDA #55B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82E4 JSR &gt;$A282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82E7 LDA &lt;$68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82E9 JSR &gt;$BDC0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82EC LDA #55D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82EE JSR &gt;$A282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**System Requirements**

16K, 32K RAM

Printer
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Program Listing 2

10 REM ** DISPLAY TRACES ON THE PRINTER **
20 REM ** CLEAR AND RESERVE MEMORY **
30 CLEAR 200,.H7E00
40 REM ** COPY RELEVANT PORTION OF Rom INTO RESERVED RAM **
50 FOR I = &H82B9 TO &H831E
60 POKE I - &H400, PEEK (I) : NEXT
70 REM ** MODIFY THE TRACE ROUTINE **
80 FOR I = 0 TO 2: READ A: POKE I + &H7E2E, A: NEXT
90 FOR I = 0 TO 25: READ A: POKE I + &H7F26, A: NEXT
100 REM ** MODIFY THE ROUTINE TO WORK IN ITS NEW LOCATION **
110 FOR I = 0 TO 5: READ A: POKE I + &H7F1E, A: NEXT
120 POKE &H7F0C,.H7E
130 REM ** MODIFY THE TWO ENTRY JUMPS **
140 POKE &H019B,.H7E: POKE &H01A4,.H7F
150 DATA 126,63,38
160 DATA 134,254,151,111,134,91,189,162,130
170 DATA 150,104,189,189,204,134,93,189,162,130
180 DATA 134,0,151,111,126,62,241
190 DATA 38,3,126,131,34,126,164,76
200 END

Program Listing 3

10 REM ** DISPLAY TRACES ON THE PRINTER **
20 REM ** CLEAR AND RESERVE MEMORY **
30 CLEAR 200,.H7E00
40 REM ** COPY RELEVANT PORTION OF Rom INTO RESERVED RAM **
50 FOR I = &H82B9 TO &H831E
60 POKE I = &H400, PEEK (I) : NEXT
70 REM ** MODIFY THE TRACE ROUTINE **
80 FOR I = 0 TO 2: READ A: POKE I + &H7E2E, A: NEXT
90 FOR I = 0 TO 25: READ A: POKE I + &H7F26, A: NEXT
100 REM ** MODIFY THE ROUTINE TO WORK IN ITS NEW LOCATION **
110 FOR I = 0 TO 5: READ A: POKE I + &H7F1E, A: NEXT
120 POKE &H7F0C,.H7E
130 REM ** MODIFY THE TWO ENTRY JUMPS **
140 POKE &H019B,.H7E: POKE &H01A4,.H7F
150 DATA 126,63,38
160 DATA 134,254,151,111,134,91,189,162,130
170 DATA 150,104,189,189,204,134,93,189,162,130
180 DATA 134,0,151,111,126,62,241
190 DATA 38,3,126,131,34,126,164,76
200 END

Program Listing 4

7EE2 JMP >S726 Go to new routine
7F26 LDA #$FE Load 254 = Printer
7F28 STA <$6F Store in Device Number location
7F2A LDA #$3B Load ]
7F2C JSR >SA28 Go print
7F2F LDA <$6B Load line number
7F31 JSR >SBDC Go print
7F34 LDA #$5D Load ]
7F36 JSR >SA28 Go print
7F39 LDA <$00 Reset Device Number location
7F3B STA <$6F
7F3D JMP >SEFI Return to original code
I recently decided to build a speech synthesizer as an expansion unit for my department's student computer facility. The result was a plug-in synthesizer cartridge that you can program in Basic or in machine language.

The cartridge also has two 24-pin IC sockets, each of which will accept 2K of RAM or EPROM, and adds two hardware timers for control or other applications.

The project is based on a simple speech-synthesizer circuit, built around the Votrax SC-01 integrated circuit that Steve Ciarcia describes in the September 1981 issue of Byte (p. 38). The SC-01, a CMOS LSI chip, phonetically synthesizes speech using an 8-bit code, 6 bits of which specify the phoneme. It thus generates 2^6 or 64 possible phonemes in four categories: voiced, fricative, nasal, and silent. The other 2 bits of the code can be used to vary the inflection or pitch of the sounds.

Make your Color Computer a real conversation piece by building this plug-in speech-synthesis unit.

The SC-01 includes on-chip audio generation, waveform shaping, and low-level audio amplification. You need only a latched parallel port and simple logic circuits to interface it to the bus system of the Color Computer.

The Speech-Synthesizer Circuit

With some slight modification, the synthesizer described by Ciarcia can be packaged as a self-contained plug-in unit not much larger than a game cartridge. I decided to build a unit that could contain its own RAM and EPROM, so that it could be used independently of the level of Basic and the amount of available memory in the computer, at least for machine-language speech programming. The circuit diagram of the result is shown in Fig. 1.

One input bit and 9 output bits are needed to interface the SC-01 and associated circuits to the computer. I chose the 6522 Versatile Interface Adapter (VIA) to provide the necessary parallel ports. The 74LS138, a three- to eight-line decoder, separates the 16K address space between $C000-$FFFF into eight 2K partitions and generates a low-true select signal over each partition. The $F000 select is used along with the four lowest-order address lines to address the 16 internal VIA registers between $F000-$F00F, and the $E000 and $E800 lines each select a 24-pin IC socket that can contain either RAM or EPROM.

The VIA includes two parallel I/O ports, called A and B. The bits in each port can be configured individually either as inputs or as outputs by setting or clearing corresponding control bits in the VIA data-direction registers. Port A is used here as an output port to send the phoneme and inflection codes to the SC-01. The 2 lowest-order bits of port B are control lines. PB0 is used as an input.

System Requirements

Extended Color Basic
16K RAM
Printer Optional
and PA7, are latched separately by a bit, and accepts the AIR, or synthesizer control circuits and the audio amplifier 74LS74 dual flip-flop. The low-level other 6 bits of port B are not used.

The inflection bits, sent out on PA6 and PA7, are latched separately by a 74LS74 dual flip-flop. The low-level audio output from the synthesizer chip is amplified to speaker level with an LM386 power amplifier. The SC-01 contains two interval timers, plus registers for serial-parallel data interconversion. These features can be operated using a variety of options unnecessary to this project. You should check the MCS6522 data sheet from MOS Technology for this chip’s many features if you’re interested in using them in other projects.

Packaging the Synthesizer

First, I made a small etched board with contact fingers to plug into the edge-connector inside the computer's cartridge slot. I found a 30-by-80 mm scrap of double-sided PC board stock and laid down 40 short strips of 1.5-mm wide resist tape, 20 pieces per side, with 2.5-mm spacing to match the cartridge connector. I made these pieces of resist from Scotch filament tape with a razor blade and a ruler, but you can buy pre-cut resist if you wish.

After etching with ferric chloride solution, cleaning, and drying, I trimmed the edge having the contact fingers so it made a snug fit in the computer’s edge connector. Do this carefully; the fingers must line up squarely on both sides with the contacts in the computer. It’s best to trim conservatively with a fine saw and then finish the job with a hand file and frequent trial plug-ins.

I then cut an 80-by-190 mm piece of Vector perforated board and bolted the small piece with the contacts onto one of the 80-nun ends. This makes a neat, cheap, general-purpose expansion prototype board for the Color Computer, with plenty of room for experimental circuits.

If you prefer not to make the board yourself, you can buy an expansion board for the Apple computer and cut off the side projection with the 25 contact contact fingers that plug into the Apple. Vector also makes a similar board, the Vector 4609. If you make your own board and are not interested in room for further experiments, you can cut it off at 100 mm (about 4 inches) in length, which is enough for the circuit described here.

You can use any size board that will fit in the computer slot and is at least 100 mm plus the length of the contact fingers. If you do choose the 190-mm length, there’s room to mount a 2-inch speaker on the end of the board. I decided to leave that room open for future expansion and mounted a small audio jack for an external speaker on the end of the board. Another possibility is to use the sound input pin on the cartridge connector to feed the speech through the TV audio.

With the board prepared, I inserted the low-profile IC sockets as shown in Fig. 2 and fastened each with a dab of epoxy glue at each end. Then I wired the circuit point-to-point using a Vector wiring pencil and a fine-tipped soldering iron. I recommend a magnifier lamp, unless your close vision is better than mine.

Be aware of the space restrictions imposed by the computer slot height. You have only about 12 mm to work in above the board and 8 mm below, where the wiring goes. Lay the disk capacitors down flat and use the small, square-type trimmer potentiometers and the smallest electrolytic capacitors you can find. I got all my parts from Jameco Electronics (1355 Shoreway Road, Belmont, CA 94002) except the SC-01, which came from Micromint (917 Midway, Woodmere, NY 11598). Unfortunately, there’s not enough room to use wire-wrap construction. Point-to-point work is tedious but progresses well with practice. If you have experience with PC board design, you might prefer to etch a board for the whole circuit.

If you don’t want to experiment with the RAM or PROM, you can simplify the circuit by using only one chip-enable signal to access the VIA. Two such signals are provided on the cartridge connector, one at $CO00 (on pin 32) and one at $FF40 (on pin 36). You can connect either of these to pin 23 of the VIA, leaving out the 74LS138 and associated circuits as well as the 24-pin sockets. If you do, be sure to fix statement 30 in Program Listing 1 to reflect the new VIA address.

You could plug the bare board into the computer, taking care that
the metal door doesn’t short anything out, but it’s a good idea to protect the ICs and wiring.

If you’re not lucky enough to find a suitable box, you might want to make one to hold the circuit board. You can cut down two pieces of perfboard, each to the same dimensions as your circuit board, and bolt one to the top and one to the bottom, using standoffs at the corners. Make sure the finished product will still fit in the computer’s slot.

Programming the Synthesizer

Ciarcia’s article describes the operation of the synthesizer in detail, and the SC-01 data sheet, which Micromint supplies with the chip, gives timing diagrams and procedures for interfacing and driving the chip. Here, I’ll briefly summarize the operation protocol.

To voice a phoneme, take the strobe signal STB (supplied at PBI) low, and place the binary phoneme code onto PA0–PA5 and the inflection code onto PA6 and PA7. After at least a 100-microsecond delay, take STB high to speak the phoneme. The A/R signal, fed through PB0, will be at the low logic level during voicing.

Test PB0 and do nothing until it returns to logic high. When it does, the SC-01 is ready to accept another phoneme. The data on PA0–PA5 must be stable about 450 ns before STB goes high; that requirement is automatically met by the use of latched I/O ports. The 100-µs delay is taken care of by the time required to interpret and execute Basic statements.

These operations are handled easily in Basic by the following statements.

POKE &HF002, 2: POKE &HF003, 255

These operations are handled easily in Basic by the following statements.

POKE &HF002, 2: POKE &HF003, 255

When run, the program first directs execution of the subroutine:

100 POKE &HF000, 0: POKE &HF001, P: POKE &HF000, 2

where the binary value of P contains the bit pattern for the inflection and phoneme code.

A Phoneme-List-Processing Program

To make it easy to try different phoneme combinations and edit a phoneme group to improve enunciation of a phrase, a program should handle the input, deletion, insertion, change, and addition of phonemes, as well as the pronunciation of the phoneme list. Listing 1 presents such a program, written in Extended Color Basic.

When run, the program first directs you to input a series of phonemes using the standard SC-01 mnemonics. If you want to experiment with the inflection, you can preface the phoneme with the digits 1, 2, or 3. These values cause the SC-01 inflection inputs I2 and I1 to take on the binary values 01, 10, or 11, respectively.

The higher the number is, the higher the pitch used to speak that phoneme. If no digit prefaces the phoneme, I2 and I1 are both set to zero, which produces the

Fig. 1. Circuit Diagram for the Speech-Synthesizer Plug-In

Portions of schematic reprinted by permission of Byte magazine, a McGraw-Hill publication.
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DONKEY KING
1982
32K Machine Language
$26.95 TAPE $29.95 Disk

ARCADE ACTION - How high can you climb? Four full graphic screens. Exciting Sound - Realistic graphics. Never before has the color computer seen a game like this. Early reviews say: Just like the arcade - Simply outstanding!

PROTECTORS
Exciting fast paced arcade game that looks and plays like the popular arcade game "DEFENDER". Wave after wave of enemy fighters drop bombs on your city. Destroy them before they destroy your city. Soon the mother ships appear firing laser blasts at you. Watch for the heat seeking mines.

Your defense includes your laser cannon plus four smart bombs on each of your four ships. A new ship with each 5,000 points.

High resolution graphics with four colors make this new 32K arcade game the one for others to follow.

$24.95 TAPE $27.95 DISK

COLOR GOLF
Now sit at your computer and play nine or eighteen holes. Outstanding graphics in the fairway or on the green. Helps your game.

32K EXTENDED BASIC $17.95

BIRD ATTACK-A fast paced machine language arcade game. Shoot the birdmen before they descend upon you. Watch out for their bombs! 16K Machine Language $21.95

MAZE RACE-Maze race is a one or two player game. Play either against the built in timer or against your favorite opponent. 16K Machine Code $17.95

SOLO POOL-Now play pool with your color computer. Two players. Plays like machine language. Super color. High resolution graphics. 16K Ext. Basic $17.95

OTHER GREAT GAMES
ALL PROGRAMS REQUIRE 16K

MOON LANDER - Fantastic Graphics. Land on the Moon if you can. 2 Programs. Ext. Basic $17.95

DANCING DEVIL - Watch him dance to music or program him yourself. Machine Language $14.95

WAR KINGS - Battle to save your castle and king. High resolution graphics with outstanding sound make this one a real winner. 16K Machine Language $17.95

ADVENTURES
TREK-18-Travel thru space with Spock and Capt. Kirk. Adventure. Tough! Ext. Basic. $17.95

SHI WPRECK- Escape from a desert isle if you can. Great Adventure! Ext. Basic $14.95

ESCAPE FROM SPECTRE (Graphic Adventure) - You are a secret agent for British Intelligence sent on a mission to obtain the secret nerve gas formula being developed by S.P.E.C.T.R.E. to destroy the world. 16K Ext. Basic $17.95

SEARCH-A-WORD
This Program generates a word search puzzle to your specifications. You specify the size of the puzzle and the number of words that it is to hide within the puzzle. 16K or 32K Ext. Basic.

TAPE $17.95

FLEX VERSION $27.95

UTILITIES
COLOR MONITOR - Written in position independent code. (May be located in any free memory). Very compact. Only occupies 1174 bytes of memory. Full Featured. Includes Break-Pointing of machine language programs, register display and modify, memory display and modify, and block memory move commands. Displays memory in hex and ascii format on one line 8 bytes long. MACHINE LANGUAGE $24.95

ROM - This program is a utility that will move "most" 8K Rom-Packs to disk and allow you to run them from disk. Easy to use. Requires 64K. $17.95

SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE - Using your Epson or Microline Printer. Print the screen contents on a full size 8 1/2 x 11 sheet. 16K Ext. Basic $17.95

TAPE DUPE - Brand new machine language program that copies any tape effortlessly. Completely automatic. $16.95

DISK TO TAPE - Dump the contents of any disk to tape automatically. Machine Language $17.95

TAPE TO DISK - Load the contents of any tape to disk automatically. Machine Language. $17.95

MAIL LIST - Maintain a complete mailing list with phone numbers etc. Ext. Basic. $17.95

THE FIXER - Having trouble moving those 600 Hex programs to tapes? The fixer will help. Completely automatic. $17.95

TAPE CAT - All new machine language program lists contents of tapes to printer. Make a catalog of your tapes. $17.95

PROGRAM PRINTER UTILITY - This program will list basic programs to your printer in two column format. Saves paper and makes your listing look professional. Disk based. $17.95

ADD $1.00 POSTAGE & HANDLING • TOP ROYALTIES PAID • LOOKING FOR NEW SOFTWARE
standard default inflection level. The default level is good enough for most purposes, since the SC-01’s internal circuits already produce slight inflection changes to improve the naturalness of the speech.

If you enter a null string instead of a phoneme by pressing just the enter key, you’ll get the entire phoneme list. Entering Q in place of a phoneme will quit the entry of the current list and start over with a new list. Entering TAPE instead of a phoneme will enter a routine that lets you save or load the phoneme list using a tape recorder.

Entering EDIT in place of a phoneme will direct the program into a screen-oriented edit mode, allowing you to modify the existing list using commands very similar to the line-editing features of Extended Color Basic. The current phoneme list is displayed at the top of the screen, along with a cursor that can be stepped backwards or forwards using the left-arrow and right-arrow keys. The up-arrow key positions the cursor after the last phoneme, and the down-arrow key sends it to the start of the list.

Modifications to the list occur with the phoneme immediately following the cursor. Press D to delete the phoneme. Press C, type a new phoneme, and press enter to change the phoneme. Press S to speak the whole list, and press Z to speak only that part of the list between the current cursor position and the end. Press P if you want to list all the phonemes on a line printer. Press Q to quit the editing process, delete the whole list, and go back to the start of the program to begin a new list.

As in Extended Color Basic edit commands, several subcommand functions can be entered and exited during the

---

**Table 1. English-Language Phoneme List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example Word</th>
<th>Phoneme Symbol</th>
<th>Hex Code</th>
<th>Duration (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pocket</td>
<td>EH3</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
<td>EH2</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heavy</td>
<td>EH1</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(no sound)</td>
<td>PA8</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putter</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rake</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bird</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measure</td>
<td>ZH</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honest</td>
<td>AH2</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inhibit</td>
<td>I3</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inhibit</td>
<td>I2</td>
<td>0A</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inhibit</td>
<td>I1</td>
<td>0B</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>0C</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>under</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>0D</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bolt</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0E</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vague</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>0F</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cheer</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shoe</td>
<td>SH</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zip</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awful</td>
<td>AW1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slang</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>furfer</td>
<td>AH1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>looking</td>
<td>OO1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hook</td>
<td>OO</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lie</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brick</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>just</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>1A</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hope</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gate</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>1C</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fear</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1D</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>made</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>1E</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miss</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>game</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 2. Top View of Circuit Board, Showing Layout of Major Components**

---
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COLOR ALIEN DEFENSE
by Doug Schwartz

One of the fastest action arcade games!
Written in Machine Language.
16K Cassette $19.95

DEATH TRAP
by Rugby Circle

16K Cassette $19.95

COLOR CATERPILLAR®
by Rugby Circle

Don’t settle for less. Be sure to ask if the program was produced by Soft Sector Marketing so you don’t get the wrong version.
16K Cassette $19.95
Machine Language

COLOR GRAPHIC EDITOR
by Larry Ashmun

At last, a true Graphic Drawing program that permits the creation of graphic pictures on the screen storing them in one of 4 locations and recalling them as needed for review.
The pictures can be saved to disk to be loaded into the micro works disk editor. The graphics are saved in Assembler format or Basic Data Statements, but details are provided for using the information in a BASIC program. Works on cassette or disk systems.
Cassette $19.95

Written in Machine Language, but requires Extended or Disk Basic.
Program Listing. Phoneme-List Entry and Editing Program

10 'PHONE-LIST ENTRY AND EDITING PROGRAM
20 'BY WILLIAM C. CLEMETTS, JR.
25 'REQUIRES 16K EXTENDED BASIC
30 A=4HFO00:0=247
40 POKE+1,255:POKE+2,2:'CONFIGURE VIA
50 DHC5(64),PS(100),X(100),LG(160)
60 FORi=1TO44:READC$(1):NEXT
70 P=63:GOSUB580:J=1:'SILENCE SYMPOSIS & BEGIN NEW LIST
80 CLS:PRINT"BEGIN A NEW LIST OF PHONEMES"
90 INPUT$IFAS="EDIT"THEN120ELSEIFAS=""THENTHEN 110ELSEIF AS="T"THENTHEN 70ELSEIFAS="TAPE"THENTHEN480
100 GOSUB600:J=1:GOTO90
110 JH=1:GOSUB690:GOTO90:'SPEAK THE LIST
120 JH=1:'EDIT MODE BEGINS HERE
140 F=1:IF PEEK(343)$Q THENJ=J+1:LC=LB+LG(J):GOSUB1040:
150 ELSE150 'LEFT ARROW SPACES BACK
160 IF PEEK(343)$Q THENJ=J-1:LC=LB+LG(J-1)+1:GOSUB670:GOTO140:
170 ELSE160 'RIGHT ARROW SPACES FORWARD
180 IF PEEK(341)$=254 THEN PRINT@498,"change";:A$="":GOTO420:
190 ELSE190 'C-KEY CHANGES ONE PHONEME
200 IF PEEK(339)$Q THEN 260 'X-KEY EXTENDS THE LIST
210 J=J+1:LC=LA:PRINT$498,"extend";
220 GOSUB730
230 220 'A$=INKEY$:IF A$="""THEN 220 ELSE IF A$=CHR$(13) THEN 250
240 ELSE IF A$=CHR$(95) THEN 240 ELSE 230
250 A$=A$+A$:GOTO220
260 ELSEIF A$=CHR$(9) THEN 240 ELSE 230
270 JH=J-1:GOSUB690:
280 ELSE280 'H-KEY ENTERS HACK FUNCTION
290 280 'X-KEY ENTERS TAPE MODE
300 AA$=INKEY$:IF AA$="""THEN 300 ELSE IF AA$=CHR$(13) THEN 320
310 ELSE IF AA$=CHR$(95) THEN 240 ELSE 310
320 AA$=INKEY$:IF AA$="""THEN 300 ELSE IF AA$=CHR$(13) THEN 320
330 ELSE IF AA$=CHR$(95) THEN 240 ELSE 310
340 AA$=INKEY$:IF AA$="""THEN 300 ELSE IF AA$=CHR$(13) THEN 320
350 ELSE IF AA$=CHR$(95) THEN 240 ELSE 310
360 AA$=INKEY$:IF AA$="""THEN 300 ELSE IF AA$=CHR$(13) THEN 320
370 ELSE IF AA$=CHR$(95) THEN 240 ELSE 310
380 AA$=INKEY$:IF AA$="""THEN 300 ELSE IF AA$=CHR$(13) THEN 320
390 ELSE IF AA$=CHR$(95) THEN 240 ELSE 310
400 AA$=INKEY$:IF AA$="""THEN 300 ELSE IF AA$=CHR$(13) THEN 320
410 ELSE IF AA$=CHR$(95) THEN 240 ELSE 310
420 'H-KEY ENTERS LIST
430 'G-KEY ENTERS INSERT FNCTN
440 'J-KEY ENTERS DELETE FNCTN
450 'K-KEY ENTERS CHANGE FNCTN
460 'L-KEY ENTERS EXTEND FNCTN
470 'M-KEY ENTERS EDIT FNCTN
480 'N-KEY ENTERS TAPE FNCTN
490 'P-KEY ENTERS HACK FNCTN
500 'Q-KEY ENTERS EXIT FNCTN
510 'R-KEY ENTERS STOP FNCTN
520 'S-KEY ENTERS SPOKES FNCTN
530 'T-KEY ENTERS TAPES FNCTN
540 'U-KEY ENTERS BACK FNCTN
550 'V-KEY ENTERS FORW FNCTN
560 'W-KEY ENTERS INRT FNCTN
570 'X-KEY ENTERS DELT FNCTN
580 'Y-KEY ENTERS HTTM FNCTN
590 'Z-KEY ENTERS TAPES FNCTN

When you're satisfied with a group of phonemes and want to keep it for future use, you can save the phoneme data to tape. The array of phoneme-plus-inflection codes, the total number of phonemes, and the length of each mnemonic are saved to tape, or loaded from a previously saved tape, by typing T when in edit mode and following the instructions printed on the screen. You can also enter the tape mode when you first prepare the list.

Testing the Synthesizer

Now you can check out your synthesizer and start using the program. With the power off, plug the synthesizer into the cartridge slot and attach a speaker. Turn on the computer and enter the program given in Listing 1 omitting the comments, or read it from tape if you've already kayed it in and saved it. Run the program and enter the following phoneme mnemonics:

15 1S PAO PAO 1S PAO Y OO RO PAO K UH L UH2 R PAO K UHl M P H IU T R PAO S P E K I NG PAI PAI STOP AEI Y PAO H O P PAO Y U IA PAO H AEI V PAO F UH I N PAI W EH2 IS TH PAO PAO Y UH R PAO N IU W PAO T AWI Y YI STOP

When the phonemes are all entered, press the enter key and you should hear a fair rendition of "This is your Color Computer speaking. I hope you have fun with your new toy." Adjust the pitch and volume trimmers to your lik-
A user-oriented, easy-to-use personal database management system for the TRS-80 Color Computer with these outstanding features:

- Keeps fies of program, names, addresses, bimonthly records, class or club records, anything.
- Variable record and field lengths
- Choice of display and printout formats
- Up to 8 user-definable fields


Silly Syntax

A sensationally educational version of a popular party game for the TRS-80 Color Computer. For 1 to 10 players. Uses a story into the computer. The program is presented in simple text format, which the program will then automatically rearrange into a readable form. The story is written to be humorous. Silly Syntax requires 16K Extended Basic. $9.95 recommended.

FOR YOUR TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER

32K

STARFIRE

16K

Fly around the planet’s surface defending it’s inhabitants from being carried away by alien ships.

CASSETTE $21.95

ULTRA-FAST MACHINE LANGUAGE • HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS • SENSATIONAL SOUND EFFECTS

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO INTELLECTRONICS

22 CHURCHILL LANE, SMITHTOWN, NY 11787

N.Y. Residents Please Add Sales Tax. We Pay Shipping.

Dealer Inquiries Invited
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THE TOP-RATED COCO WORD PROCESSOR:

Colorware researched the word processors available for the Color Computer. We came to the very same conclusion that so many review articles have! Telewriter-64 is, by far, the superior word processor for the Color Computer.

Why is Telewriter so much better than the others? For one thing, it has overcome the 32x16 character display limitation of the Color Computer. No small feat, Telewriter accomplishes this by generalizing its own set of characters in software. You select 51x24, 64x24 or 85x24 character displays by merely issuing a format command. If you have ever used a word processing system, you know how important it is to be able to see a good portion of your text on the screen.

Telewriter-64 also generates true lower case characters. This is much preferable to the reverse characters that merely "represent" lower case letters in other co-co word processors.

Telewriter-64 is feature packed. Besides the standard features found in any word processor, Telewriter-64 includes: user-friendly full-screen editing, rapid cursor and scrolling control, page jump, right justification, menu driven disk or cassette access, compatibility with spelling checkers (such as Spell-and-Fix), and a clever double check that asks the user "Are you sure?" before executing any operation that would kill any sizeable amount of your text.

Telewriter-64 runs on any 16K, 32K, or 64K system (extended Basic not required) and works with any printer. It has all of the control codes necessary to take full advantage of all of the features in any printer. There is even a "typewriter" mode which sends typed lines directly to your printer.

With advanced word processing software such as this, your color computer becomes a truly powerful word processing system, with a price that makes sense for the personal user.

Beyond impressive capability, Telewriter-64 simply makes any kind of writing a pleasure. It is a truly sophisticated system that is marvelously easy to learn and enjoyable to use.

Disk .... $59.95
Cassette : $49.95

EXTENSION CABLE FOR YOUR MODEM/PRINTER

Place your modem or printer where you want. 15 ft. cable with four-pin male and four-pin female D-sub connectors.

$19.95

COCO ROM/PROJECT/PRODUCT CASE

QUANTITY PRICE EACH
2-4 (2 min.) $5.50
5-9 3.50
10-99 2.75
100 & up CALL

Give a Professional look to your project or product
- Designed especially for the Color Computer ROM slot.
- High quality 3 piece injection molded black plastic with spring-loaded door.
- Same size and specifications as Radio Shack ROMpak

SUPER-PRO KEYBOARD

REPLACEMENT PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARD KIT...ONLY $69.95
- Contour molded, full travel keys for fast smooth typing.
- Custom made to fit precisely. Has same key layout.
- Complete, easy instructions for any CoCo or TDP-100.
- Ideal for word processing and other serious CoCo use.

Note: For computers manufactured after Oct. 1982, add $4.95

COLORWARE LIGHT PEN

ONLY $19.95
FREE PROGRAM CASSETTE INCLUDED
- Plugs directly into your joystick port.
- Comes with six fun & useful programs on tape.
- Easy instructions show how to use it with Basic.
- Compatiable with light pen software such as Computer Island's "Fun-pak."

UPGRADE IN JUST MINUTES!

COLORWARE INC.
78-03B Jamaica Ave.
Woodhaven, NY 11421
(212) 647-2864

TOLL FREE ORDERING
800-221-0916
Orders only. NY & Info call (212) 647-2864
WE PAY shipping on any order that includes at least one game
Use our convenient toll free 800 line.

GHOST GOBBLER

From Spectral Associates, this "Pac" theme game is the best of its type. Brilliant colors, sound, just like an arcade gobble your way to glory, but watch for those ghosts! Get in on the wild fun of this game craze now. Tape: $21.95, Disk: $24.95

PROTECTORS

There are several good versions of the "Defender" theme available for the CoCo. None, however, rival this one from Tom Mix. No other game matches the detailed graphics and sheer excitement of this top seller. Requires 32K. Tape: $24.95, Disk: $27.95

CREATURE FEATURE

From Color Software, comes a lightening swift shoot & dodge the enemy game. It's clever cross between Robotron and Berserk themes, with bullets flying everywhere. Sold, shoot-em-up fun! Requires 16K. Tape: $17.95, Disk: $19.95

ANDROID ATTACK

Spectral Associates' very well done "Berserk" type game with some interesting added features. Each cassette contains both the 16K and 32K version. The 32K version has voice output! Plenty of action. Tape: $21.95

GHOST GOBBLER

FROGGER

There are several good versions of the "Defender" theme available for the Coco. None, however, rival this one from Tom Mix. No other game matches the detailed graphics and sheer excitement of this top seller. Requires 32K. Tape: $24.95, Disk: $27.95

Just released by The Comsoft Group. this is the officially licensed version from Sega, the arcade manufacturer. It has it all. 4 lane super highway, snakes, turtles, logs, alligators, etc. Lots of action and laughs! Requires 16K. Tape: $19.95

From Color Software. comes a lightning swift shoot & dodge the enemy game. It's clever cross between "Robotron" and "Beserk" themes, with bullets flying everywhere. Solid. shoot-em-up-fun. Requires 16K. Tape: $17.95, Disk: $19.95

Spectral Associates' very well done "Berserk" type game with some interesting added features. Each cassette contains both the 16K and 32K version. The 32K version has voice output! Plenty of action. Tape: $21.95

DONKEY KING

You simply can not buy a more impressive game for your color computer than this new wonder from Tom Mix. The graphics, sound, and animation are all just astonishing! There are four different graphic screens and each is endless fun! Requires 32K. Tape: $24.95, Disk: $27.95

THE COLORCADE...

SUPER JOYSTICK MODULE

ONLY

$19.95

THE ATARI

ONLY

$8.50

ZIRCON VIDEO COMMAND

ONLY

$14.95

A GREAT BUY!

WICO FAMOUS "RED BALL"

THE BEST YOU CAN BUY!

$34.95

ORDERING INFORMATION

ADD $2.00 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING.
WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD, CHECKS, M/C.
C.O.D. ADD $3.00 EXTRA.
NY RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX.
OVERSEAS, FPO, APO, ADD 10%.
DEALER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE.
IF ONE OR MORE GAMES ARE INCLUDED, SHIPPING IS FREE.

COLORWARE INC.
78-038 Jamaica Ave., Woodhaven, NY 11421
(212) 647-2864
It's easy to generate speech with this program and to adjust the phoneme list until it suits you. However, the array dimensions and the limited screen size in edit mode allow you to construct a maximum of 100 phonemes, or about 30 seconds of speech, in one pass of the

**Table 2. Parts List**
The Original FLEX for Color Computers

* Upgrade to 64K
* RS to FLEX, FLEX to RS file transfer ability
* Create your own character set
* Automatic recognition of single or double density and single or doubled sided
* All features available for either single or multiple drive systems
* Settable Disk Drive Seek Rates
* Faster High Resolution Video Display with 5 different formats
* Save RS Basic from RAM to Disk
* Move RS Basic to RAM
* Load and save function on FLEX disk
* 13 Support Commands 8 with Source Text Languages Available

Pascal, Fortran, RS Basic, RS Assembler, TSC Basic, TSC Assembler, Relocating Assembler, Macro Assembler, Mumps

If you are tired of playing games on your TRS-80C" Color Computer, or tired that you are not running a very sophisticated program on your system, DATA-COMP's FLEX5, will allow you to actually USE the Color Computer as a COMPUTER POINTED TO MOVE UP TO THE FLEX® Operating System. If you want to have REAL PROGRAMMING POWER, by using an Extremly Powerful full BUSINESS BASIC, PASCAL'S C Compilers, the full-brown Macro Assembler, with the capability of using your peripherals, continuously improving the wheel, YOU ARE READY TO MOVE UP TO THE FLEX® Operating System. If you would like to see what you could COULD USE A COMPUTER IN YOUR BUSINESS or begin to make your computer start PAYING IT'S OWN WAY by doing some Computer Work for the millions of small businesses around you, such as Wordprocessing, Payroll, Accounting, Inventory, etc. then YOU ARE READY TO MOVE UP TO THE FLEX® Operating System. Now, DATA-COMP can help you!

DATA-COMP has everything you need to make your TRS-80C" Color Computer WORK for YOU, from Parts and Pieces to Fulf. Ready To Use SYSTEMS. DATA-COMP designs, sells, services, and SUPPORTS Computer SYSTEMS. not just Software. CALL DATA-COMP TODAY to make your Computer WORK FOR YOU!

**System Requirements**

**FLEX® Specifications**

- Special General Version x Editor & Assembler which normally set for $50.00
- FLEX® Conversion for the TRS-80C" Color Computer with 16K RAM with EXT. BASIC
- Double Drove Disk Cable
- 1 Diskette
- Special General Version of FLEX® 

**DISK DRIVE PACKAGES**

- D180K Radio Shack Color Computer, Radio Shack Color Disk Controller, a Disk Drive System, Special General Version of FLEX®;
- A Box of 10 Double Density Diskettes, A COMPLETE, ready to run SYSTEM on your Color TV Set.

**PARTS AND PIECES**

- Radio Shack Disk Controller
- Radio Shack Double Density Disk Drive
- Radio Shack Double Side 2 Density Disk
- Single Drive Cabinet with Power Supply
- Single Drive Cabinet with Power Supply
- Single Drive Disk Cable for RS Controller
- Single Drive Disk Cable for RS Controller
- Micro Tech Products, Inc. LOWER CASE ROM Adapter
- Radio Shack BASIC Version 1.1 ROM
- Radio Shack Extended Basic ROM

**Contact Information**

P.O. Box 794, HIXSON, TN 37343
1-615-842-4601

DATA-COMP

---

Write to William Clements, P.O. Box 2662, University of Alabama, College of Engineering, University, AL 35486.
TAPE INDEX SYSTEM

This program will keep an ordered index of the CoCo programs you have on tape. For each tape, it will list up to 40 program names—the largest number that can be displayed at one time.

The program needs 376 bytes of memory to run. All line numbers ending with a 5 are comment lines and must be deleted to run in 4K. If you have 16K memory, change line 1010 to read:

1010 CLEAR 1000,1626: R = 1627: T = 39

Don’t waste time looking for one program out of dozens. Use this utility to make a handy index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0 NAMEFILE</th>
<th>DATAFILE</th>
<th>H0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 COMENT1</td>
<td>COMENT2</td>
<td>PAGE1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 PAGE2</td>
<td>PAGE3</td>
<td>PAGE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 NAMEFILE</td>
<td>Ov</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 CBUG</td>
<td>MOUSE</td>
<td>HEXCONV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 SIX</td>
<td>PHONENUM</td>
<td>CHECKERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 LUNER.IND</td>
<td>RS232</td>
<td>FORMBILD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 PAINTLIN</td>
<td>ROADRACE</td>
<td>FIFTEEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 BALL</td>
<td>TYING</td>
<td>FOURTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 MICE</td>
<td>BABYBUG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 ********</td>
<td>********</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 ********</td>
<td>********</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Example of Program Output

Program Listing 1. NAMEFILE

1 'COPYRIGHT (C) 1982 BY J O HOGAN LAST UPDATE 1,13,82
2 GOTO 1010
10 GOTO 1110
1010 CLEAR 400,4062:R=4063:T=39
1020 DIM NS(T)
1030 FOR I=0 TO T: NS(I)="********":NEXT
1040 K=0:AUDIO ON
1050 FOR I=0TO21: READ P:POKE(I+R),P :NEXT
1060 OPEN"O",-1,1,**
1080 CLOSE-1:PI$="1982":P2$="DATA"
1110 CLS:PRINT@129, "ENTER DESIRED OPERATION & THEN PRESS ENTER"
1111 PRINT00,"COPYRIGHT (C) 1982 BY J O HOGAN"

System Requirements

4K, 16K RAM
Extended Color Basic
The Micro Works Software Development System (SDS80C) is a complete 6809 editor, assembler and monitor package contained in one Color Computer program pack. It is more powerful than most BASIC based editors and monitor packages and is easily used by professionals and beginners alike. It contains a disk-based editor, macro assembler and monitor, as well as sample programs. The editor, assembler and monitor are co-resident, eliminating tedious program loading and debugging.

Price: $99.95

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

The Micro Works Software Development System (SDS80C) is a complete 6809 editor, assembler and monitor package contained in one Color Computer program pack. It is vastly superior to RAM-based editors/asmblers/editors, the SDS80C is non-volatile, meaning that if you application program bombs, it can't destroy your editor/asmblers. If it leaves almost all of 16K or 32K RAM free for your program. Since all three programs, editor, assembler and monitor are co-resident, we eliminate tedious program loading when going back and forth from editing to assembly and debugging.

The powerful screen-oriented editor features fonts, changes, moves, copies and much more. All keys have automatic repeat (typamatic) and, since no line numbers are required, the full width of the screen may be used to generate well commented code. The assembler features all of the following: complete 6809 instruction set, conditional assembly, local labels, assembly to cassette tape or memory, listing to screen or printer, and mnemonic error codes instead of numbers. The versatile monitor is tailored for debugging programs generated by the assembler and editor. It features examine/change of memory or registers, cassette load and save, breakpoints and more.

Price: $99.95

MICROTEXT: COMMUNICATIONS VIA YOUR MODEM!

Now you can use your printer with your modem! Your computer can be an intelligent printing terminal. Talk to timesharing services or other personal computers, print simultaneously through a second printer port and display text stored in memory. Dump to a cassette tape, or printer, or both. Microtext can be used with any printer or no printer at all. It features user-configurable duplex/parity for special applications, and can send any ASCII character. No 'fields' needed for general purpose modules! Microtext is available in ROMPACK, ready-to-use, for $59.95.

Price: $59.95

PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE — Serial to parallel converter allows use of all standard parallel printers. PB0C plugs into the serial output port, leaving your Rompack slot free. You supply your printer cable. PB0C Price: $69.95

GAMES

Star Blaster — Blast your way through an asteroid field in this action-packed Hi-Res graphics game. Available in ROMPACK, requires 16K Price: $39.95
Pac Attack — Try your hand at this challenging game by Computerware, with fantastic graphics, sound and action! Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24.95
Berserk — Have fun zapping robots with this Hi-Res game by Mark Data Products. Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24.95
Adventure — Black Santam and Calixto Island by Mark Data Products. Each cassette requires 16K. Price: $19.95 each.
Cave Hunter — Experience vivid colors, bizarre sounds and eerie creatures in hot pursuit as you wind your way through a cave maze in search of gold treasures. This exciting Hi-Res game by Mark Data Products requires 16K for cassette version. Price: $24.95

Also Available: Machine Language Monitor ★ 2-Pass Disassembler ★ Memory Upgrade Kits ★ We Stock 64K Chips ★ Parts and Services ★ Books ★ Call or write for information

GAMES

Star Blaster — Blast your way through an asteroid field in this action-packed Hi-Res graphics game. Available in ROMPACK, requires 16K Price: $39.95
Pac Attack — Try your hand at this challenging game by Computerware, with fantastic graphics, sound and action! Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24.95
Berserk — Have fun zapping robots with this Hi-Res game by Mark Data Products. Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24.95
Adventure — Black Santam and Calixto Island by Mark Data Products. Each cassette requires 16K. Price: $19.95 each.
Cave Hunter — Experience vivid colors, bizarre sounds and eerie creatures in hot pursuit as you wind your way through a cave maze in search of gold treasures. This exciting Hi-Res game by Mark Data Products requires 16K for cassette version. Price: $24.95

Also Available: Machine Language Monitor ★ 2-Pass Disassembler ★ Memory Upgrade Kits ★ We Stock 64K Chips ★ Parts and Services ★ Books ★ Call or write for information

THE MICRO WORKS

GOOD STUFF!
P.O. BOX 1110, DEL MAR, CA 92014 (619) 942-2400

MasterCharge/Visa Accepted
California residents add 6% tax.
Program Listing 2. Remarks

05 'ALL LINES ENDM IN 5 ARE COMMENT LINES AND WILL NOT RUN IN 4K
15 'GO START WORK
1005 'SET STRING SPACE, LEAVE ROOM FOR MACHINE-LANGUAGE PROGRAM
1015 'SET UP ARRAY FOR FILE NAMES
1025 'INITIALIZE VARIABLES
1045 'LOAD MACHINE-LANGUAGE PROGRAM
1055 'GIVE THE ML PROGRAM THE ADDRESS OF TAPE BUFFER
1105 'PUT MENU ON SCREEN
1115 'READ NAMES SUB STARTS AT 1610
1125 'READ FILE SUB STARTS AT 1910
1135 'SAVE LIST TO DATA FILE STARTS AT 1710
1145 'LIST FILE TO PRINTER SUB STARTS AT 1810 AND TO SCREEN AT 1820
1155 'DO YOUR BEST TO MAKE SOMETHING USEFUL OUT OF INPUT
1165 'ANY OUT-OF-RANGE NUMBER WILL LIST FILE
1205 'DO THE ML PROGRAM (READ TAPE UNTIL NAME BLOCK IS READ THE
1215 'RETURN TO BASIC)
1615 'THE ADDRESS OF WHERE THE NAME IS STORED IS AT 126 & 127
1625 'READ THE NAME INTO A$ 
1635 'IF 99999999 YOUR WORK IS ALL DONE GO LIST FILE
1645 'MORE TO COME STORE NAME IN ARRAY AND GO GET NEXT NAME
1705 'SUB TO SAVE LIST ON TAPE WE NEED DATE, NAME, AND DESCRIPTION
1775 'OPEN TAPE BUFFER FOR OUTPUT, NOW LOOP "T" TIMES
1785 'WRITE NAMES TO TAPE, WRITE DATE & DESCRIPTION THEN CLOSE
1805 'SUB TO LIST NAMES TO PRINTER 
1815 'SUB TO PRINT NAMES ON THE SCREEN
1825 'WRITE 3 NAMES ON A LINE WITH A NUMBER FOR THE FIRST ONLY
1845 'GIVE THEM TIME TO READ THE SCREEN AND THEN GO BACK TO MENU
1905 'SUB TO READ A DATA FILE FROM TAPE, WE NEED A FILE NAME
1915 'LOOP "T" TIMES THE FILE WILL HAVE THAT MANY NAMES
1925 'READ THE TAPE DATA FILE
1935 'CLOSE THE BUFFER AND GO LIST THE NAMES
1955
1965
3005 'R IS THE STARTING ADDRESS FOR THE ML PCM

Listing continued

return, the program will read the next file on the cassette. If you type in a
name, the index utility will read past all files until it finds the program with that
name. It will then display the contents of that data file on the screen for 20
seconds before returning to the menu.

Option 3 asks you to type in the date, the description of the tape the index is
for, and the name to be used for the data file. The program will turn on the
cassette motor and ask you to position the tape, and then the program will turn
the motor off and ask you to press the record button. At that time, the pro-
gram will record a data file. The program will again display the contents of
the data file on the screen for 20 seconds before returning to the menu.

Option 4 lists the index of names on the printer. Then the program will
display the contents of the data file on the screen for 20 seconds before re-
turning to the menu.

"All the line numbers ending with a 5...must
be deleted to run in 4K."

Option 5 displays the index of names for 20 seconds and then returns to the
menu. The display can be held on the screen by pressing the shift key and the
@ key at the same time. The display will remain until you press another key.

You can turn up the volume of your TV set and hear when the last program
has been read by option 1. You can then stop the tape recorder, remove the tape,
insert a tape that has a program named 99999999 and it will display the name
file. Or you can press the break key and hold it down; the program will return to
Basic the next time it reads any name from the tape. From the command
mode, GOTO10 will return you to the menu and leave the name file in memory.

Leave a space at the beginning of each tape. Then load Namefile, use
option 1 to build a data file, position the tape at the first file, and use option 3 to
record the data file. Then, when you pick up a tape you can load Name-
file, select option 2, place the tape in the recorder, rewind, press play, and
type in a quotation mark for the name and you will get the full list of names on
that tape.

I number my tapes with odd numbers;
the flip side has the next larger
even number. Tape 1 has nothing but
data files named DATA1, DATA2, DATA3, and so on. My next program will use the data files to build an alphabetical list of all the names, but for now I must read each one until I find the name I want.

The EXEC function is used instead of the USR function to allow the program to run in both regular and Extended Basic.

EXEC calls a machine-language program that will do the following things:

• start the cassette motor.
• mask interrupts.
• synchronize to tape leader.
• read blocks from the tape into memory until a name block is read.
• turn off cassette motor.
• return to Basic program.

* A name block is type 0.

A data block is type 1.

An end of file block is type 255.

At line 1060, the computer is told where to store the block in memory before this section is executed. The address of the first byte of the buffer is kept at 126, 127 (007EH-007F H).

Write to Jerry Hogan at 544 Douglas St., Redwood City, CA 94063.
Why risk losing your shirt at Las Vegas? Play casino-style poker with the computer's money.

**System Requirements**

- Extended Color Basic
- 16K RAM

This slot-machine draw-poker game for the Color Computer requires only 16K of memory, Extended Color Basic, and your typing time. Not one nickel of your hard-earned cash is at risk.

When you are entering the Program Listing, don't add any extra spaces because there are only about 150 bytes of memory left in the program as listed. If you want to change or add to the program, delete the remark statements for extra space.

Once you've entered the program, you can check it by adding the following program steps. (Steps 30 and 810 should be deleted first.)

```
865 GOTO 5000
5000 X(1)= 1;X(2)= 13;X(3)= 12;X(4)= 11;X(5)= 10
5010 S(1)= 4;S(2)= 4;S(3)= 4;S(4)= 4;S(5)= 4
5020 GOTO 870
```

Type RUN, press enter and select 3
PRICE BREAKTHROUGH

Super Sale on New Disk Drives

Starting at $199.95 complete
with Power Supply and Case!!

FULLY WARRANTED
single sided 40 track — dual sided 40 track
single sided 80 track — dual sided 80 track

for
RADIO SHACK' — HEATH/ZE NITH 2 — APPLE 3
IBM/PC—TEXAS INSTRUMENTS & MOST OTHER COMPUTERS

Drive a Hard Bargain!!™

8 M.B. - 12M.B. with Power Supply Case, Cables & Software
Complete Systems ............. from $1,595.00

Amazing Special! dual sided 40TK or 80TK drive with Power Supply and Case
and Our Special Warranty - Starting at $259.95

TOLL FREE ORDERING GENERAL AND TECHNICAL
1-800-343-8841 1-617-872-9090

Model III Internal Disk Drive Kits.................. $Call
Color Computer Drives 0123.......................... $Call
Diskettes of all sizes (Box of 10),.................. starting at $20.00
Dot Matrix Printers.......................... $Call
Word Processing Printers.......................... starting at $899.95
Printer Buffers 8K to 512K.......................... starting at $143.95
Disk Drive Cases and Power Supplies.................. starting at $49.95
DOSPLUS — 3.4 —.......................... $Special Price

One Year Warranty Available on all Drives!
Dealer inquiries invited.

SOFTWARE SUPPORT, INC.
One Edgell Road, Framingham, MA 01701
(617) 872-9090

TERMS:
M.C./Visa/Amex and personal checks accepted at no extra charge.
C.O.D. please add $3.00.
Shipping: Please call for amount.

Hours: Mon. thru Fri 10 am to 6 pm (E.S.T.)
Sat. 10 am to 5 pm
Program notes
- Menu selection
- Instructions
- Payoff list
- Store card symbols and numbers
- Dimension the arrays
- Display the cards
- Card change routine
- Compute card holding
- Screen displays and sound

Program Breakdown

Table 1. Program Breakdown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D(1)</th>
<th>D(2)</th>
<th>D(3)</th>
<th>D(4)</th>
<th>D(5)</th>
<th>S(1)</th>
<th>S(2)</th>
<th>S(3)</th>
<th>S(4)</th>
<th>S(5)</th>
<th>WIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3K</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FH</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Values to Check Winning Combinations

Program Listing

Listing continued...
**COLOR TERM + PLUS +**

An Intelligence Terminal Program For The Color Computer or TDP 100.

**Features:**
- BAUD RATE — 110 to 19200
- Half or Full Duplex
- One or two Stop Bits
- Odd, Even or No Parity
- Word WRAP
- Turn off Lowercase Letters
- Send All Control Characters
- Print Buffer
- Examine Buffer
- Send & Receive BASIC or Machine Language Programs or Files.

Editor allows entry of text into Buffer as well as Editing of Buffer.

*Disk Version has more powerful Editor*

**Special Feature:**
- Code & Decode ANYTHING in the Buffer for Secure Transmission or Storage Using a User defined key word

**PRICE:** $29.95 (Tape) $39.95 (Disk) 10k or 32k Req

$2.00 shipping and handling on all orders. No extra charge on COD orders. Mastercard and VISA accepted. Charge orders add 3%. Texas residents add 5% sales tax. Allow two weeks for personal checks. Your order will usually be shipped within two or three days. We will notify you of any problems within one week. Send 20 cent stamp for free catalog.

**DOUBLE DENSITY SOFTWARE**

920 Baldwin Street
Denton, Texas 76201
Phone 817/566-2004.

---

**THE GREATEST SOFTWARE DEAL ON EARTH!**

Tame your computer without breaking your wallet's spirit! Quality programs on tape for the price of peanuts!

A subscription to **Chromasette Magazine** consists of 6 to 8 ready-to-load useful, practical, and fun programs delivered by First Class Mail every month. Programs like Curve Fit, Diggem, Graph Text, List Mod, Robot Run, House Adventure, and Keep Text.

Treat yourself to a great show — get a subscription to **Chromasette Magazine**. Or catch a single act and try a back issue. You’ll be delighted by the tricks your computer will do!

**The Bottom Line:**
- 1 year (12 issues) $50.00
- 6 months (6 issues) $30.00
- Single Copies $6.00

**California residents add 6% to single copies**

**North America — First Class postage included**

**Overseas — add $10 to subscriptions and $1 to single copies. Sent A0 rate.**

**The Fine Print:**
All issues from July 1981 available — ask for list. Programs are for the Extended BASIC model and occasionally for disks.

---

**See List of Advertisers on page 138**
If you make an error or change your mind about a card you rejected, press and hold the shift key and press the number of the card you want back. When the selection process is completed, press enter to get your replacement cards and see how well you did.

Press enter to deal a new hand and start the card selection process over again, or press any key to return you to the menu.

“It takes three of a kind or better to win.”

Remember that there is a $1 ante; so if you win, the total will increase by a dollar less than what you win. In other words, if you win $5, the total dollars only increase by $4.

For those of you who aren’t card players, I’ve included a listing of the card values and what makes up a winning hand (see Tables 3 and 4). Table 5 lists the probabilities of winning and the resulting payoff. Good Luck!

Write to Duane Rouch at 12620 Memory Lane, Bowie, MD 20715.

Drawing circuits with our... 
Electronics Drafting Board

Design wiring diagrams easily with our Electronics Drafting Board. Create complex electronic plans, label components, erase, etc. and then have a finished schematic from your printer. Screen print routine and disk I/O included. Comes with sample schematic file and excellent documentation.

* Viewing windows on a 400x540 pixel work sheet. Joystick or arrow key control. All electronic symbols. Complete documentation with on-screen help. Prints finished schematic to any Epson MX (with Graflex) or Radio Shack printer. Requirements: 64K Color Computer with Extended Basic, disk drive and (optional) printer. $39.95 includes operating manual, program on disk, postage.

** FILE **

** DATAFILE **

A unique, multipurpose data storage system. DATAFILE is a sophisticated, nonformatted database with user-defined categories. It performs string searches, deletes, merges and prints in various formats. With a disk drive, you can work with files larger than RAM. Ideal for mailing lists, cataloguing, file systems, etc. Help files are included along with complete documentation. Specify 32K ($24.95) or 64K ($29.95). Add $5 extra for disk.

** PAINTPOT **

Bring out the artist in you and your family with PAINTPOT! You can create fast, effortless sketches and drawings. PAINTPOT gives you joystick or keyboard control on 4 screens. (3 screens on 16K!) There are over 500 words of paint to play with! A touch of a key starts animation effects flashing from screen to screen. Your works of art can be saved or loaded from cassette or disk and, with our Screen Print Program (see below) you can have a hard copy on your printer. PAINTPOT comes with complete documentation and a help screen is available. Great fun for kids and creative adults! $24.95 on cassette, $29.95 on disk. Both 16 & 32K on the same tape/disk. Extended Basic required.

** SCREEN PRINT **

$14.95

For use with Epson MX-80/100 printers. Three print formats, all versions of Basic, PMODES0,2,3,4. Normal or negative image! Useful features!

** ilume design **

Dept. H, 6553 Jeanne Manca St., Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2V 4J5

A(high), K, Q, J, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 A(low).

The ace is low only in the sequence 5-4-3-2-A.

Table 3. Card Values in Order

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hand</th>
<th>Ways</th>
<th>Odds</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. RF</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 in 649,740</td>
<td>0.00015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. SF</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 in 72,193</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 4K</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>1 in 4,165</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. FH</td>
<td>3,744</td>
<td>1 in 694</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. F</td>
<td>5,108</td>
<td>1 in 509</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. S</td>
<td>10,200</td>
<td>1 in 255</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 3K</td>
<td>54,912</td>
<td>1 in 47</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Rank of Hands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hand</th>
<th>Ways</th>
<th>Odds</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 in 649,740</td>
<td>0.00015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 in 72,193</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>1 in 4,165</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FH</td>
<td>3,744</td>
<td>1 in 694</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>5,108</td>
<td>1 in 509</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>10,200</td>
<td>1 in 255</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3K</td>
<td>54,912</td>
<td>1 in 47</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Winning Probabilities and Payoff

Abbreviations used in Tables 2, 4 and 5:

RF = royal flush, SF = straight flush, F = flush, S = straight
4K = four of a kind, 3K = 3 of a kind, FH = full house
D column—1 = ace, 13 = king, 12 = queen, 11 = jack
S column—1 = club, 2 = diamond, 3 = heart, 4 = spade
Listing continued

860 SS(A) =S(A); DD(A) =D(A); NEXT A
870 PMODE 3;l: PCLS :S CRE ENl,l see
890 LINE(16,16) -(48,64).PSET,B
900 LINE(16,16) -(92,64).PSET,B
910 LINE(288,16) -(288,64).PSET,B
930 L=0:DRAW"C71"
940 DRAW"S4BM32,72": IFL=lTHEN1730
950 DRAW"S4BM77,72": R6D6L6D6R6": IFL=lTHEN1730
960 DRAW"S4BM125,84": R6U6MUSU6L6": IFL=lTHEN1730
970 DRAW"S4BM173,72": D6R6N6U6D6": IFL=lTHEN1730
980 DRAW"S4BM221,84": R6U6L6U6R6": IFL=lTHEN1730
990 'DISPLAY THE CARDS
1000 FOR A=lTO5
1010 IFA=1THENDRAW"BM30,60": H=37:GOSUB1640:DRAW"S8BM22,32":GOSUB1500
1020 IFA=2THENDRAW"BM78,60": H=85:GOSUB1640:DRAW"BM78,32":GOSUB1500
1030 IFA=3THENDRAW"BM126,60": H=133:GOSUB1640:DRAW"BM118,32":GOSUB1500
1040 IFA=4THENDRAW"BM174,60": H=181:GOSUB1640:DRAW"BM166,32":GOSUB1500
1050 IFA=5THENDRAW"BM222,60": H=229:GOSUB1640:DRAW"BM214,32":GOSUB1500
1060 NEXTA
1070 IFB=0THEN1690
1080 GOTO1690
1500 'CARD VALUE SUBROUTINE
1510 IFn(0)=lTHENDRAW"XN$: RETURN
1520 IFn(0)=2THENDRAW"X0$: RETURN
1530 IFn(0)=3THENDRAW"X5$: RETURN
1540 IFn(0)=4THENDRAW"X9$: RETURN
1550 IFn(0)=5THENDRAW"XS$: RETURN
1560 IFn(0)=6THENDRAW"XS$: RETURN
1570 IFn(0)=7THENDRAW"XT$: RETURN
1580 IFn(0)=8THENDRAW"XU$: RETURN
1590 IFn(0)=9THENDRAW"XV$: RETURN
1600 IFn(0)=l0THENDRAW"XX$: RETURN
1610 IFn(0)=11THENDRAW"XX$: RETURN

Hello thayuh. This is Eben Flow, proprietor of the Fish or Cut Bait Company, buyer and seller of lobstah bait for 49 years. My hobbies are collecting linoleum samples, squashing flies and playing pac-person on my home computer. But here on Martinicus Rock, off the coast of Maine, the power can be a tad erratic. So, to cure the brownout and blackout problems, and to keep them spikes and surges off my picture tube, I got me a MAYDAY Uninterruptible Power Supply from SUN RESEARCH. Them fellas fixed me up real good and real light on my pocketbook, too. Got me a MAYDAY for my mini-calculator with a voltage regulator and everything for only 325 clams. They even included the battery in a nice waterproof box. Handy out here, you know. Now, if MAYDAY would only keep them sea dogs out of my barrel . . .

MAYDAY - Protection even you can afford!

SUN RESEARCH, INC.
Box 210
New Durham, NH 03855
603/859-7110
TWX 5102974444
**SCEPTER OF KZIRGLA**
From Rainbow Connection Software
Real-time graphics adventure game with arcade sound for the color computer. 13 floors of dungeon with monsters, treasure chests, hidden traps, etc., even a flying magic carpet! All you quest to find is the Scepter of Kzirga. Whatever you do, don’t get caught in the poisonous gas cloud! Extended BASIC required.
16K Tape, $16.95, 16K Disk, $21.95

**MOON SHUTTLE**
From DataSoft
Plot your moon shuttle to meet your destiny — The Prince of Darkness. Out maneuver spinning rockets, dodge life threatening man-o-wars, meteor, bomb launchers and expand. Suddenly your flight becomes more perilous as enemy forces multiply. Test the outer limits of your instinct for survival!
16K Tape $34.95

**ZAXXON**
From DataSoft
The official Zaxxon, now for home use, combines 3 dimensional effects, unique color graphics and realistic sound effects. Arcade action while you maneuver your ship through a battlefield of enemy missiles, tanks and planes to meet your match in the deadly Zaxxon Robot armed with a lethal homing device.
16K Tape $39.95

**PLANET INVASION**
From Spectral Associates
Be a defender! Your ships are fortified with smart bombs to protect the planet from aliens. Machine-language arcade style game with fast action and superior Hi-Res graphics. What will be the fate of civilization when you are in control? Joystick required.
16K Tape $21.95

**KEYS OF THE WIZARD**
by John Gabbard
From Spectral Associates
Unlock all the doors! Smart creatures follow you throughout hundreds of rooms filled with glittering treasures, magic spells, traps, tricks and puzzles. This exciting machine language text adventure has great sound. Three skill levels allow you to earn easily and work up to expert. Cassette save with random features so you never play the same game twice!
16K Tape $19.95

**DONKEY KING**
From Tom Mix
How high can you climb? Use the practice game to test your skills. Become an expert at this arcade-style game filled with exciting sound and realistic action. For 1 or 2 players. There are 4 screens: barrels, pins, jacks and conveyors. Reach the hammer if you’re fast and strong.
32K Tape $26.95

**ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE GRAPHICS**
by Don Inman and Kurt Inman
From Reston Books
Improve your skills! Create graphical data displays after reading these revealing applications using sound and graphics to show you what can be done on an assembler. A complete guidebook to assembly language programming on the Color Computer.
$14.95

**BREAKTHRU**
From Aviation Hill
Futuristic racquetball! Knock out five walls at the opposite end of the court using joystick to strike or deflect the lively ball. Fast action, 3 dimensional, high resolution machine language, arcade game. Exciting simulation of motion and perspective.
16K Tape $19.95

**TELEWRITER 64**
From Cognitec
Now word processing at its best! This machine language program uses Hi-Res graphics to draw text. It includes advanced features to create, edit, store, format and print any kind of text with justification, hyphenation and page numbering. Creates a new character set (no hardware modifications required) that has true lower case letters in 3 display formats 51/4/85 columns x 24 lines. The full screen editor is simple to use with single key commands, menu driven I/O and formatting. Comes with well written documentation and runs on 16K, 32K, or 64K with or without extended basic. Telewriter surpasses other word processors for user friendliness and power.
Tape $49.95 or Disk $59.95

**TYPING TEACHER**
by Bob Sleath
From Spectral Associates
Do you hunt and peck? For beginners or rusty typists, become proficient in touch typing at your own pace. Instructional program has 15 lessons stressing eye-finger coordination, accuracy and speed. The last lesson points out errors so you know which characters you miss. Smooth, free-flowing typing is simple with this tutorial.
16K Tape $19.95

**TO ORDER CALL TOLL-FREE**
800-424-2738

**MAIL ORDERS:** Send check or M.O. for total purchase price, plus $2.00 postage & handling. D.C., MD & VA. add sales tax. Charge cards: Include all embossed information.  
© 1983 The Program Store, Inc.
Many of my fellow teachers denounce the idea of micros in class, saying that computers will never replace teachers. This may be true, but then slides, movies, and audio tapes haven’t replaced teachers either. Schools usually lack the time and money to supply much one-on-one instruction; a computer, which proceeds at the student’s pace in a way a movie or record can’t, combines individual aid with infinite patience.

Program Listing 1 gives a brief lesson on the results of adding and subtracting light in different colors. The program’s first half simulates the classic experiment of overlapping the beams of three projectors (Fig. 1); the second half explains the use of filters to block or subtract colors.

A knowledge of color addition helps you understand color subtraction. For instance, since yellow is the result of adding red and green, a yellow filter will allow both red and green light to pass. Listing 1 includes a short quiz to test knowledge of both concepts; the questions are shuffled each time the program runs.

The Lenses program (Program Listing 2) uses high-resolution graphics to illustrate the properties of convex and concave lenses (Figs. 2, 3, and 4). It presents ray diagrams and mathematical methods of finding images formed by lenses, and also administers a short quiz.

Write to James Wood at 424 N. Missouri, Box 507, Atwood, IL 61913.
FILMMASTR

A powerful DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM for the COLOR COMPUTER. If you have been wanting a really good data manager at a reasonable price, THIS IS IT! FILMMASTR combines the best features of the big systems to provide a combination of speed, power, and simplicity that can't be beat.

CUSTOM SCREENS - Design input screens with up to 20 fields. Inverse labels for contrast.

FORM FILL ENTRY - Non-destructive blinking cursor, full screen editing, no garbage collections, copy fields from previous record. Keeps up with the fastest typist.

FAST SORT & SEARCH - Machine language sorts the entire file in seconds. Sort on any field or fields. Use a variety of relational search techniques to select any record or group of records that you can define.

EDIT FILES - Change or delete any record easily. Create and save sub-files or append files.

PRINT FORMAT - Print any field in any order on any line. Insert characters or phrases.

MENU DRIVEN - No special commands to be learned. All functions are menu selected and aided by on-screen instructions.

CAPACITY - Up to 255 characters per record, 24000 characters per file. (9000 with 16K)

DOCUMENTATION - A thorough manual with examples and explanation of every command.

FILMMASTR 16K or 32K........... TAPE $29.95
EXT BASIC DISC 34.95

TIME & MONEY

A "WHAT IF?" financial planning tool. T & M is used to evaluate the time value of money as an aid in planning investments, savings plans, retirement plans, leases, loans, mortgages or any other situations that involve compound interest.

The program is menu driven with simple on-screen instructions. It uses a unique form fill-in for data entry with easy editing. It even accepts simple math expressions as input.

Calculated results are automatically entered as data and can be used for further "WHAT IF?" calculation. All factors are always on screen, making it easy to understand the relationship between TIME & MONEY.

TIME & MONEY

16K or 32K TAPE $19.95
EXT BASIC DISC 24.95
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**Program Listing 1**

```
10 REM JAMES W. WOOD, 424 N. MISSOURI, ATWOOD, IL. 62913, JUNE 1981
20 CLS: PRINT: PRINTTAB(10)"ADDITION COLORS"
30 A$(1)="TO ADD COLORS IN THE PHYSICS LAB TWO OR THREE PROJECTORS MAY BE USED. EACH ONE IS PRODUCING A DIFFERENT COLOR OF LIGHT. IF THE BEAMS ARE OVERLAPPED ON A SCREEN YOU CAN SEE WHAT COLOR RESULTS.
40 A$(2)="YOUR PROJECTORS CAN PROVIDE FAR MORE COLOR COMBINATION THAN THE TV-50 IS CAPABLE OF AT THIS TIME."
50 A$(3)="WHEN THE COMPUTERS CAN HANDLE MORE COLORS AND SHADES SOMEONE WILL MATHEMATICALLY PREDICT WHAT COLOR WILL ULTSTE THE ADDING OF TWO OTHERS AND HAVE THE COMPUTER SHOW THE RESULT."
60 A$(4)="A SCIENTIST NAMED DORES TED HAS DONE MUCH WORK ON THIS TOPIC."
70 A$(5)="BUT FOR NOW LETS LOOK AT THE CLASSIC ADDING OF THE THREE BEAMS OF LIGHT. THE BEAMS USED WILL BE RED, BLUE, AND GREEN."
90 RETURN: TO40:B=RETURN
100 CLS: PRINT39, "ADJUST COLORS"; PRINT64,"RED BLUE GREEN MAGE NT"; PRINT96,STRINGS(3,191)+CHR$(128)+STRINGS(4,175)+CHR$(128)+STRINGS(5,143)+CHR$(128)+STRINGS(7,239),
110 PRINT168, "CYAN YELLOW WHITE"; PRINT192,STRINGS(2,243)+CHR$(128)+STRINGS(6,159)+CHR$(128)+STRINGS(5,287);
120 PRINT384, "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE;"
130 A$="INKEY$: IF A$=" THEN 130"
140 GOTO39
150 COLOR63
160 CLASSPRINT39,CHR$(177)+CHR$(179)+STRINGS(6,191)+CHR$(179)+CHR$(163)+CHR$(167)+STRINGS(5,175)+CHR$(163)+CHR$(162);
170 PRINT69,CHR$(177)+CHR$(183)+STRINGS(7,191)+STRINGS(4,239)+STRINGS(8,123)+CHAR(182)+CHR$(162);
180 PRINT100,CHR$(183)+STRINGS(8,191)+STRINGS(6,239)+STRINGS(8,175)+CHR$(162);
190 PRINT132,CHR$(183)+STRINGS(7,191)+STRINGS(8,239)+STRINGS(8,175);
200 PRINT163,CHR$(181)+STRINGS(8,191)+STRINGS(8,239)+STRINGS(8,175)+CHR$(178);
210 PRINT196,STRINGS(8,191)+STRINGS(6,287)+STRINGS(8,175);
220 PRINT229,CHR$(180)+STRINGS(5,191)+STRINGS(5,191)+STRINGS(6,207)+STRINGS(3,223)+CHR$(159)+STRINGS(6,159)+CHR$(178);
230 PRINT261,CHR$(180)+STRINGS(5,191)+STRINGS(5,191)+STRINGS(5,287)+STRINGS(5,287)+CHR$(175)+STRINGS(7,223)+CHR$(174)+CHR$(168);
250 PRINT312,STRINGS(16,143);
260 PRINT360,STRINGS(16,143);
280 PRINT392,CHR$(133)+STRINGS(14,143)+CHR$(138);
280 PRINT425,CHR$(140)+STRINGS(12,143)+CHR$(142);
290 PRINT458,CHR$(132)+STRINGS(14,143)+CHR$(140)+STRINGS(8,143)+CHR$(140)+CHR$(136);
300 PRINT494,STRINGS(4,143);
310 PRINT488,"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE;"
320 A$="INKEY$: IF A$=" THEN 320: GOTO449:
330 BS(1)="RED PLUS BLUE"
340 BS(2)="RED PLUS GREEN"
350 BS(3)="BLUE PLUS GREEN"
360 BS(4)="MAGENTA PLUS GREEN"
370 BS(5)="YELLOW PLUS BLUE"
380 BS(6)="RED PLUS CYAN"
390 CS(1)="MAGENT"
400 CS(2)="YELLOW"
410 FORX=1TO5
420 N=RND(6): IF(M(1)=THEN428ELSEM(1)=1:PRINTWHAT IS * BS(N): INPUT
430 IFBS(CS(N)>PRINTTAB("SORRY, IT IS :CS(N)=FORT=1TO88:RETURN;"
440 PRINT"CORRECT":CC+2=1:NEXTX
450 PRINT"YOU GOT :CC" OUT OF 5 CORRECT"
460 FORT=1TO123: NEXTX
470 CLASSPRINTTab(5)"SUBTRACTION OF LIGHT"
480 PRINT Actions lab results may be different because the filter."
490 A$="";
500 A$="IT IS NOW TIME TO STUDY THE RESULT OF PASSING LIGHT THROUGH A COLORED FILTER."
510 BS(2)="A FILTER PLEASE COLORS WHICH MAKE UP THE COLOR OF THE FILTER."
520 A$=""
530 (A$="A RED FILTER Passes red light."
540 BS(3)="A YELLOW FILTER WILL PASS RED AND GREEN LIGHT BECAUSE YELLOW IS THE COMBINATION OF RED AND GREEN."
550 BS(6)="LET'S LOOK AT LIGHT AND FILTERS."
560 FORM=1TO6 =LENS(M): FOR=1TO40:PRINTMID(B$:M,E,1): FOR=1:
570 TO39: NEXT: PRINT: NEXTW
580 CLASSPRINT65,"RED FILTER;"
590 IF=4: M=63: N=29: D=63:GOSUB640
600 CLASSPRINT65,"GREEN FILTER;" P=1: M=29: N=63: D=6GBUS40
610 CLASSPRINT65,"BLUE FILTER;" P=2: M=63: N=29: D=63:GOSUB640
630 GOTO639
640 FOR=6TO12:SET(31,Y,P)=SET(38,Y,P)=NEXTX
650 FORX=1TO29:SET(X,7,4)=FORT=1TO28: NEXTX: IF=63THENFOR=32TO
660 FORX=1TO29:SET(X,9,3)=FORT=1TO28: NEXTX: IF=63THENFOR=32TO
670 FORX=1TO29:SET(X,11,1)=FORT=1TO28: NEXTX: IF=63THENFOR=32TO
680 FORX=1TO100: NEXTX: RETURN
690 CLASSPRINT1, "MAGENTA LIGHT AND YELLOW FILTER"
700 BS(2)="RED LIGHT AND RED FILTER"
710 BS(3)="WHITE LIGHT AND BLUE FILTER"
720 BS(4)="CYAN LIGHT AND RED FILTER"
730 BS(5)="BLUE LIGHT AND MAGENTA FILTER"
740 BS(6)="BLUE LIGHT AND RED FILTER"
750 ES(1)="RED"; CS(1)="MAGENTA IS RED AND BLUE. THE YELLOW WHICH MAKES UP RED AND GREEN. RED IS THE ONLY COLOR PRESENT WHICH WILL BE TRANSMITTED BY THE FILTER."
760 ES(2)="RED"; CS(2)="DIFFICULT"
770 ES(3)="BLUE"; CS(3)="WHITE IS RED, BLUE, AND GREEN. A RED AND GREEN ARE TRANSMITTED."
780 ES(4)="NONE"; CS(4)="CYAN IS BLUE AND GREEN. THEREFORE RED IS NOT TRANSMITTED BY THE FILTER"
790 ES(5)="BLUE"; CS(5)="MAGENTA PASSES BLUE AND RED. THE RE IS NO RED."
800 ES(6)="NONE"; CS(6)="A RED FILTER DOES NOT PASS BLUE LIGHT"
810 FORX=1TO5
820 PRINT
830 N=RND(6): IF(M(1)=THEN428ELSEM(1)=1:PRINTWHAT IS * BS(N): INPUTS
840 IFBS>CES(N)>PRINTTAB("SORRY, PRINTS(N): FOR=1TO7013
850 NEXTX: GOTO468
860 PRINT"YOU NOW HAVE :CC> OUT OF 10 CORRECT"
870 FORX=1TO1288:NEXTX:CLASSPRINT194,"WASN'T THIS ENLIGHTENING?"
```
If you are interested in contour graphics, here are some algorithms for use on dot-matrix printers.

In a rectangular coordinate system the vertical coordinate increases in an upward direction. In preparing our displays it is somewhat convenient to think of plotting points on a rectangular coordinate system centered on the video screen.

For the Color Computer, with its 256 columns and 192 rows (in its highest-resolution mode), the center point is taken to be (128,96). This is to be the origin of your coordinate system. In order to plot a point (X,Y) on this coordinate system, you must convert (X,Y) into appropriate screen coordinates. This is done by using screen coordinates (128 + X,96 - Y). The negative sign in the second coordinate is a result of the different interpretation of increasing values mentioned earlier.

Display 1

Imagine that the surface you wish to graph is part of a landscape viewed at noon from above. The absence of shadows would make changes in elevation difficult to see and the terrain would appear to be flat. Next, impose a rectangular coordinate system over the surface in order to establish points of reference (see Fig. 1).

On top of this coordinate system, superimpose a set of lines parallel to the X-axis. If you further imagine that these lines are ropes, you will realize that they would rise and fall as they follow the contours of the terrain below. Only from your vantage point directly overhead would they appear to be straight. Your goal is to move your vantage point down the Y-axis (south on your "map") and look at these ropes from an angle. To improve the image, you must further imagine that the ropes are on top of opaque cross-sections of terrain and that foreground cross-sections of sufficient height would block your view of background cross-sections.

To accomplish this you must first determine the location of each point on each rope within the three-dimensional coordinate system (using Z to measure elevation). Then you must convert this three-dimensional point into a two-dimensional point on the video screen. Finally, you must prevent hidden background points from being displayed.

Your basic approach (see Fig. 2) is to process the image from left to right, along lines of sight, running parallel to the Y-axis. As you view the ropes your lines of sight will intersect them at evenly spaced intervals. These points of intersection will be processed from front to back to facilitate the identification of hidden points. Figure 3 outlines this process in more detail.

The variable MAX is used to keep track of the highest point plotted along the current line of sight. MAX is initially set to a large negative value to guarantee that the first point on each line of sight will always be plotted. It cannot be a hidden point.

Finding the X and Y coordinates at the intersections of the lines of sight and the ropes is relatively easy in this case since X increases by a fixed amount as you move left to right, and Y also in-

---

**System Requirements**

16K RAM
Extended Color Basic
Printer Optional

---

![Fig. 1. Imagine that you are viewing the three-dimensional terrain from above at noon. The absence of shadows causes the terrain to appear flat. Impose a rectangular coordinate system upon the terrain to provide points of reference. Superimpose a set of horizontal lines that can be thought of as ropes that rise and fall over the terrain below. Our goal is to view these ropes from an angle. That is, from a vantage point farther to the south.](image)
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creases by a fixed amount as you move up a line of sight from bottom (south) to top (north). As you move up each line of sight, you find the altitude of the terrain (Z) as a function of X and Y.

This altitude must be converted into a Y-value on a two-dimensional screen image. This screen height is found using the following formula:

\[
\text{Screen } Y = Y \cdot \cos(A) + Z \cdot \sin(A)
\]

where \( A \) is the viewing angle as measured from the vertical. If the calculated value for the screen \( Y \) exceeds that for previously plotted points, then the new point is plotted and \( \text{MAX} \) is updated. Otherwise, the new point is not plotted; it is hidden. When the last point on a given line of sight is processed, you move on to the next line. When the last line of sight has been processed, the image is complete.

Listing 1 is a short program based on the flowcharts in Figs. 2 and 3. The program is well documented with remarks. Note that the outer loop in the flowchart (Fig. 3) is processed with a For...Next loop using I (the line-of-sight number) as the counter, while the inner loop uses K (the rope number) as the counter.

Lines 20 and 95 set the screen display for the two-color, high-resolution mode (256 by 192 pixels). In line 45, the line density (number of ropes per unit distance) is set at two, while in line 55 the dot density is set at 16.

The dot density can be interpreted as the number of lines of sight per unit distance, or as the number of dots per unit distance on each rope. If the dot density is high, then the ropes will appear as solid lines. If dot density is low, then the plotted ropes will appear as dotted lines, especially where they rise and fall as they follow the terrain. However, lower dot densities will reduce processing time.

The viewing angle is set at 75 degrees in line 80. The altitude calculation is done in a subroutine starting at line 1000, while the plotting subroutine starts at line 2000. Notice that the plotting subroutine scales the Y-value to fit the screen (the \( X \)-value is scaled in line 117 before the inner loop is begun) and plots the points on the imaginary (\( X, Y \)) coordinate system centered at the middle of the screen. Change the expression in line 1010 to experiment with a variety of altitude functions.

While separate subroutines for calculating the screen \( Y \)-value and for plotting the corresponding point are not necessary in this simple program, they are useful in the listings that follow. When you enter this program, you can omit all remarks except for line 1000.

The program will produce a display that resembles a hill or mound. You'll find, however, that the program is quite slow.

Saving Time

Most of the time used in processing a display is lost in the calculation of the three-dimensional coordinates, especially the elevation. Fortunately, with one minor adjustment you can divide the number of such calculations by almost four. This adjustment involves making the elevation a function of distance from the origin, rather than a function of the \( X \) and \( Y \) coordinates of

![Fig. 2. Simple flowchart outlining the basic steps involved in processing an image. The lines of sight are parallel to the Y-axis and are processed from left to right.](image)

![Fig. 3. Each line of sight is processed from bottom to top. This makes it easier to find hidden points.](image)

```basic
20 M=4 : 'PMode 4
45 LD=2 : '2 ROPES/UNIT DISTANCE
55 DD=16 : '16 LINES OF SIGHT/UNIT DISTANCE
80 A=75 : 'VIEWING ANGLE IS 75 DEGREES FROM VERTICAL
85 A*A=3.14159/180 :C= COS(A) :S= SIN(A) : 'SINE AND COSINE OF ANGLE
95 PMode M,1 : 'PLOT Screen,1 : 'ENTER GRAPHICS MODE
110 FOR I=-64 TO 64 : 'PROCESS LINES OF SIGHT FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
115 MAX=-100 : 'MAXIMUM HEIGHT IS SET TO -100 TO MAKE SURE FIRST POINT IS SET
116 X=I/DD : 'X-VALUE RANGES FROM -4 TO 4 BY SIXTEENTHS
117 X1=INT(30*X+.5) : 'CONVERT X-VALUE TO SCREEN CO-ORDINATE
120 NL=-8 : 'NO. OFropes below and above X-AXIS
125 FOR X=-NL TO NL : 'CROSS ALL 17 ROPEs FROM BOTTOM TO TOP
130 Y=X/LD : 'Y-VALUE GOES FROM -4 TO 4 BY HALVES
135 GOSUB 1000
145 GOSUB 2000
150 NEXT K
160 NEXT I
195 GOTO 195
1000 'CALCULATE ALTITUDE
1010 Z=3*EXP(-(X*X+Y*Y)/4)-1 : 'CALCULATE ALTITUDE
1020 RETURN
2000 Y=INT(30*(CY+S*.2)+.5) : 'TRANSFORM ALTITUDE INTO SCREEN HEIGHT
2060 IF Y>MAX THEN MAX=Y ELSE 2090 : 'IF Point IS HIGHER Than previously plotted
2090 RETURN
```

Program Listing 1. A simple, straightforward program based on the flowcharts in Figs. 2 and 3. Running the program will result in a display resembling a mound or a hill. The program is quite slow. All remarks (indicated by an apostrophe) can be deleted except for line 1000.
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Mountain Pilot
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a point. This distance is denoted $R$ and is given by $R = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2}$ (see Fig. 4). The elevation $Z$ will be expressed in terms of $R$.

How will this reduce processing time? The answer has to do with symmetry; a shape is symmetrical about a line if its two halves are the same on both sides of the line. If the shape is drawn on paper, and the paper folded along the line of symmetry, then the two halves of the shape will match perfectly (see Fig. 5).

If elevation is a function of $R$, then the left and right halves of the image are identical. Anytime a point is plotted on the left half, the corresponding point can be plotted on the right half without requiring additional calculations. This cuts processing time by about two. Your display will be created on the video screen from the left and right edges simultaneously, meeting in the middle.

If the elevation is a function of $R$, then the top and bottom halves of the terrain are also identical. However, on the screen image of the terrain, the top and bottom halves will not be identical. Recall that the majority of processing time is in calculating elevations, not in plotting them. Consequently, as you calculate elevations for points in the bottom half of the terrain, you will store the results in an array for later use in processing the top half. Thus the number of elevation calculations is divided by about four.

Program execution time is not divided by four, however, because you must add code to process the data stored in the array. Even so, the time to complete a given image is greatly reduced by this adjustment. These changes can be made by altering some of the lines in your program and by adding some new ones (see Table 1). After making the necessary changes and additions, rerun the program and see how much faster the display is created.

Line 0 dimensions the array that will store the calculated terrain heights. It is dimensioned to contain 33 elements (0-32) in order to accommodate a larger number of ropes in the expanded program that follows.

Line 110 is the line-of-sight counter that starts at $X = -4$ and goes to $X = 0$ at 16 lines of sight per unit distance.
Notice that for each point on each line of sight, line 2080 plots the corresponding point on the right half of the image.

Line 125 is the rope counter starting at the bottom and counting up to the X-axis. The altitudes calculated for these points are stored in an array in line 140. The subroutine at line 3000 uses these stored values to process the upper half of the image.

Lines 1000 and 1010 reflect the changes in how the altitude is calculated. The distance R is calculated in line 1000; the altitude function in line 1010 is written in terms of R.

Bells and Whistles

The program, with the modifications, is still short and efficient. It is not, however, very flexible. By adding some lines you can insert several nice features into your program.

You can let user input determine the line density and the dot density. Remember that each dot is the intersection of a line of sight and a rope. A low line density (two ropes per unit distance), and a low dot density (eight) will greatly reduce the time required to complete the display. On the other hand, the contours will be relatively far apart and will be dotted rather than solid. Low densities are useful for drawing rough sketches to determine if you are willing to wait for a better version.

Listing 2 is a complete version of this more versatile program. The four-color option plots these points in a different color, allowing the viewer to see the top and bottom portions of the image. One can imagine the screen image representing a rubber sheet having differently colored grids on its top and bottom sides.

The plotting subroutine at line 2000 now plots all points that are higher than those previously plotted as before, and those that are lower than any previously plotted points are plotted in a second color.

A peculiarity of the Color Computer lets the user create an even more impressive four-color display by following these steps: When the display is complete, add

```
ADD: 0 DIM A(32)
CHANGE:
110 FOR I = -64 TO 0
125 FOR K = -NL TO 0
1400 R = SQRT(X*X + Y*Y)
1010 Z = 3*EXP(-R*R/4) - 1
ADD:
140 A(-K) = Z
155 GOSUB 3000
2080 PSET(128 - Xl,96 - Y)
```

In addition, subroutines have been included to let the user save a previously stored image from tape, and to load a previously stored image from tape.

Another major change found in Listing 2 is the addition of the PMODE 3 (four-color, medium-resolution) option. For some functions, a significant portion of the image falls below the first rope and cannot be seen in the two-color version. The four-color option plots these points in a different color, allowing the viewer to see the top and bottom portions of the image. One can imagine the screen image representing a rubber sheet having differently colored grids on its top and bottom sides.

The plotting subroutine at line 2000 now plots all points that are higher than those previously plotted as before, and those that are lower than any previously plotted points are plotted in a second color.

A peculiarity of the Color Computer

```
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plete (a beeping signal will sound), press
the break key.

Type
POMODE 4,1:SCREEN 1,1:GOTO 190
and press enter.

POMODE 4 is normally a two-color
mode. However, when a screen image is
processed in POMODE 3 and then dis-
played in POMODE 4, something inter-
esting happens. The image is still a four-
color image with medium resolution, but
it appears in a color set that is not
normally available. In this instance, the
background will be black (not possible
in normal POMODE 3) with the top of
the grid white and the bottom red. The
contrasting colors make a very attrac-
tive display.

Lines 10, 15, and 4000-4040 provide
the option of loading a previously saved
display.

Lines 20-80 allow user input related
to the graphics mode, line density, dot
density, and the viewing angle. Line 90
converts this viewing angle from degree
measure to radian measure and then
calculates the sine and cosine of the
angle. These values are used in line 2000
where the terrain height is converted in-
to a screen height.

Line 95 selects which graphics memo-
ry will be used, clears it, and puts the
video display into the graphics mode.

Line 105 speeds up program execu-
tion by making use of a dual clock rate.
As I understand it, memory operations
in ROM (especially the ROM chips con-
taining the Basic interpreter) are execut-
ed at twice the normal speed, while
operations in user memory occur at the
normal rate. The net effect is to speed
up program execution.

Some Color Computers will not op-
erate properly under these conditions. If
such is the case in your situation, simply
delete lines 105 and 165. Line 165 re-
turns the computer to its normal clock
rate. This is required before attempting
any input/output operations with either
a printer or a cassette recorder, neither of
which will work properly when the com-
puter is running with a dual clock rate.

If, for any reason, program execu-
tion is halted prior to line 165, press the
reset button on the rear of the com-
puter. Or, if you prefer, type POKE 65494,0
and enter.

Line 110 counts the lines of sight I,
from X = -4 to X = 0. Line 115 sets the
initial values of MAX and MIN, calcu-
lates X, and scales it to the correct
screen value. Terrain X starts at - 4. By
multiplying X by 30, the screen X values
will be crossed. As listed, the number of
ropes crossed is variable and depends
on X and Y. A display will be formed
using a circular base rather than the
square base illustrated in Fig. 1. This is
frequently desirable due to the symme-
try of the terrain. If a square base is de-
sired, line 120 should read NL = 4*LD.

Line 125 sets up the rope counter.
The Y value is calculated in line 130.
The altitude Z is calculated in line 135
and stored for future use in line 140.
This altitude is transformed, scaled, and
plotted by the subroutine called at line
145. The program then advances to the
next rope.

Program Listing 2. A highly modified version of the simple program in Listing 1. It pro-
duces images like those in Figs. 8-11A. This version allows for user input, the ability to save
a display on tape, and the ability to load a previously saved display from tape. Taking ad-
vantage of symmetry lets this program run much faster.
COLOR GRAPHICS EDITOR by Soft Sector

Color Graphics Editor (CGE) is a machine language program that any person who does any programming on the COCO must have. It is a tremendous time saver. It makes doing graphics fun. CGE is designed to make writing high resolution graphics programs for the COCO much easier and faster. It allows you to create on the screen copy of numbers that generate the characters into the data area of your program. If you have a disk system, CGE allows you to save the numbers directly to a file in the form of FOB statements or in a basic data statement. The FDB statements can be loaded directly into an editor/assembler. It comes on Cassette but loads to disk easily. Only .

INVOICE SYSTEM

New program that keeps a file of your customers. Then you can print a new invoice with each purchase. Prints on NEBS forms or will print its own form on plain paper . $39.95

BILLING SYSTEM

MOD. I OR III, 48k DISK ........................................ $39.00

A billing system written by a businessman for his own use. It is simple, fast and easy to use. Has a screen editor for quick error correction. Prints out invoices, then will send a monthly bill to each customer. It will add interest or carrying charges. This is not a complicated accounts receivable it is a simple but effective way to keep track of who owe's you money. For the company the doesn't do alot of credit business.

TELEWRITER - 64

Best word processor for the Color Computer. Tape .................. $49.95 Disk ............... $59.95

DRAGONQUEST

A new text adventure by Charles Forsythe. You must rescue the princess from the Smaeagor Monarch of Dragonfolk. All Machine language. Fast, Exciting and only . $15.95

MADNESS AND THE MINOTAUR

A classic adventure game utilizing two word commands. Price .................. $19.95

BUGOUT

A compact but very powerful monitor for the 6809 microprocessor. Only . $19.95

MISADVENTURE SERIES

MADAM ROSA'S MASSAGE PARLOR

Tape .................. $15.00

WET T-SHIRT CONTEST

Tape .................. $15.00

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE GRAPHICS FOR THE TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER

By Don Inman $14.95

Written specifically for the TRS-80 Color Computer, this book uses sound and graphics to show how 6809 assembly language can be used to perform tasks that would be difficult or impossible with BASIC. All of the explanations are hands-on, so that the manual can serve as a tutorial. Included are video screen displays which explain each step of the process of creating graphics. 288 pages.

PROGRAMMING THE 6809

By Rodney Zak & William Labia $14.95

This book explains how to program the 6809 in assembly language, covering all aspects progressively and systematically. Beginning with the basics of programming, Programming the 6809 goes on to explain registers and buses, subroutines, the 6809 instruction set, addressing modes, I/O techniques and devices, and finally, data structures. With this knowledge you will be able to give your 6809 processor 16-bit performance with 8-bit economy. No prior programming knowledge is required.

TRS-80 COLOR PROGRAMS

by Tom Rugg and Phil Feldman $19.95

Here are 37 fully documented programs ready to type into your color computer. These programs promise to be educational, practical, and in almost all cases, fun. 332 pages.

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER GRAPHICS

by Don Inman $14.95

Explore the creative and imaginative blending of computers and color using Color Computer Graphics. This book will enable you to explore all the graphics capabilities of Extended Basic. You will learn how to create interesting graphics to enhance your own computer programs. The book also provides application programs and useful subroutines. 303 pages.

COLOR COMPUTER SONGBOOK

by Ron Clark $7.95

40 of the world's best known songs, scored for easy playing on the TRS-80 Color Computer, including many favorite popular, classical, folk and seasonal musical selections. Some of which include Dixie, Minuet, Greensleeves, Jingle Bells, Yellow Rose of Texas, etc. 96 pages.
When all the ropes up to and including the X-axis have been processed, the subroutine at line 155 uses the stored altitudes to process the upper half of the display. When finished, the program moves on to the next line of sight in line 160.

Lines 175–185 provide for a beeping tone to signal completion of the display. When large line and dot densities are used, the display takes a few minutes to complete.

Lines 195–205 and 5000–5040 let you save a particularly pleasing display on tape. These displays can be loaded from tape at the beginning of the program.

For displays 2 and 3, the major changes to Listing 2 will be in lines 110–160, as these form the heart of the program. This part of the program finds the points of intersection where the lines of sight cross the ropes.

At this time, enter the program and experiment a little. Vary the line density, the dot density, and the viewing angle. You should even vary the altitude formula in line 1010. If you do decide to enter the program and play with it, then skip ahead to the section entitled “Additional Comments.”

**Display 2**

Program Listing 2 has one shortcoming that you may have noticed. Most graphs that you see advertised are images viewed not from due south, but rather from a little to one side of south.

Referring to Fig. 6, note that the lines of sight are no longer parallel to the Y-axis. This causes several complications. First, the X-value on the terrain is no longer the same for each point on a given line of sight. Second, the screen X-value is not the same as the terrain X-value (although the screen X-value does remain the same for any given line of sight). Third, while the Y-values will still increase at a regular rate, the number of ropes crossed by a line of sight varies as you move left to right. Finally, you lose some of the benefits of symmetry.

In Fig. 6, I have selected lines of sight that have a slope of –4 relative to the terrain coordinate system. That is, as you move up a line of sight, the Y-value increases four times faster than the X-value decreases. Consequently, as a line of sight crosses successiveropes, the value of X will decrease by an amount equal to one-fourth of the distance between ropes.

The variable LD is the line density (ropes per unit distance), so the distance between ropes is 1/LD. One-fourth of this distance is 1/4/LD (written in Basic). Thus the terrain X decreases by 1/4/LD for each rope crossed by a line of sight, while the terrain Y increases by 1/LD for each rope crossed (see line 130 in Listing 3).

The screen X-values (Fig. 6) will start at –5 and go to 0. Note that for each line of sight, the terrain X-values always start at a number one larger than the corresponding screen X-value.

The number of ropes crossed by a line of sight increases as the line of sight moves from left to right, until the terrain X-value is –2, beyond which all the ropes will be crossed. A new rope will be crossed each time the initial terrain X-value increases by 1/4/LD.

The number of ropes crossed (after the first rope) can be determined by finding how far over the initial terrain X-value is (compared to –4) and dividing by 1/4/LD.

The increase in the X-value is found by dividing the current line-of-sight number (I) by the number of lines of sight per unit distance (DD): Increase = I/DD. Thus the number of ropes (after the first) is given by INT(I/DD)/(1/4/ LD)), which is equivalent to INT(I/DD *4*LD). (See line 120 of Listing 3.)

---

Program Listing 3. By making the above changes in Listing 2, the program will generate displays representing terrain as viewed from the southeast. See Figs. 11B and 12. This program runs slower than Listing 2 because of some loss in symmetry due to using slanted lines of sight.
Beyond an initial terrain X-value of -2, all the ropes are crossed, and the above formula can be ignored since it would continue to add more and more ropes.

While some of the advantages of symmetry are lost, the left-right symmetry is still retained, although the processing is no longer quite as direct due to the slanted lines of sight.

Listing 3 contains the changes necessary to alter Listing 2 to produce display 2. The display is, perhaps, more impressive, but at the cost of considerably more processing time.

Line 0 in Listing 3 provides for storing Y and Z in arrays. These stored values are used in processing the right half of the image. The size of the arrays has been doubled because you must cross all the ropes from Y = -4 to Y = 4. In Listing 2 I stopped at the X-axis (Y = 0) and used symmetry to do the upper half.

In line 110 the variable I is again used to count lines of sight. They must now be counted from terrain X = -4 to X = 1 because they are slanted. In line 115 MAX and MIN are initialized, and the screen X-value is calculated. Recall from above that the screen X-value remains constant along any given line of sight, while the terrain X-values decrease.

In line 120, the number of ropes crossed (after the first) is determined. When X = -2 (i.e., when I = 2•DD + 1), all the ropes (8•LD ropes after the first) are crossed.

J in line 125 is the rope counter. X and Y are calculated in line 130, Z is calculated in line 135, and Y and Z are stored. Line 140 sends the data to the

---

**Fig. 6.** Here the lines of sight cross the ropes at an angle. For any point, the value of X on the terrain coordinate system differs from the value of X on the screen coordinate system. Notice that as the lines of sight go from X = -4 to X = 1 (bottom-most rope) on the terrain X-scale, the corresponding screen values go from X = -3 to 0.
because the left and right halves of the display are no longer symmetrical. The subroutine at 3000 is not used. It should be deleted, although no harm will come if you do not.

### Display 3

The third, and final, display is derived by superimposing a rectangular grid on the terrain map as shown in Fig. 7A. As with display 2, the changes required in the original program (Listing 2) involve the lines dealing with finding the X and Y coordinates of the intersections of the lines of sight and the rectangular grid. The altitude calculation and the plotting routines remain the same.

Listing 4 details the necessary changes. Using lines of sight parallel to the Y-axis lets you take full advantage of symmetry. This is important due to the increase in processing time resulting from the large number of points that must be processed.

The processing of lines of sight is complicated by the fact that these lines cross the grid pattern at different Y-values. The key is to find a repeating pattern.

So far, any line of sight has been handled in the same manner as all the others. Now you must handle groups of lines as indicated in Fig. 7B. Each value of I denotes a separate group of lines of sight. Furthermore, each group is divided into segments, with each segment being processed in the same manner. As before, processing will proceed from left to right and from bottom to top. Notice in Fig. 7C that a line of sight crosses the grid at points equally spaced below and above the middle of each block, and that as the line of sight moves left to right, this spacing first decreases and then increases. The magnitude of this change is constant as the line of sight moves, and is dependent on the dot density. (In this program I decided to leave the line density fixed because I found that increasing or decreasing the line density degraded the result.)

To process a point first below and then above the middle, I used a loop (FOR N = 1 TO 2) and included a factor of \((-1)^N\) in one term of the calculation of Y (line 118 of Listing 4). When N = 1 then \((-1)^N\) is negative, yielding the point below the middle. On the other hand, when N = 2 then \((-1)^N\) is positive, giving us the Y-value above the middle.

Since the spacing first decreases and then increases, I used a second loop (FOR K = 0 TO 1) to keep track of the difference. When K = 0 (again see line 118), the spacing decreases as the line of sight moves left to right. When K = 1 the spacing increases.

In line 55, the variable DX is the distance between adjacent lines of sight. Looking at Fig. 7C, notice that from...
one line of sight to the next, the \( Y \) coordinate changes by this same amount since the grid is composed of lines at an angle of 45 degrees. Thus the \( X \) and the \( Y \) coordinates change in the same length. The terrain is now covered with a rectangular grid of lines that will let you view the changing contours in two directions. (Fig. 7.A)

One small block containing one of the \( X \)'s is seen to consist of individual dots. The spacing (and hence \( J \)) is dependent on the selected dot density. (Fig. 7.C)

**KRAFT JOYSTICKS!**

First, there was the RS Joystick. Inexpensive but it worked in a fashion, then came Wico with a good solid joystick, and now comes Kraft with the best joystick ever for the Color Computer. The Kraft stick plugs right into the color computer, and all of the games work with it. The Kraft joystick permits both spring selfcentering and no spring loaded under switch control. Trim Tabs are also provided so that the center position may be redefined, a must in graphics work. The Kraft Stick is so well made that it is guaranteed for one full year against anything. We are so sure that you will like the Kraft Joystick that we offer it with an unconditional money back guarantee. If you don't like it return it within 15 days for a full refund. This premium stick has a list price of $65.95 But as a special introductory offer you can purchase it for only ... $54.95

**WICO CONVERTER** lets you use your Atari joysticks on the color computer. Now only ... $17.95

**WICO JOYSTICK** ................................................. $29.95

**NEW PRINTER**

At last a low cost printer for the color computer. The new Seikosha dot matrix printer that comes complete, ready to plug into your CoCo for only $319.00. That's right! A 50cps printer, serial converter, and cables, all for the low, low price of $319.00 and its guaranteed for one full year. **New Low Price**: Only $399 For the Best Printer On The Market!

Now C. Itoh has done it again. They have taken the best selling printer under $500 and lowered its price to only $429.95. And as a special discount if you send us a certified check for $399.95 we will rush you one of these gems within 24 hours. These are parallel printers and have a one year guarantee. If you ever need servicing there are over 500 service centers throughout the U.S. This printer has very good looking printing.

The COCO has a serial printer port and to use a parallel printer you must by a converter. Computer Shack now has a converter that can store data in its memory until the printer is ready for it, freeing the computer so that you can use it. This is an outstanding feature as most printers are not as fast as the computer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Printer</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C. ITOH PROWRITER</td>
<td>$429.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. ITOH PROWRITER WITH CERT. CHECK</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPULINK SERIAL TO PARALLEL CONVERTER</td>
<td>$259.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-TRA 16K OF MEMORY FOR COMPULINK (64k MAX)</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERIAL TO PARALLEL CONVERTER NO MEMORY</td>
<td>$69.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MODEMS**

At Computer Shack we sell two different modems. The Hayes Smart Modem at $239.95 and the Anchor Signalman for only $99.95. The Hayes 300 baud is the one we use and recommend. It has all of the features any one could ask for. But if you can't afford this modem then we would like to recommend the Anchor Signalman a direct connect 300 baud modem.

**COMPUTER SHACK**

1661 Lassen • Pinnebog, Michigan 48657

Phone: 313-673-8700 • Fax: 313-673-8710

Visit us at Web site: http://computer.shack

*Dealers*: We also ship to dealers in the U.S. and Canada. Please contact us for special dealer rates.

**MODEMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modem</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hayes Smart Modem</td>
<td>$239.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor Signalman</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SERIAL PORT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Converter</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SERIAL TO PARALLEL CONVERTER</td>
<td>$69.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Y calculations (lines 115, and 118–120) use this incremental distance. In Listing 4 the hardest parts to explain are the nested loops in lines 110–142. Refer to Fig. 7 as you read.

The I loop, begun in line 110, counts groups of vertical lines of sight from left to right (Fig. 7B). The variable K in line 111 is set at 0 for the left half of each group (Fig. 7C). In line 112, J selects the particular line of sight that is processed (Figs. 7B and 7C). Within each segment, N (line 117) is set at 0 for the left half of each group (Fig. 7C). In line 112, K selects the point below the right (Fig. 7B). The variable Ki n line the innermost loop. Then the next segment up is processed (line 135).

When each segment, up to the X-axis, has been processed, the subroutine call in line 140 processes the upper half of a group. The program then moves to the next group (NEXT I) until it has finished the left half of a group. The program then processes the right half (NEXT K) in a similar fashion. Finally, when the right half of a group is done, the program moves on to the next group (NEXT I) and so on until all eight groups are processed. The NEXT J, NEXT K, and NEXT I statements are lumped into a NEXT I command at line 142.

Lines 145–160 process the Y-axis separately, as it is not included in any of the groups.

Additional Comments

In each program, the altitude function is in a subroutine starting at line 1000. Unless a person has some knowledge of mathematics, it can be difficult to know which expressions to use in line 1010. Probably the most frequently used functions are trigonometric and exponential functions.

In Basic the exponential function is written EXP( ), where some expression involving R is placed inside the parentheses. This expression is the exponent of the number “e” (about 2.718). It would be equally suitable, from a graphing standpoint, to use some other base such as 2 or 3. The function would then be written 2t( ) or 3t( ), where again an expression involving R goes inside the parentheses.

If the base is a number greater than one, then the expression inside the parentheses (the exponent) should be negative or zero. If the exponent is positive, the altitude will quickly become too large to plot. Z = EXP( -R), Z = 1.5•2^t( - R• R), and Z = 2•3^t( - R• R/4) – 1 are all examples where the expression for R is multiplied by 1.25 to increase the height of the display.
the exponent is negative or zero. Remember that R is a distance and is always positive. The negative sign in each of the exponents makes the exponent negative, or zero at most. Each of these would produce a display resembling a mound.

The height of the mound is determined by the multiplier (if any) in front. The first would have a height of 1, the second a height of 1.5, and the third a height of 2. In addition, the display for the third Z function would be lower on the screen because a 1 was subtracted from the height calculation.

The trigonometric functions (sine and cosine) produce the graphs that resemble ripples in a pond. In Basic these functions are written $\sin(\ )$ and $\cos(\ )$, where, once more, an expression involving R goes inside the parentheses. The values will range from 1 to 1, with the sine function equal to zero at the origin, and the cosine function equal to one at the origin. The range can be adjusted by multiplying the trig function by some number or by some other function (such as an exponential).

Most of the displays commonly seen are combinations of trigonometric functions or of trigonometric and exponential functions. This is where the trial and error process enters in; you enter a function in line 1010 and see what you get. If you don’t like it, you try again.

Program Listing 5 contains a short program that will let you view a cross-section of the graph that would result from using a specific expression in line 1010. Frequently you can dismiss an expression just by looking at this cross-section, and with far less wasted time.

Use this program to test several expressions, making note of those that look promising. Then, test the good ones in a display program using a low dot density and (for displays 1 and 2) a low line density. You may want to vary the viewing angle. Different expressions are also likely to look better on one display than on another.

You can alter the height of a display by multiplying or dividing the altitude function by some number based on trial and error. The total width of the screen display is constant, but you can scale the function horizontally by multiplying the right side in line 1000 by a number. Again, trial and error will determine the best choice.

Figures 8-15 are examples of images produced by the programs listed in this article. Each figure includes the altitude function, the dot density, the line density (where applicable), and the viewing angle. Additional comments are included where appropriate. These figures may give you some ideas for further experimentation.

The figures were printed on a Radio Shack Line Printer VII using a screenprint program from the August 1982 issue of 80 Micro, p. 202. The printed display has a smaller height-to-width ratio than the screen display; thus, each of the displays shown will appear taller on the screen.

I welcome comments from readers, and am willing to answer questions if I can. But please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Delmar E. Searls lives at 1825 S. Johnstone, Bartlesville, OK 74003.

![Figure 11. The same function plotted using Program Listing 2 (Fig. 11A) and Listing 3 (Fig. 11B). Figure 11A could have been produced with a square base by changing line 120 in Listing 2 to read NL = 4*LD.](image1)

```
1000 R = SQR(X*X + Y*Y)
1010 Z = 2*EXP(-R)*COS(3*R)
LINE DENSITY = 4
DOT DENSITY = 64
ANGLE = 75 DEGREES
```

![Figure 12. A second example of a function plotted using Listing 3 (display 2). The cosine terms are the first three terms in the infinite series representation of a square wave.](image2)

```
1000 R = .75*SQR(X*X + Y*Y)
1010 Z = 2*(COS(R) - COS(3*R)/3 +
COS(5*R)/5)/25
LINE DENSITY = 5
DOT DENSITY = 32
ANGLE = 70 DEGREES
```

![Figure 13. A Simple Example of Display 3 (Listing 4).](image3)

```
1000 R = SQR(X*X + Y*Y)
1010 Z = 2.5*EXP(-R*R/2)
DOT DENSITY = 16
ANGLE = 75 DEGREES
```

![Figure 14. A PMODE 3 example illustrating the use of two colors for the top and bottom of the grid. The diamond-shaped base is obtained by inserting the following line into Listing 4: 122 IF Y< -(X+4) THEN 135.](image4)

```
1000 R = SQR(X*X + Y*Y)
1010 Z = 1.5 - 3*EXP(-R*R/2)
DOT DENSITY = 16
ANGLE = 65 DEGREES
```

![Figure 15. The circular base is obtained by adding this line to Listing 4: 122 IF Y< -SQR(16-X*X) THEN 135.](image5)

```
1000 R = SQR(X*X + Y*Y)
1010 Z = 1.5*(COS(R) - COS(3*R)*3 + .5
DOT DENSITY = 32
ANGLE = 70 DEGREES
```

Fig. 14. A PMODE 3 example illustrating the use of two colors for the top and bottom of the grid. The diamond-shaped base is obtained by inserting the following line into Listing 4: 122 IF Y< -(X+4) THEN 135.
DEMYSTIFYING SYSTEM RAM

One of the few mysteries of the Color Computer is what is in that area of RAM that the Going Ahead with Extended Color Basic book calls "system RAM." The Getting Started with Color Basic book defines only some of the addresses.

With computer in hand, I systematically went through the area, POKEing, PEEKing, and EXECing at each address from 0 to 1023. After that, with the help of the EDTASM+ package from Radio Shack, I compiled the listing in Table I. I included the addresses that were in the Color Basic book so that programmers won't have to use several books to find a needed address.

As with the memory map in both Basic books, the list of addresses in the Color Basic book is not complete. Many of the addresses there are to be used with a Basic program, and altering their contents crashes the computer.

The addresses I did find can add all sorts of new features to the Color Computer. The most important address is 359, which usually contains the value 126. If you POKE 255 into it, the cursor will appear back on the screen, flashing as usual. But if you try to type anything, it will not be printed on the screen.

At first I thought the computer had crashed and wasn't accepting keyboard input. When I typed SCREEN 1 and enter, however, the computer displayed the graphics screen and stayed there. I tried using graphics commands such as Circle and Line and to my amazement, I saw them work right there in the command mode. Usually, when the computer prints something to the text screen, it automatically returns to the text screen. After you change contents of 359, however, the computer will not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23-24</td>
<td>top of RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-26</td>
<td>start address of Basic program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-32</td>
<td>end address of Basic program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-56</td>
<td>name of last variable used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>DEVNUM—device number for CHROUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>cassette block type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>cassette block length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126-127</td>
<td>cassette buffer address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>last key pressed in program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136-137</td>
<td>cursor address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>cursor timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149-150</td>
<td>line printer baud rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151-152</td>
<td>line printer delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>line printer comma field width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>line printer last comma field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>line printer line width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>line printer current position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157-158</td>
<td>EXEC address of machine-language program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>trace flag 0 = off, 79 = on</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>present PMODE number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>drive operation (0-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235</td>
<td>drive number (0-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236</td>
<td>track number (0-34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>237</td>
<td>sector number (1-18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238-239</td>
<td>buffer address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>disk I/O error codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274-275</td>
<td>timer value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278</td>
<td>upper/lowercase flag 0 = on, 255 = off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283-284</td>
<td>keyboard delay constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>338-345</td>
<td>keyboard rollover table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346-349</td>
<td>joystick pot values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359</td>
<td>disable Print 126 = on, 128 = graphics, 255 = off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>474-481</td>
<td>cassette file name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>485-486</td>
<td>EXEC address of cassette-loaded machine-language program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>487-488</td>
<td>load address of cassette-loaded machine-language program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512-730</td>
<td>free RAM usable by machine-language programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>733-981</td>
<td>keyboard input buffer (noncompressed format)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024-1535</td>
<td>text screen memory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Memory Map of System RAM
Setting The Standards

WHAT THEY ARE SAYING ABOUT COLORPEDE

"The Rainbow, Dec. '82"... an outstanding offering. "N. Vernon, IN..." the best graphics I have seen to date. "Erie, PA... it is great!" "Dayton, OH..." the best graphics and playability of any color computer game. "McKeesport, PA...

COLORPEDE

This truly outstanding engineer designed, 100% machine language game with multi-colored high resolution characters and fast action will challenge the most avid arcade buff. Can be played by 1 or 2 players controlled with joy sticks or key board. Joy stick control is fast, smooth and accurate. As COLORPEDE slithers through the toad stools, you attempt to destroy the COLORPEDE, knock out the menacing Bouncing Bug and eliminate toad stools while accumulating higher and higher scores. Demonstration mode with top 5 scores. Pause feature. For 16K Color Computer and TDP-100.

Cassette-$29.95

ROBOT TACK

Ultra fast arcade action with colorful high resolution graphics. You are the super human who must fight off the attacking robots and save the remaining humans from destruction. You have super powers, can shoot in any direction and move anywhere on the screen to accomplish your vital mission.

Engineer designed, 100% machine language. Can be played by 1 or 2 players with joy stick control. Top 5 scores displayed. Pause feature. For 16K Color Computer and TDP-100 with joy sticks.

Cassette-$24.95

TO ORDER:

VISA, MASTERCARD, Money Order. Please allow 2 weeks for checks. Add $1.50 for shipping. $3.00 outside U.S. 4% tax in Mich.

intracolor

COMMUNICATIONS

P.O. Box 1035, East Lansing, MI 48823
(517) 351-8537

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED. FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER & TDP-100
print anything to the text screen and will still clear the screen. This allows you to use repeated keys, something that can't be done with the INKEY$ function. Table 2 shows the values that the addresses will have if any key is held down.

To test this, type in this small routine:

```
10 PRINT@0,;: FOR X = 338 TO 345:
PRINT PEEK(X); NEXT: GOTO 10
```

After typing it in and running it, press any key and the corresponding address will change according to Table 2. When you release the key, the address will return to 255.

This feature can be used in arcade-type games that need repetitive key-pressing. By PEEKing these addresses, you need not constantly press a key—just hold it down as long as needed and then release it.

I have also included four programs. Three of them require Color Disk Basic, and all require Extended Color Basic. The programs use some of the addresses that I didn't explain, but their functions in the programs are described in remark statements that I included. DIR and CLEAR

This reverses alphanumerics and graphics. If you type "PRINT CHR$ (191)" and enter, an "A" will appear on the screen, along with some graphics characters that are equivalent to the OK prompt. To return to normal use of the computer, POKE 126 into 359.

With the disk system installed, disabling the Print function will work, but you won't be able to get the graphics characters from the keyboard due to changes that the disk system makes in that area.

The set of addresses from 338 to 345 is the keyboard rollover table. The addresses tell what keys are being pressed at any one time. Unlike the INKEY$ function, PEEKing the address that corresponds to the desired key allows you to read whether a key is being pressed. This allows you to use repeated keys, something that can't be done with the INKEY$ function. Table 2 shows the values that the addresses will have if any key is held down.

To test this, type in this small routine:

```
10 PRINT@0,;: FOR X = 338 TO 345:
PRINT PEEK(X); NEXT: GOTO 10
```

After typing it in and running it, press any key and the corresponding address will change according to Table 2. When you release the key, the address will return to 255.

This feature can be used in arcade-type games that need repetitive key-pressing. By PEEKing these addresses, you need not constantly press a key—just hold it down as long as needed and then release it.

I have also included four programs. Three of them require Color Disk Basic, and all require Extended Color Basic. The programs use some of the addresses that I didn't explain, but their functions in the programs are described in remark statements that I included. DIR and CLEAR

This reverses alphanumerics and graphics. If you type "PRINT CHR$ (191)" and enter, an "A" will appear on the screen, along with some graphics characters that are equivalent to the OK prompt. To return to normal use of the computer, POKE 126 into 359.

With the disk system installed, disabling the Print function will work, but you won't be able to get the graphics characters from the keyboard due to changes that the disk system makes in that area.

The set of addresses from 338 to 345 is the keyboard rollover table. The addresses tell what keys are being pressed at any one time. Unlike the INKEY$ function, PEEKing the address that corresponds to the desired key allows you to read whether a key is being pressed. This allows you to use repeated keys, something that can't be done with the INKEY$ function. Table 2 shows the values that the addresses will have if any key is held down.

To test this, type in this small routine:

```
10 PRINT@0,;: FOR X = 338 TO 345:
PRINT PEEK(X); NEXT: GOTO 10
```

After typing it in and running it, press any key and the corresponding address will change according to Table 2. When you release the key, the address will return to 255.

This feature can be used in arcade-type games that need repetitive key-pressing. By PEEKing these addresses, you need not constantly press a key—just hold it down as long as needed and then release it.

I have also included four programs. Three of them require Color Disk Basic, and all require Extended Color Basic. The programs use some of the addresses that I didn't explain, but their functions in the programs are described in remark statements that I included. DIR and CLEAR

This reverses alphanumerics and graphics. If you type "PRINT CHR$ (191)" and enter, an "A" will appear on the screen, along with some graphics characters that are equivalent to the OK prompt. To return to normal use of the computer, POKE 126 into 359.

With the disk system installed, disabling the Print function will work, but you won't be able to get the graphics characters from the keyboard due to changes that the disk system makes in that area.

The set of addresses from 338 to 345 is the keyboard rollover table. The addresses tell what keys are being pressed at any one time. Unlike the INKEY$ function, PEEKing the address that corresponds to the desired key allows you to read whether a key is being pressed. This allows you to use repeated keys, something that can't be done with the INKEY$ function. Table 2 shows the values that the addresses will have if any key is held down.

To test this, type in this small routine:

```
10 PRINT@0,;: FOR X = 338 TO 345:
PRINT PEEK(X); NEXT: GOTO 10
```

After typing it in and running it, press any key and the corresponding address will change according to Table 2. When you release the key, the address will return to 255.

This feature can be used in arcade-type games that need repetitive key-pressing. By PEEKing these addresses, you need not constantly press a key—just hold it down as long as needed and then release it.

I have also included four programs. Three of them require Color Disk Basic, and all require Extended Color Basic. The programs use some of the addresses that I didn't explain, but their functions in the programs are described in remark statements that I included. DIR and CLEAR

This reverses alphanumerics and graphics. If you type "PRINT CHR$ (191)" and enter, an "A" will appear on the screen, along with some graphics characters that are equivalent to the OK prompt. To return to normal use of the computer, POKE 126 into 359.

With the disk system installed, disabling the Print function will work, but you won't be able to get the graphics characters from the keyboard due to changes that the disk system makes in that area.

The set of addresses from 338 to 345 is the keyboard rollover table. The addresses tell what keys are being pressed at any one time. Unlike the INKEY$ function, PEEKing the address that corresponds to the desired key allows you to read whether a key is being pressed. This allows you to use repeated keys, something that can't be done with the INKEY$ function. Table 2 shows the values that the addresses will have if any key is held down.

To test this, type in this small routine:

```
10 PRINT@0,;: FOR X = 338 TO 345:
PRINT PEEK(X); NEXT: GOTO 10
```

After typing it in and running it, press any key and the corresponding address will change according to Table 2. When you release the key, the address will return to 255.

This feature can be used in arcade-type games that need repetitive key-pressing. By PEEKing these addresses, you need not constantly press a key—just hold it down as long as needed and then release it.

I have also included four programs. Three of them require Color Disk Basic, and all require Extended Color Basic. The programs use some of the addresses that I didn't explain, but their functions in the programs are described in remark statements that I included. DIR and CLEAR

This reverses alphanumerics and graphics. If you type "PRINT CHR$ (191)" and enter, an "A" will appear on the screen, along with some graphics characters that are equivalent to the OK prompt. To return to normal use of the computer, POKE 126 into 359.
mistake can crash the computer.

DIR

DIR is a disk-directory program that reads the entries of the directory track into array A and allows them to be viewed. DIR includes the name, extension, file type, and ASCII flag. DIR is designed so that it will work on the drive from which it was loaded or the last drive used.

The program prints the entries in pages, with 10 entries per page and up to seven pages. After the initialization, which takes about eight seconds, the title will appear on top of the screen, along with the drive number being used, the number of used and free granules, the page number, and the total number of pages.

The entries will scroll down the screen and the first entry will be highlighted in inverted text (green on black). DIR uses a machine-language routine to highlight each entry for speed and convenience. Use the up and down arrow keys to move the black bar from entry to entry.

If the bar reaches the top of the screen and there is a previous page, it will scroll that page onto the screen and the black bar will be on the bottom entry.

If you reach the bottom of a page, the

10 CLS:DEFUSR0=6H66C ' POINTS TO DS KCON
20 PRINTTAB(8)"COLOR DISK DRIVE";PRINTTAB(6)"HEAD CLEANING DRIVE"
30 PRINT"0102,""REMOVE PROGRAM DISKS"
40 PRINT"0299,""INsert CLEANING DISK IN DRIVE"
50 PRINT"0224;""INPUT""DRI VE NUMBER (0-3) OR <ENTER> TO QUIT";DR$
60 IFDR$="" THEN CLS:END ELSE DR=VAL(DR)$:IFDR$<0 OR DR$>3 THEN 50
70 PRINT@288,"H EAD IN POSIT ION
80 A=0:B=34:C=1:G OSUB110
90 A=34:B=0:C=1:G OSUB110
100 POKE&H FF40,0:R UN
110 FORX=A TO B STEP C
120 POKE23 4,l ' SET S DISK TO NO OPERATION
130 POKE235 ,DR ' SE TS DRIVE NUMBER
140 POKE236,X ' SE TS TRACK NUMBER
150 PRINT@304 ,X;
160 FORY=1 TO70: A=USR0(0) : N EXTY ,X
170 RETURN

Program Listing 2

10 CLS:PRINT"M ACHI NE LANGUAGE TRANSFER DRIVER FROM CASSETTE TO DISK":PRINT"PROGRAM: "
20 FORX=474T0481 : NA$=NA$+CHR$(PEEK(X)) : NEXT : PRINT@73,NA$
30 S T=PEEK(4 87) *25 6+PEEK(488) : E N=PEEK(126) *256+PEEK(127) : EX=PEEK(157) *256+PEEK(158) : ST=ST+EX-PEEK(485) *256+PEEK(486)
40 PRINT"ST ART ADDRES S"ST: PRINT"ENDIN G ADDRES S" EN : PRINT"EXECUT ING ADDRE SS"EX
50 INPUT"HOW MANY COPI ES";NO:IFNO<=0 THEN END
60 FORX=1 TO NO : PRINT@224," INSERT DISK IN DRIV E" : PRINT "K EY <E NTER> T O COPY"; LINEINPUT A$:1 MNA$ ,S T,E N,EX: NEXT: END

Program Listing 3

NEW

PRODUCTS FROM RENAISSANCE GAME DESIGNS

COLORED FONTS

- 224 User programmable characters
- 6 Pre-programmed font sets (Disk)
- Epson and Okidata screen dumps included for free!
- Combines graphics and text on the same screen

$24.95 cassette $29.95 diskette

COLORED FONTS 2

- 96 User-programmable characters
- 6 Pre-programmed font sets
- Epson and Okidata font printer program included for free!
- Creates highly detailed characters

32K Disk only $29.95

LASER TANK DUEL

- Try to zap your friend before he zaps you with his Laser Tank
- Beware of the Free Mines because they absorb your Fire
- Written in superfast Machine Language

$15.95 cassette $19.95 diskette

BRICK ESCAPE

- Two Great Games in one
- Progressive - The walls steadily advance on you
- Cavity - Try not to BREAKOUT the extra balls
- Written in superfast Machine Language

$15.95 cassette $19.95 diskette

EXTRA FONTS: Extra Fonts is the 6 pre-programmed character sets included with the disk version of COLORED FONTS. Made for cassette users ... $4.95 cassette only

Send Check or Money Order to:

Renaissance Game Designs, P.O. Box 1232, Montclair, N.J. (201) 746-7836

N.J. Residents include 6% sales Tax
Include $2.60 for S/H

See List of Advertisers on page 138
next page will scroll down the screen and the top entry will be highlighted. To go quickly from entry to entry, just hold down the up or down arrow. The program polls the keyboard rollover table for input, so you have repeated-key ability.

When you have selected the program you want, either in Basic or machine language, press R and the program will load and run. This is the only way to exit DIR, except to press the break key.

DSKCLEAN

DSKCLEAN is a head-cleaning driver program. When you purchase Radio Shack's cleaning disks, the suggested method for using them is to type DIR, escape the command with an I/O error, and continue the same procedure until the disks have spun for 30 seconds.

This not only wastes time, but also uses only a small area of the cleaning disk, the area that corresponds to track 17. DSKCLEAN solves both problems. The program will spin the disks for 30 seconds and move the head from 0 to 34, then back to 0.

The program will tell you to remove all program disks and insert the cleaning disk into the drive you want cleaned. Answer the prompt with either the number of the disk or with the enter key to end the program. Comments in the program tell what address is doing what. The loop in line 160 is required because the drive is set to no operation, and the computer will execute one pass through the loop in a split second, so a loop of 70 is enough to get 30 seconds of spinning time.

Program Listing 4

10 PHASE0,L:PCLEAR:CLEAR10,8192
20 CLS
30 PRINTTAB(7)"PROGRAM PAK COPIER"
40 PRINT
50 FORX=51 TO 530
60 READA$
70 POKE X,VAL(" &H"+A$)
80 NEXT
90 DEFUSR 0 =511
100 PRINT@ 64,:I NPUT" ENTER MEMORY SIZE (16 OR 32) ";ME
110 IF ME<>16 AND ME<>32 THEN 100
120 IF ME=32 THEN ST=24576 ELSE ST=8192
130 POKE65315,54 "DISABLE CARTRIDGE INTERRUPT"
140 LINE INPUT"INSERT PROGRAM PAK IN CARTRIDGE SLOT AND KEY <ENTER>";A$
150 A=USR0(ST)
160 PRINT"PROGRAM PAK DUMPED"
170 INPUT"HOW MANY COPIES";C
180 IF C=0 THEN 240
190 FORX=1 TO C
200 PRINT@256,"POSITION TAPE--PRESS PLAY AND RECORD"
210 LINE INPUT"KEY <ENTER>";A$
220 CSAVEM"ROMPAK",ST,ST+8192,ST
230 NEXT
240 END
250 REM MACHINE LANGUAGE SUBROUTINE
260 DATA BD,03,ED,1F,1,10,BE,C0,00,A6,A0,A7,80,10,8C,E0,00,26,F6
,39,8,0

Program Listing 4

PRO-COLOR-FILE

If you're through playing games and are ready to get serious about software, then PRO-COLOR-FILE is for you. Turn your TRS-80 32K Color Computer Disk system into a powerful data base manager.

We're serious about PRO-COLOR-FILE. It's the only program of its kind that gives so much flexibility and power to your color disk at a price that will fit your budget. In fact, it could be the least expensive software you'll ever buy.

PRO-COLOR-FILE is not just one program. It gives you the ability to create any application that requires information to be stored, searched, updated, sorted and reported. You can custom design your own mailing list, inventory, stock investment records, time manager, expense records, income records .... anything.

The best part about PRO-COLOR-FILE is that you don't have to be a programmer or even know a lot about disk input/output to use it. You design your application programs in a way that is easy for you to understand and use. In fact, the more you use PRO-COLOR-FILE the more you learn about data base development.

Only $79.95 + $2.00 Shipping and Handling.

Only $79.95 + $2.00 Shipping and Handling.

We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, Checks or Money Orders. No C.O.D.'s please.

Call or write for more details:

DERRINGER SOFTWARE, Post Office Box 5300, Florence, S.C. 29502. Phone: (803) 665-5676 after 6:00 p.m. (EDT).

PRO-COLOR-FILE ©1983 Dennis Derringer.

TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corp.
language program from tape to disk. After loading the machine-language program, run MLCOPY. MLCOPY will print the program name and start, end, and EXEC addresses. It will then prompt you on how many copies you want made. If you answer 0, the program will end. Otherwise, it will tell you to insert the disk and press enter.

It will then save a copy of the machine-language program. If you want more than one copy, it will tell you to insert another disk and press enter. The program will continue doing this until it has made all the copies you requested. Program Listing 3 is slightly cramped so that it won’t interfere with a machine-language program that loads low in memory.

If you run MLCOPY without loading a machine-language program first, the EXEC address will be from the last machine-language program you loaded. The default address for the EXEC command, 46152, will cause an FC error if you EXEC without having loaded a program or specifying an address.

ROMPAK

ROMPAK will copy the contents of any program pak from ROM to high RAM. It will also copy a program pak to cassette on a 16K or 32K system. ROMPAK uses a short machine-language routine to copy the program pak contents because the same routine in Basic would take about five minutes to dump the program. ROMPAK takes only a few seconds.

ROMPAK prompts you when to insert the program pak, and after you press enter, it will dump the program to RAM. ROMPAK prevents the program pak from autostart by masking the cartridge-interrupt input, which is the first bit of address 65315.

Once the program is in RAM, it can be disassembled or modified to the user’s requirements. A good understanding of machine-language programming is required if you want to do this. Also, the program will not run in RAM because it was not designed to run in any area of memory other than 49152 to 65279. Once the program is copied, it will have to be rewritten to run in the new area of RAM. The machine-language program starts at 8192 for a 16K computer and at 24576 for a 32K computer.

ROMPAK copies only 8K of any program pak because most Radio Shack program paks use only 8K of the possible 16K for the program.

Write Rusty Le Blang at 2605 Sedgwick Ave., Bronx, NY 10468.
Articles explaining how you can merge Basic programs by using PEEK and POKE instructions are standard magazine fare. These techniques require that you write down memory contents at every step. You must calculate new addresses by hand and follow special procedures if the least-significant byte of an address is 0 or 1. You must also make sure that the line numbers of the program to be merged are greater than the original program.

After seeing a number of these programs, it seemed to me that there must be a better way to merge Basic programs.

A Better Way

The merge utility in Program Listing 1 simplifies the task of merging Basic programs from a library of routines stored on cassette tape. This routine should also work on disk systems by using the disk LOAD command in place of the CLOAD command.

The merge utility has been written in position-independent code and can be relocated elsewhere in memory. It is loaded into memory using the CLOADM command. This version of the merge utility was assembled at address $7000 for a 32K computer.

Once you load this utility, you can begin the program-merge function. Load the first Basic program using the CLOAD command. When you receive the OK prompt, enter the EXEC &H7D3B command. Doing so will display the *** CLOAD Next Program *** prompt. Load each additional program, continuing the above procedure until you have loaded all the programs into memory.

At this time you should enter the EXEC &H7D5D command. This routine will restore the Basic pointer to the first line of the first program loaded and combine all the programs into one program. If you execute the LIST or LIST command, you will see the entire program. The program automatically resolves all line numbers, allowing you to load Basic programs in any order without regard to the current line numbers.

Program Listing 1 contains the Assembly-language source statements used to generate this merge utility. If you have a 16K computer, change line number 200 to ORG $3000. You should also change line 400 to ORG $7000. The program Listing 1 contains the Assembly-language source statements used to generate this merge utility. If you have a 16K computer, change line number 200 to ORG $3000.

Program Listing 1. Basic Program Merge Utility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0010</td>
<td>* A BASIC PROGRAM MERGE UTILITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0012</td>
<td>* COPYRIGHT DECEMBER 1982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0014</td>
<td>* BY</td>
<td>ROBERT P. BUSSELL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0016</td>
<td>CLS EQU SA828 CLEAR SCREEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0018</td>
<td>RENUM EQU $8A3A ENTRY TO RENUM WITH ALL INPUTS SET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0020</td>
<td>SCREEN EQU SA30A DISPLAY ADDRESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0022</td>
<td>ORG $7000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0024</td>
<td>INIT LBSR INST DISPLAY INSTRUCTIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0026</td>
<td>RNUM LEAX NUMTAB, PCR</td>
<td>LOAD MERGE TABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0028</td>
<td>LOO #10 GET CONSTANT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0030</td>
<td>STD $CF SET UP MERGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0032</td>
<td>ADDO ,X GET LAST LINE USED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0034</td>
<td>LNUM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0036</td>
<td>STD $D1 CLEAR START LINE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0038</td>
<td>LDD ,Y GET NEXT LINE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0040</td>
<td>CMPY #0 AT END</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0042</td>
<td>BGT LNUM NO, GET MORE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0044</td>
<td>STD ,X SAVE FOR NEXT MERGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0046</td>
<td>ADD #10 INCREMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0048</td>
<td>CMPY #0 AT END</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004A</td>
<td>BGT LNUM NO, GET MORE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004C</td>
<td>STD ,X SAVE FOR NEXT MERGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004E</td>
<td>ADD #10 INCREMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0050</td>
<td>CMPY #0 AT END</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0052</td>
<td>BGT LNUM NO, GET MORE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0054</td>
<td>STD ,X SAVE FOR NEXT MERGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0056</td>
<td>JRN RENUM LEAVE ROUTINE AND RENUMBER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0058</td>
<td>JSR CLS CLEAR SCREEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005A</td>
<td>LEX TEXT,PCR GET MESSAGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005C</td>
<td>ILOOP LDA ,X GET CHARACTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005E</td>
<td>JSR ILOOP NO MORE DATA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0060</td>
<td>JMP RENUM LEAVE ROUTINE AND RENUMBER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0062</td>
<td>JSR SCREEN DISPLAY IT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0064</td>
<td>BSR ILOOP MORE TO GET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0066</td>
<td>ILOOPI RTS RETURN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0068</td>
<td>MRG LEX FLINE,PCR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006A</td>
<td>LDD ,X GET FIRST LINE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006C</td>
<td>CMPD #0 IST PASS?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006E</td>
<td>BNE MRGI NO,CONTINUE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At last CoCo owners can simplify the troublesome task of merging their Basic program libraries.

**System Requirements**

Extended Color Basic
16K RAM
Assembler Optional
From Computer Plus to YOU... PLUS after PLUS after PLUS

BUY DIRECT

Here are just a few of our fine offers... call TOLL FREE for full information.

COMPUTERS

Model 12 Model 11k Drive $769
Model 12 Disk Drive $999
Model 11k Drive $999
Model 14k Drive $999
Model 16k Drive $999
Model 16k +2 Drive $999
Color Computer 16k $259
Color Computer Disk Drive $99
Model II 5K $129
Model II 10K $199
Model II 20K $259
Model II 2 disk drive 10K $399
Color Computer 16k $259
Color Computer Disk Drive $99
Model II Disk Drive $99

PRINTERS

R.S. Modem 100
R.S. Modem 150
R.S. Modem 200

SOFTWARE

MINI STANDARD DISKETTES

51/4'''' DISKETTES

51/4'''' DISKETTES

C-10’s 39¢ ea. (min. lot of 500)
w/labels add 40 w/boxes add 13¢

COMPU-SETTE TAPES & DISKS
100% ERROR-FREE FULLY GUARANTEED

The Micro-Trac™ Generation

Used by Software Firms & Computer Hobbyists
Choice of School Districts Nationwide

CASSETTES

C-05 $0.79 $0.59
C-10 $0.89 $0.69
C-20 $0.99 $0.89
C-30 $1.29 $1.09

Custom Cases $1.26 $1.21

Cases recommended to protect sensitive cassettes

VOU started after Plus after Plus

Moving?

Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won’t miss a single issue of Hot CoCo.

Attach old label where indicated and print new address in space provided. Also include your mailing label whenever you write concerning your subscription. It helps us serve you promptly.

HOT CoCo

Subscription Department
PO Box 975
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11737

□ Extend my subscription one additional year for only $19.97.
□ Payment enclosed □ Bill me
Canada and Mexico $22.97; 1 year only. US Funds. Foreign $39.97; 1 year only. US Funds, Drawn on US Bank.

If you have no label handy, print OLD address here.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ______

Print new address here:

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ______

Hot CoCo P.O. Box 975 Farmingdale, NY 11737

See List of Advertisers on page 138
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This routine is called at a point after the change lines 2000-2020 of the prompt stead of 7000, 703B, and 7050 messages number (address $05), and new line upper left corner. The next call is to the Extended Basic renumbering function. This routine is called at a point after the increment (address $CF), first line number (address $D5), and new line number (address $D1) have been set.

The initialization executed at address $7100 performs three functions. First, it initializes the line-number increment and starting line number and displays operator instructions. Next, the loop at label LNUM computes the value of the last line number to be used in this segment of the merge. Finally, control is transferred to the Basic renumber routine, where all lines are renumbered for loading the next program to be saved in FUNE. Execution of the subroutine at label MRG (address $703B) resets the Basic pointers at addresses $19-$1C (25-28 decimal) to the next available location. The initialization executed at address $7100 performs three functions. First, it initializes the line-number increment and starting line number and displays operator instructions. Next, the loop at label LNUM computes the value of the last line number to be used in this segment of the merge. Finally, control is transferred to the Basic renumber routine, where all lines are renumbered for loading the next program to be saved in FUNE. Execution of the subroutine at label MRG (address $703B) resets the Basic pointers at addresses $19-$1C (25-28 decimal) to the next available location.

For more information write to Mr. Bussell at 104 Barley Court, Lexington Park, MD 20653.
65 Applications Available including:

- THE ACCOUNTANT - General Ledger, Income Statement & Balance Sheet
- ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE/PAYABLE - Create Journal for Current Accounts & Record of Paid Accnts.
- BUSINESS INVENTORY $19.95 AT HOME INVENTORY $12.95
- ORDER TRACKER $19.95 CHECKBOOK BOOKY $11.95
- MY PROFIT MARGIN $16.95 THE STOCK TICKER $16.95
- BILLING SOLVER $19.95 TAPE
- CASH FLOW MODEL $16.95 UTILITY BILL SAVER $11.95
- THE CLIENT TICKLER $19.95 THE BAR CHART $8.95
- INCOME & EXPENSES $15.95 MOTHER'S RECIPES $12.95
- BUSINESS $16.95 THE MAILMAN $12.95
- APPOINTMENTS $29.95 GRADE MY KIDS $15.95
- ALL PROGRAMS FOR CASSETTE & GUARANTEED TO LOAD

ALL PROGRAMS FOR CASSETTE & GUARANTEED TO LOAD
- FREE CATALOG
WITH INTRODUCTORY SPECIALS

POWERBYTE SOFTWARE™
2 CHIPLEY RUN
WEST BERLIN, NJ 08081
(609) 348-3063

POWERBYTE SOFTWARE
PRESENTS
APPLICATION SOFTWARE
BUSINESS AND HOME
FOR THE
• TRS 80 COLOR COMPUTER
• TDP-100 COMPUTER

If proofreading your word processing text leaves you bleary-eyed, then rest your eyes with

SPELL 'N FIX

SPELL 'N FIX proofreads your text for spelling and typographical mistakes in the twinkling of an eye. It looks up each word in the dictionary and reports every mistake. It finds errors that even experienced proofreaders miss. And when it finds them, it lets you fix them—fast. The result? Perfect text, every time. Without eye strain.

SPELL 'N FIX is compatible with all word processor programs. Available on disk or cassette for $69.29, cheaper than a new pair of bifocals. Price includes 20,000 word dictionary; optional 75,000 word dictionary (strictly for the professional writer) is $50 additional.

ALSO AVAILABLE

HUMBUG the ultimate debugger/monitor .......... $39.95
STAR-DOS disk operating system ............... $49.90
CHECK 'N TAX home finance package .......... $50.00
REMOTETERM for use with a remote terminal .. $19.95
NEWTALK voice debugging program .......... $19.95
SHRINK our version of Eliza ............... $15.00

Send for catalog. We accept checks, COD, Visa or MasterCard. NY State residents please add sales tax.

STAR-KITS
P.O. BOX 209 — H
MT. KISCO, N.Y. 10549
(914) 241-0287

ELECTRONICS MADE EASY
WITH THE ELECTRONIC BREADBOARD

- Determine causes of circuit failure, reducing time spent troubleshooting.
- Test and analyze analog circuits.
- Evaluate voltages, currents, impedance and frequency response of any circuit.
- Save circuit designs on cassette tape.
- Learn and verify electronic theory by entering sample circuits.

And much more. This CAD program is one of the best you can buy. Ideal for any electronic doughboy. Order your Electronic Breadboard today. TRS 80* Color Computer 16K Cassette Tape Player 0441 RC $49.95 Also available for Apple**

CALL toll free: 1-800-258-5473

*TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corporation
**Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Buying a Microline 82A for your CoCo? Here's how to build a cheap interface cable for it.

I recently purchased a Microline 82A, and when I asked about interface cables I was quoted a price of $39 for a made-to-order cable. I went to Radio Shack and looked into the serial-to-RS-232C interface for the Color Computer at $19.95, but the Radio Shack version of the RS-232C interface is different from Microline's. Consequently, I decided to build a cable myself.

If you have the tools in Table 1 and about an hour or less, and if you have worked with cables before, you can make the cable for less than $10. You'll learn a bit about your computer, too.

Check the parts list (Table 2) for those things you will need to buy from Radio Shack. There is an optional cover for the submini plug, but it is not required for the operation of the printer.

All the following information is available in the CoCo technical reference manual and the user's manual for the 82A printer.

Remove one end of the CoCo printer cable either by desoldering the socket from the cable or by cutting the socket off with wire cutters. Strip off about 1 1/2 inches of the gray cable insulation to expose the four colored wires inside. Remove 1/4 inch of insulation from the end of each colored wire. I will not refer to colors on the wires because they are not always the same.

If you look at the DIN plug on the other end of the cable, you will see numbers from one to four near the pin connections. Using the ohmmeter, determine which of the colored wires connects to which pin.

First set the meter to one of its resistance scales. Place one of the test probes on pin 1 of the DIN plug. Touch the other probe to each of the bared ends of the colored wires until a low resistance reading is found. You will get a low resistance reading on the wire that is attached to pin 1. Do this with each pin on the DIN plug and use pieces of tape to mark each colored wire with its corresponding pin number. (See Fig. 1.)

Once you have identified the wires, you can snip the wire to pin 1 down to the insulation, since it will not be used. Save the wire that you cut off. Then following Fig. 2, solder the wires to the submini-25 plug. Pay particular attention to the pin numbers, since there is a possibility of voltages that are not compatible with the CoCo if you solder a wire to the wrong pin. Finally, solder a jumper between pins 6 and 20 (use the soldering iron needle-nose pliers small screwdriver wire strippers/cutters solder flux (rosin) ohm/voltmeter (optional)

Table 1. List of Needed Tools
Color Computer 82A printer

pin 1—no connection
pin 2—data in
pin 3—gnd
pin 4—data out
pin 5—(optional)
pin 6—dsr
pin 7—gnd
pin 11—superv data out
pin 12—

jumper between

---

pin 20—dtr

---

---

Fig. 2. Soldering Instructions

The color of computer serial printer cable.

PN 26-3020 Color Computer serial printer cable $4.95
PN 276-1547 Submini 25 (male) plug $2.99
PN 276-1549 Hood (optional) $2.19

Table 2. Parts List from Radio Shack

Write the Leigh French c/o HOT CoCo, 80 Pine St., Peterborough, NH 03458.

Take command with KRAFT high performance joysticks!

1-800-231-6667

Kraft joysticks are precision, human-engineered instruments that put you in control. Exclusive, user-friendly Kraft features are the result of intensive design research and over twenty years production experience. Other joysticks seem like toys after you've felt the Kraft difference!

DUAL-AXIS TRIM CONTROL — lets you fine tune cursor positioning for unparalleled accuracy.

FLAT FIRE BUTTON — designed for fatigue-free operation.

LINEAR POTENTIOMETERS — translate the movement of the gimbal into electrical impulses for more precise cursor control and faster motion.

RUGGED CASE — durable, comfortable to handle and color coordinated to your computer.

ONE-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY — a Kraft exclusive. Our joysticks have been tested without failure to over two million cycles. Ask for other superior Kraft Products.

Write for brochure on other programs. Include $0.75 shipping & handling.

HBW Household Budget Worksheet

COLOR COMPUTER 16KECB

A program to provide a monthly financial planning tool that becomes a permanent record at month's end. Contractual loans automatically updated with month's remaining and new balances. User-defined variable expenses and budget categories, yet operates without files! Provisions for one time expenses or income, works with any color computer printer. Manual details operation, contains program listing and form to gather financial information.

- Money back guarantee
- Write for brochure on other programs
- Include $0.75 shipping & handling

CoCoDATA Enterprises

1215 Emerald Drive
Orlando, Florida 32808

$59.95

---

See List of Advertisers on page 138

---
I enjoy playing backgammon, so I wrote this program that lets me play it with another person on my Color Computer.

Line 10 establishes four arrays. The BR numeric array stores the location of pieces in play or on the bar. Column 1 is for blue's pieces and column 2 for red's. Arrays CB, CR, and CY store graphics displays for use with the PUT command, which allows you to place pieces on the board or remove them. Lines 20 and 30 set values in the BR array for the initial placement of pieces on the board.

The program uses PMODE 3 rather than PMODE 4, which might produce rounder circles, to provide a set of four colors. A yellow game board is drawn against a green background; lines 70 and 80 draw horizontal lines across the bottom and middle of the board; GOSUB 1440 draws the vertical lines separating the points.

If you like a little color in your backgammon game, try playing this version with a friend.

Line 90 draws a circle on the board and paints it blue; line 100 uses the GET command to store a rectangle containing the blue circle in the array CB and then paints the circle red. Line 110 stores the red circle in the array CR and then paints the circle yellow. Line 85 stores a yellow rectangle in the array CY for use in blanking out pieces when they are moved. Lines 131 to 154 draw the numbers on the points.

The subroutine beginning at line 1300 uses a PUT command to display the pieces on the board. Line 1330 checks the BR array for point P and if neither column has a value greater than zero, jumps to 1400 to put a yellow rectangle on the board. Lines 1350-1380 put blue or red circles on the point; line 1400 puts a yellow rectangle at one position higher than the last blue or red circle to cover up any circles that might have appeared there but were moved.

There is room on each point to display only six pieces. Any more are invisible, but the BR array keeps track of them.

The program uses the random-number generator to determine whether blue or red moves first and to simulate the roll of two dice. Something the Color Computer instruction manual does not make clear is that those numbers are not really random.

I ran a few tests by making the computer print a series of random numbers and found it gave me the same series every time, provided I turned the computer off between each test instead of just pushing the reset button.

My solution was to require the player to enter a number at the beginning of each game. Line 50 uses this number in a FOR...NEXT loop, exercising the random-number generator so that the game program will start picking the "random" numbers from some place other than the beginning of the series. The higher the number, the longer it takes to begin the game, so line 40 won't accept a number greater than 499.

In the game of backgammon the players attempt to move their pieces, in accordance with their dice rolls, around the board from their initial placement to any of the last six points and then off the board. The first player to remove all
his pieces from the board wins the game, but a player cannot remove any pieces if any of his pieces is farther than the fifth point from his exit point.

The players move in opposite directions. If a player rolls doubles, he uses each die twice.

"If a point has only one piece on it, called a 'blot,' the opposing player may 'hit' it by moving one of his pieces there."

Only one player's pieces may be placed on a given point. If a point has more than one piece on it, it is said to be "covered," and the opposing player cannot move there. If a point has only one piece on it, called a "blot," the opposing player may "hit" it by moving one of his pieces there. The blot is then removed and placed "on the bar."

The owner of the removed piece may

Repair and manufacturing services are available to all Texas Instruments products. Call us for information and ordering.

Customer Service Hotline: (800) 448-0265

THE COCO JUNIOR

PRINTED IN THE U.S.A.

TRU-BIRD INTERNATIONAL

1000 W. 24th Street

KELLER, TEXAS 76248

(817) 498-4242

MC/VISA

+ trademark Tandy Corp
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Listing continued

340 SOUND$,2:1:NEXT X
350 IF DZ=8 THEN 4B0 ELSEFXOR=11056:1 NEXT
360 FOR X=90 TO DZ+12-12+90 STEP 12
370 LINE(X,Y)-(X+6,Y+6),PSET,BF:IF T=2 THEN PAINT(X+3,Y+3),4,1
380 SOUND$,2:NEXT X
400 "DRAW "FROM?"
410 PAINT(188,280),1,1
420 DRAW"BM164.184/R4/L4/D3;R4/L4/D4/"
430 DRAW"BM+8,-8/U7/R4/D3;L4/P6/"
440 DRAW"BM-4,-8/U7/R5;D7;L5;R5/"
450 DRAW"BM+4,-8/U7/R4/L4/D7/"
460 DRAW"BM+5,-6/U2/R5;D4/L3;D4/"
500 "PICK POINT
510 IF BR(P,T)=" THEN P=1:GOTO650
520 PS=INKEY$:IF PS="THEN520
530 IF PS="C" THEN 7278 ELSE IF VAL(P$)=" THEN590
540 IF ASC(P$)>59 OR ASC(P$)<48 THEN620
550 PPS=INKEY$:IF PPS=" THEN590
560 IF ASC(PPS)=" THEN590
570 IF ASC(PPS)>
580 =PS+PPS
590 P=VAL(P$) IF P>24 THEN700
600 "CHECK LEGALITY
610 IF BR(P,T)>6 THEN650
620 GOSUB1580:GOTO310
630 "PICK DIE
650 IF D1=8 THEN D=D2:GOTO838
660 IF D1=8 THEN D=D1:GOTO838
670 IF D1=D2 THEN D1:GOTO838
671 IF P>THEN710
672 IFP=2:THEN690
674 IF BR(P+D1,T)<2 AND BR(P+D2,T)<2 THEN710
675 IF BR(P+D1,T)= AND BR(P+D2,T)=2 THEN D2:GOTO838
680 IF BR(P+D2,T)=1 AND BR(P+D1,T)=2 THEN D1:GOTO838
685 IFP=0 AND BR(D1,T)=1 AND BR(D2,T)=2 THENGOSUB1580:GOTO1270
690 IF BR(25-D1,T)=1 AND BR(25-D2,T)=2 THEN D2:GOTO838
695 IF BR(25-D2,T)=1 AND BR(25-D1,T)=2 THEN D1:GOTO838
696 IF P=0 AND BR(25-D1,T)=1 AND BR(25-D2,T)=2 THENGOSUB1580:GOTO1270
700 "DRAW "DIE?"
710 LINE(164,182)-(222,192),PRESET,BF
720 DRAW"BM164.184/D8;R3;E21/U4;H2/L3/"
730 DRAW"BM177,184/D7;B5;R6;U7/R4/L4/D3;R3;L3;D4/R4/"
740 DRAW"BM+5,-6/U2/R5;D4/L3;D4/"
745 "PICK DIE
750 DS=INKEY$:IF DS=" THEN 758
760 IF DS="C" THENGOSUB1580:GOTO1270
770 IF D=VAL(D$)
780 IF D>D1 AND D<D2 THENGOSUB1580:GOTO310
800 "CHECK LEGALITY
810 IF DP IS DESTINATION POINT
820 IF CHECK DESTINATION POINT NOT COVERED
830 IF T=1 THEN DP=P ELSE IF DP=D-P
840 IF T=2 THEN IF P=0 THEN DP=25-D
850 IF DP<1 THEN940
860 IF BR(DP,T)=1 THEN980
870 IF DP>24 THEN 998 ELSE IF DP<1 THEN 948
880 GOTO1020
890 FOR Z=1 TO 18
900 IF BR(Z,1)=6 THEN1800
910 NEXT Z:IF DP=25 THEN1830 ELSE FOR Z=19 TO P-4
920 IF BR(Z,1)=6 THEN1800
930 NEXT Z:GOTO1830
940 FOR Z=24 TO 7 STEP-1:IF BR(Z,2)=8 THEN1800
Listing continued

TRY REAL SOFTWARE
Alchemist's Laboratory: Squeeze: MegaMaze
SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE
P.O. Box 401, Hopedale, MA 01747

"Only if the player wants to move from point one or two is it necessary to press the enter key. If no legal moves are available, the player presses C to forfeit the move."

player then picks which point he will move from. Line 520 uses INKEY$ to check the keyboard for the number pressed. Only if the player wants to move from point one or two is it necessary to press the enter key. If no legal moves are available, the player presses C to forfeit the move (line 530). Line 580 combines the two numbers, which are in the form of strings, to form one string of two digits. Line 590 converts the string to a value and assigns it to the variable P, for the point moved from.

If the first number entered is higher than two, the program jumps from line 530 to line 590, as there won't be a second digit. Entry from the bar is required and therefore made automatic in line 510.

After the point has been selected, line 610 checks whether the player actually has a man on it. If not, the program goes back to request entry of another point.

If a valid move-from point has been selected, the computer then asks which die to use. If there is only one die to use, lines 650 to 670 pick it automatically. Line 750 uses INKEY$ to assign the player's choice of die to variable D.

During blue's turn, line 830 adds the value of the die to the move-from point to determine the destination point (DP); during red's turn, it subtracts the value to determine the DP. Line 860 checks
the destination point to see if it is covered. If so, it sends the player back (via 980 and 1000) to select a different move-from point.

Once the program determines that the move is legal, line 1030 subtracts one from the number of pieces the BR array records on the move-from point, and line 1050 adds one to the number of pieces on the destination point. If the opponent has a blot on the destination point, line 1020 subtracts it from the destination point and adds it to row 0, where the array stores the men “on the bar.”

Lines 1070-1090 cancel the die used, and lines 1110 and 1120 execute GOSUB 1300 first with the move-from point as P, then with the destination point as P, to update the display of the game board. Line 1140 checks to see if the game is over.

If every point in the moving player’s column in the BR array has been reduced to zero, he has won the game. Line 1150 clears the screen to his color and prints the message “YOU WON!”. If he still has pieces on the board, line 1250 checks to see if he has any dice remaining to use. If so, it sends him back to specify the next move-from point. If the player has used all his dice, line 1270 switches the values of T and TI, and 1280 goes back to line 230 for the other player’s turn.

The SOUND command is used at various points in the game to add interest. When the dice are displayed, a tone sounds to help the player count his roll. Different notes signify entering a valid move, hitting a blot, removing a piece from the board, or winning the game.

Address correspondence to John Koch at Ill W. Washington St., Chicago, IL 60602.
**Fembots' Revenge™**

Make love not war? Not with these sultry FEMBOTS! What a tale you'll tell IF you live to tell it! Cold steel never felt so HOT! The color and excitement of ARCADE ACTION combined with the sophistication, intellectual challenge and skill of an ADVENTURE GAME doesn't fully describe this cosmic shoot'em up.

16K Tape $29.95
32K Disk $34.95

---

**BEYOND THE TIME-EON MOON™**

by Kevin Herrboldt & Tim Nelson

3-D GRAPHIC ADVENTURE

A dead star... A derelict vessel... or is it? Trapped within you must venture the corridors, defend yourself against the merciless gauntlet of agents of the machine mind. A real-time, high-res, 3-D science fiction adventure game of mind-blowing magnitude.

16K Tape $24.95
32K Disk $29.95

---

**Adventure Trilogy™**

Clash steel with thy foe in the arena of gore. Proved worthy, go in guest of the elusive Eye of Dazmor. If ye findest the orb, hast ye the might to ward off skem and the fortitude to restore the Eye? The ultimate high-res, 3-D quest for even the most experienced adventurer!

16K Tape $24.95
32K Disk $29.95

---

**MS. NIBBLER™**

by Tom Czarnecki

The ONLY Ms. game around. A must for your PAC-like game collection.

16K Tape $19.95
16K Disk $24.95

---

**GAMES**

For The TRS-80 Color and TDP System 100

Fast Machine Code • Hi-res Color Graphics • Exciting Arcade Action and Sound
For Orders ONLY Call Toll Free 1-800-328-2737

Fast Machine Code • Hi-res Color Graphics • Exciting Arcade Action and Sound

INTERCEPTOR™
by Scott Snyder
Goes beyond "DEFENDER" and "STARGATE" to offer the most realistic ARCADE simulation possible. Warp speed action, multi-colored terrain and long-range viewer make this game tops.
16K Tape $19.95
32K Disk $24.95

VEGAS GAMEPAK™
by Dan Nelson
Why fly to VEGAS when you can have a casino at home! The VEGAS GAMEPAK is five action packed games with great graphics & sound. SLOT MACHINE - BLACKJACK - UP AND DOWN THE RIVER - CRAPS & KENO.
16K Tape $19.95 16K Disk $24.95

THE NIBBLER™
by Tom Czarnecki
Fast paced maze chase game will entertain the entire family.
16K Tape $19.95
16K Disk $24.95

KOMET-KAZE™
by Tom Czarnecki
Shades of smartbombs and hurtling comets! Defending your planet from invasion was never so challenging. Disruptor fire is your main defense against the fierce alien attacks.
16K Tape $19.95
32K Disk $24.95

ColorQuest™
A Division of Softlaw Corp. 612/881-2777
9072 Lyndale Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420

AUTHORS’ SUBMISSIONS ARE ENCOURAGED

Available at Dealers everywhere.
If you Dealer is out of stock ORDER DIRECT!

ORDERING
Customer service and product support call (612) 881-2777
Make checks or money orders payable to Nelson Software Systems. Personal checks allow 3 weeks.
MAIL ORDERS: $2.00 U.S. Shipping ($4.00 CANADA $10 OVERSEAS) Add $2.00 for C.O.D.
ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY!
In this column, I will be concentrating on Color Computer printer-graphics topics with business or mathematical/scientific applications. Some of these techniques can also be used to produce computer art. I will investigate graphics in two and three dimensions, including the removal of hidden lines in three-dimensional representations.

The theory will be accompanied by programs written in Extended Basic for at least 16K RAM. The programs make use of various subroutines to perform the necessary tasks. The subroutines related directly to drawing an image on the TV screen are intentionally written to simulate the operation of a graphics plotter, such as Radio Shack's Color Graphic Printer.

The application programs that I develop can be used with a plotter by changing those lines that call one of the graphics subroutines. This change will involve replacing the GOSUB command with the appropriate command for a plotter. Because you can adapt the program for use with a plotter, some of the graphics programs will not be very efficient when used with the TV screen. For example, the program to draw circles is much slower than the Circle command in Extended Basic.

This column assumes that you have a working knowledge of high-school geometry and algebra. Knowledge of trigonometry is helpful, but not necessary. I also assume that you are familiar with programming the Color Computer.

**PLOT (X,Y,M)**

Most plotters use commands that move the pen from its current position to a destination point (X,Y) that then becomes the new current position. The point (X,Y) refers to a point on the usual rectangular (sometimes called Cartesian) coordinate system. A move can be performed with the pen up (a blank move) or down. The latter, of course, results in a line segment being drawn on the paper.

The destination point can be designated using absolute coordinates (referenced to the origin of the coordinate system) or relative coordinates (referenced to the current position). The user also can reset the origin of the coordinate system if desired. Figures 1-3 illustrate some of these options.

The first task is to write a subroutine that will allow you to simulate a plotter on the TV screen. You must provide for each of the following capabilities:

- Blank lines (pen up)
- Drawn lines (pen down)
- Use of absolute coordinates
- Use of relative coordinates
- Change origin

---

**Fig. 1. Line Drawn Between Absolute Coordinates (-2,-2) and (4,3)**

**Fig. 2. Line Drawn from Current Position (-2,-2) to the Destination Point with Relative Coordinates (4,3). Notice that the Absolute destination point (2,1) is four units over and three units up from the starting point.**

**Fig. 3. Origin of the Coordinate System. Moved to the Point (2,1)**
Program Listing 1 is a well-documented subroutine that meets these requirements. Do not enter this listing into your computer. Its only purpose is to help you follow the logic. See Program Listing 2 (lines 10-16) for a much more compact version to type into your computer.

Start

There are a few minor tasks that prepare for plotting on the screen. You must set the high-resolution graphics mode and clear the graphics memory. While not necessary, it is desirable to set the origin of the coordinate system at the center of the screen. By the way, the plot subroutine given above automatically adjusts for the way the Color Computer figures the vertical coordinate. Usually this is the Y-coordinate that increases upward. With the Color Computer, the Y-coordinate increases downward. The Start subroutine (lines 1 and 2 of Listing 2) places the origin at the center of the screen, and the coordinate system is oriented in the usual sense: positive X to the right and positive Y up.

The Start subroutine also provides for the input of a scale factor to be applied to the X-variable. You've probably noticed that circles drawn on the TV screen look like ellipses. If such a screen image is printed on the Radio Shack LP VII printer, it is more nearly circular but still slightly wider than it is high.

By selecting the appropriate scale factor, you can draw true circles on the screen, as well as true squares, true regular polygons, and so on. If a screen image is to be printed on a graphics printer, a different scale factor can be chosen so that the resulting figures will have true shapes.

The oblong circles are caused by the difference in the horizontal and vertical resolutions (dots per inch) on the TV screen and the printer. Thus, an increase in length from one dot to the next is different horizontally than it is vertically. A plotter has equal resolutions in both directions.

The correct scale factor is determined by dividing the horizontal resolution by the vertical. On the LP VII printer, the horizontal resolution is 60 dots per inch and the vertical resolution is 63 dots per inch. The appropriate scale factor is 60/63 or approximately 0.95.

The TV screen is a bit more compli-

cated. You must measure, as accurately as possible, the height and width of the usable portion of the TV display (the green rectangle in text mode). The horizontal resolution is 256/width and the vertical resolution is 192/height. The scale factor is found with the following formula:

\[
SF = \frac{(256/W)}{(192/H)} = \frac{(256\cdot H)}{(192\cdot W)}
\]

For my system this is about 1.2; it may be somewhat different for yours.

\[
0 \text{ PI} = 3.141592: \text{GOSUB 1: GOTO 0000}
1 \text{ INPUT "SCALE FACTOR": SF: PMODE 4, 1: PCLS}
2 \text{ XO} = 128: YO = 96: X = 0: Y = 0: M = -1: GOSUB 1: RETURN
10 \text{ XX} = \text{INT(SF} \cdot X + .5): YY = \text{INT(Y + .5): IFABS(M)} = 2 \text{THEN} SX = SX + XX: SY = SY - YY: GOTO 12
10 B \text{ IF ABS(M)} = 2 \text{THEN} SX = SX + XX: SY = SY - YY: GOTO 12
2 IF SX<0 THEN SX =0 ELSE IF SX>255 THEN SX = 255
13 IF SY<0 THEN SY =0 ELSE IF SY>191 THEN SY = 191
14A \text{P$ = STR$(SX) + "," + STR$(SY)}
14B \text{IF M>0 THEN DRAW "M" + P$ ELSE DRAW "BM" + P$}
15 IF M = -3 THEN X0 = SX : Y0 = SY
16 RETURN

Program Listing 1. The PLOT (X, Y, M) Subroutine Simulates a Plotter Using the TV Screen.

\[
\text{X, Y is the destination point.}
\text{M = 1 indicates a drawn line using absolute coordinates.}
\text{M = -1 indicates a blank move using absolute coordinates.}
\text{M = 2 indicates a drawn line using relative coordinates.}
\text{M = -2 indicates a blank move using relative coordinates.}
\text{M = -3 indicates a blank move using absolute coordinates, and the destination point will}
\text{become the new origin.}
\]

First, convert X and Y to integers (rounded off). SF is a scale factor which is discussed in the text.

\[
10A \text{ XX} = \text{INT(SF} \cdot X + .5): YY = \text{INT(Y + .5)}
\]

If X and Y are relative coordinates (i.e. M = 2 or M = -2), use the current position as the reference point. SX and SY are the coordinates of the current position (screen coordinates).

\[
10B \text{ IF ABS(M)} = 2 \text{THEN} SX = SX + XX: SY = SY - YY: GOTO 12
\]

Otherwise, X and Y are absolute coordinates and the origin (X0, Y0) is used as the reference point.

\[
11 \text{ SX} = X0 + XX : SY = Y0 - YY
\]

Make sure the screen coordinates are within bounds.

\[
12 \text{ IF SX<0 THEN SX =0 ELSE IF SX>255 THEN SX = 255}
\]

Form the string for the DRAW command.

\[
14A \text{P$ = STR$(SX) + "," + STR$(SY)}
\]

Perform the correct draw operation (blank move or draw line).

\[
14B \text{ IF M>0 THEN DRAW "M" + P$ ELSE DRAW "BM" + P$}
\]

If necessary, reset the origin.

\[
15 \text{ IF M = -3 THEN X0 = SX : Y0 = SY}
\]

16 RETURN

Program Listing 2. Listing 1 and a Start Subroutine
You can enter the start subroutine at either line 1 or 2. Entry at line 2 resets the origin to the middle of the screen and performs a blank move to that point. Entry at line 1 asks for the scale factor, enters PMODE4,1, and clears the graphics memory as well as setting the origin.

Last, line 0 assigns the value of pi (ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter), runs the Start subroutine, and branches to line 1000, the first line of the main program.

**Example 1**

One approach to drawing a square is to first identify the four corners. Next, perform a blank move to the last corner and draw lines to all four corners in succession. Program Listing 3 uses this approach. While perfectly adequate, this program is very limited: In order to draw a different square, you would need to supply the coordinates of the new corners. This means changing up to eight different values, two for each corner.

A second approach is to draw the square using relative coordinates, as in Program Listing 4. This method allows you to place squares all over the screen by performing a blank move to the desired center and drawing the new square.

**Exercise 1**

Write a program that will allow you to input the length of one side of the square, and the point at the center of the square. The program will then draw the square. Write one version using absolute coordinates and one version using relative coordinates.

**Exercise 2**

Improve your program by allowing the user to draw any number of squares. That is, after each square is drawn, the user can view the result and add a square if desired. Do not clear the graphics memory between drawing squares. You can use the following line to allow the user to view the screen and resume program operation when he is ready:

```
Ln A$ = INKEY$:IF A$ = "" THEN Ln
```

While not very sophisticated, these examples and exercises will help you become more familiar with the concepts of absolute and relative coordinates. They will also give you practice in using the PLOT(X,Y,M) subroutine.

**Example 2**

It might be useful to develop a subroutine that draws rectangular boxes. There are several different sets of parameters that can be used to locate a box and determine its size. If the width and height of a box are known, it can be located by designating the point at the center of the box or by designating the lower left corner (any specific corner would do).

```
1000 DATA 40,40, -40, -40
1001 :
1002 : REM READ COORDINATES OF CORNERS
1003 :
1010 FOR I = 1 TO 4 : READ X(I), Y(I) : NEXT I
1011 :
1012 : REM GOTO GRAPHICS SCREEN
1013 :
1020 SCREEN 1, 1
1021 :
1022 : REM EXECUTE BLANK MOVE TO FOURTH CORNER
1023 :
1030 X = X(4) : Y = Y(4) : M = -1 : GOSUB 10
1031 :
1032 : REM DRAW TO ALL FOUR CORNERS IN SUCCESSION
1033 :
1040 FOR I = 1 TO 4
1050 X = X(I) : Y = Y(I) : M = 1 : GOSUB 10
1060 NEXT I
1061 :
1070 GOTO 1070
```

*Program Listing 3. Drawing a Square Using Absolute Coordinates*
The NEW Color Accountant: much more than a great balancing act.

This is a class act, the headliner. Our NEW Color Accountant is a star performer. In fact, this is the second edition of the most complete financial package available for TRS-80 COLOR users—more flexibility, greater accuracy and even more ease of operation than before. Here's how it performs:

1. CHECKBOOK MAINTENANCE—automatically balances your checkbook with each entry; manages checks, charges, deposits and interest quickly and accurately.
2. CHART OF ACCOUNTS—maximum of user flexibility with up to 99 accounts plus 9 subcategories may be defined.
3. CHECK SEARCH—multi-reference; tracks items on every field including tax deductibles.
4. NET WORTH/INCOME/EXPENSE STATEMENT—know exactly where-you-stand program generates statements with the touch of a key.
5. TIMELY BUDGET ANALYSIS—detailed evaluation of all expenditures and income.
6. CHECK WRITER—prints personalized checks.

7. PAYMENTS/APPOINTMENTS CALENDAR—monthly displays of up to 250 bills and 200 appointments.
8. COLOR GRAPH DESIGN PACKAGE—graphs all monthly files.
9. MAILING LIST—maintains all records, sorts by name or zip, allows add/change/delete.
10. FRIENDLY USER MANUAL—complete with system flow charts and indexing; over 130 pages of the most thorough documentation on the market.

This menu-driven star provides printouts of all files and statements plus sound assisted data entry. Less than one hour of data input per month provides all the financial wizardry you'll ever need.

If this class act costs more than others, it's because this is the star of the show and you want only the best to handle your finances.

TRS-80 COLOR is available on cassette with 16K and 32K Ext. Basic, 32K only for diskette.

Just $74.95 cassette and $79.95 diskette and the best you can buy will start performing for you.

To order call

1-800-334-SOFT

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

programmer's institute

a division of FUTURE HOUSE

p.o.box 3470, chapel hill, north carolina 27514, 919-967-0861
Alternately, one can determine location and size by specifying the coordinates of either pair of opposite corners (corners that lie at opposite ends of a diagonal). Regardless of the approach used, it requires four values to determine location and size. A Boxes subroutine is given in Program Listing 5. Notice that the subroutine can be entered at three different places (line 30, 31, or 32), corresponding to the three methods of determining location and size.

Exercise 3

Write a program that will draw a bar chart similar to Fig. 4. Make up your own data. Notice that the width of each bar (box) is the same, and that the lower left corner always has a Y-coordinate of zero (assuming that you move the origin to the lower left of the chart).

Trigonometry

Elements of trigonometry are used so frequently in computer graphics that you need to have some understanding of the basic concepts. The definitions of the trigonometric functions are based on the coordinates of a point lying on a circle of radius R centered at the origin. For this reason, they are sometimes referred to as circular functions.

Figure 5 illustrates the definitions of the three basic trigonometric functions. Notice that the location of a given point can be determined from X and Y (its rectangular coordinates) and also by R and θ (its polar coordinates). Table 1 provides the relationship between polar coordinates and rectangular coordinates.

The relationship between rectangular and polar coordinates is significant. Consider the square in Example 1. As you proceed from corner to corner, each coordinate changes at one time or another (see Fig. 6A). Furthermore, sometimes the change is positive (an increase) and sometimes the change is negative (a decrease).

Now consider Fig. 6B, where the corners are expressed in terms of polar coordinates. Notice that the value of R is constant and that the value of θ varies at a uniform rate. Thinking in terms of polar coordinates can greatly simplify some of the difficulties in writing graphics programs. (Of course, for the plotter to recognize the data, the polar coordinates must be transformed into the appropriate rectangular coordinates, as in Table 1. But the computer can handle that.)

To better appreciate this point, try to write a program that will draw a regular hexagon (a six-sided figure with all sides and angles equal). Do it without using any trigonometry (no polar coordinates). The difficulty is in finding the vertices or corners of the hexagon.

One might successfully resort to trial and error, or use the familiar compass-and-straight-edge approach on a piece of graph paper. Someone quite familiar with geometry might recall the properties of a 30-60-90 triangle and apply these properties to the problem. It could be done, with some difficulty, without trigonometry. Now write a program that will draw a seven-sided regular polygon. Without trigonometry, your options are reduced to trial and error.

Consider the hexagon problem us-

Table 1. Relationship Between Polar and Rectangular Coordinates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X = R * cos θ</th>
<th>Y = R * sin θ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R = sqrt(X^2 + Y^2)</td>
<td>θ = arctan(Y/X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: arctan is the arctangent function. The arctangent of Y/X is the angle (θ) whose tangent is Y/X (i.e., tanθ = Y/X).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The Relationships Between Degree Measure and Radian Measure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angle in Degrees</th>
<th>Angle in Radians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n * 180</td>
<td>n * π</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The call for authors is out!

Wayne Green Books announces a July 1, 1983 deadline for submitting manuscript proposals for the upcoming publication list. Ideas for book-length manuscripts about any microcomputer system or area of electronics will be considered. In addition to payment and royalties, we offer our distribution channels and the marketing support your book deserves.

Send proposals or requests for a copy of our Writer's Guide to:

Editor, Wayne Green Books
Peterborough, NH 03458.
Or call toll-free 1-800-343-0728.
Graphically Speaking

ing polar coordinates. For any regular polygon, the value of R is constant. The value of $e$ changes uniformly by an amount equal to $360/\text{NS}$, where NS is the number of sides. Thus, for a regular hexagon the angle $e$ changes by 60 degrees from one vertex to the next.

**Example 3**

You can use polar coordinates to write a program that will draw a regular hexagon. Since $e$ is not part of the alphabet, I will use A to refer to the angle. With R and the initial angle A fixed, Program Listing 6 performs a blank move to the first vertex. The angle is incremented and a line is drawn from the first vertex to the second. The angle is incremented again, and a line is drawn from the second vertex to the third.

This process is repeated six times until a line is drawn from the sixth vertex back to the first, thereby completing the hexagon. Notice (line 1040) that in Basic all angles are expected to be measured in radians, not degrees. Table 2 outlines the two systems of measure and lists the conversion formulas.

Enter Program Listing 6 and run it. Don’t forget that the subroutines must also be in memory. Change the initial value of A to 30 degrees and run it again. Notice that two opposite sides are now vertical, whereas before two opposite sides were horizontal. Try varying R and the initial value of A. Try varying NS (the number of sides).

**Exercise 4**

Modify Program Listing 6 to allow you to input the value of R, the initial angle A, and the number of sides NS. The program will then draw the polygon, and allow you to view the result.

**Exercise 5**

Further modify the program to allow you to input the rectangular coordinates of the point at the center of the polygon.

**Exercise 6**

A circle can be approximated by a many-sided polygon. The larger the circle, the larger the number of sides required. On the TV screen, a good circle can be generated by drawing a 50-sided polygon. On a plotter, with its larger surface area, it might be better to use 100 sides. Write a subroutine that will draw a circle of given radius R centered at a given point (X,Y).

**Example 4**

For the last example, consider a computer version of a popular string-art project: Join each vertex of an n-sided polygon with every other vertex. Since you will be referring to each...
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Program Listing 6. Drawing a Hexagon Using Polar Coordinates

1000 R = 80 : REM SET R
1010 A = 0 : REM INITIAL ANGLE
1020 A = A • PI / 180 : REM CONVERT TO RADIANS
1030 NS = 6 : REM SET NUMBER OF SIDES
1040 DA = 2 • PI / NS : REM ANGLE INCREMENT
1050 SCREEN1,1
1051 :
1052 : REM BLANK MOVE TO FIRST VERTEX (OR CORNER)
1053 :
1060 X = R • COS(A) : Y = R • SIN(A) : M = -1 : GOSUB 10
1061 :
1062 : REM DRAW TO EACH VERTEX IN SUCCESSION
1063 :
1070 FOR I = 1 TO NS
1080 A = A + DA : REM INCREMENT THE ANGLE
1090 X = R • COS(A) : Y = R • SIN(A) : M = I : GOSUB 10
1100 NEXT I
1110 :
1115 GOTO 1115

Program Listing 7. String Art

Input data. NS is the number of vertices (which also corresponds to the number of sides of the polygon formed by connecting all of the vertices in succession). R is the radius.

1000 INPUT "NUMBER OF SIDES" ; NS
1010 INPUT "VALUE OF R" ; R

Go to the graphics screen.
1020 SCREEN 1,1

Set the initial angle to zero, and set the angle increment to 360/NS (converting to radian measure).
1030 A = 0 : DA = 2 • PI / NS

Dimension the array to be used to store the coordinates of the vertices. Calculate the vertices and store the results, incrementing the angle after each calculation (in preparation for the next calculation).
1040 DIM X(NS), Y(NS)
1050 FOR I = 1 TO NS
1060 X(I) = R • COS(A) : Y(I) = R • SIN(A)
1070 A = A + DA
1080 NEXT I

Join each vertex to all of the vertices beyond it. Notice that a blank move is executed each time to get back to the initial vertex. Also notice that this process only continues up to the next to the last vertex (NS-1). This is because there are no additional vertices beyond the last.
1090 FOR I = 1 TO NS-1
1100 FOR J = I + 1 TO NS
1110 X = X(I) : Y = Y(I) : M = -1 : GOSUB 10
1120 X = X(J) : Y = Y(J) : M = 1 : GOSUB 10
1130 NEXT J
1140 NEXT I

Allow the user to view the finished result.
1150 GOTO 1150

Exercise 7

As noted above, Program Listing 7 requires a large number of blank moves. This is not too objectionable on the TV screen where blank moves and draws are executed quite rapidly. On a plotter, however, a blank-move operation takes as much time as a line draw and both are somewhat time-consuming, especially for a large figure.

Modify Program Listing 7 so that it requires a minimum number of blank moves. For a polygon whose number of sides is prime (such as 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19) the blank move to the first vertex is the only one required.

Next Time

In the next column, I will consider a program that draws an ellipse. Such a program can also be used to draw a circle, which is merely a special kind of ellipse. I will show you my solution to Exercise 7, as well as present a few additional ideas in the study of computer graphics.

The next column will also feature a program I call SPIROGRF that operates just like the toy of a similar name. It includes a four-color option, and you won't want to miss it. In the meantime, don't forget to do your homework.

Write Delmar Searls c/o HOT CoCo, Pine St., Peterborough, NH 03458.
Selling Hot CoCo will make money for you. Consider the facts:

Fact #1: Selling Hot CoCo increases store traffic—our dealers tell us that Hot CoCo is the hottest-selling computer magazine on the newsstands.

Fact #2: There is a direct correlation between store traffic and sales—increase the number of people coming through your door and you'll increase sales.

Fact #3: Fact #1 + Fact #2 = INCREASED SALES, which means more money for you. And that's a fact.

For information on selling Hot CoCo, call 800-343-0728 and speak with Ginnie Boudreau, our bulk sales manager. Or write to her at Hot CoCo, 80 Pine Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.

HOT CoCo

80 Pine Street
Peterborough, NH 03458
800-343-0728

See List of Advertisers on page 138
Voice Recognition For the CoCo

Voice recognition is now available for the 16K TRS-80 Color Computer as ColorSoft Software Co. introduces Color Talk to Me, by Cary D. Perttunen. Color Talk to Me can use your voice, via your cassette recorder's condenser microphone, as an alternate means of input for any of your existing Basic programs. With a little practice, you can attain from 80 to over 90 percent accuracy for most applications. Over 200 words can be stored in a 16K CoCo.

Included in the package are the Color Talk to Me machine-language subroutine, the Basic subroutine that can merge Color Talk to Me with your existing programs, and complete instructions on how to use and incorporate Color Talk to Me in Basic programs.

Two application programs, Screen Painter and Voice Calc, show how Color Talk to Me can be used. In Screen Painter, you say the name of one of the CoCo's nine colors, and the screen will be painted that color. In Voice Calc, you vocally enter arithmetic problems and Voice Calc will display the solution.

Color Talk to Me is great for professional programmers, since ColorSoft software will market original programs using Color Talk to Me. It is also ideal for making computer programs more accessible to disabled persons.

The Color Talk to Me software package is available on two cassettes for $49.95 (plus $2 shipping and handling) from ColorSoft Software Co., 11764 Raintree Court, Utica, MI 48087 (phone number unavailable).
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An Expansion Interface Unit

The BT-1000 Expansion Interface Unit is a five-slot bus extender for the Radio Shack Color Computer. It allows the user to add serial ports, parallel ports, disk controller, and other compatible cartridges to the CoCo and operate with any Color Basic computer with any memory size.

The BT-1000 connects to the Color Computer through the cartridge slot by means of a 40-wire ribbon cable and a buffer cartridge. Additional features include a large internal power supply, internal memory decoding, gold edge connectors, socketed ICs, and four 24-pin RAM/ROM sockets. The sockets may be supplied with 8K of factory-installed static RAM.

The BT-1000 costs $270, or $300 with the installed 8K of static RAM. For further details, contact Basic Technology, P.O. Box 511, Dept. S, Ortonville, MI 48462, 313-627-2002.
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A Stock Market Analysis Program

Fundgraf is a program for stock market investment analysis that allows a graphic or numerical comparison for any stock or fund. It reports buy and sell signals back to you, based on the calculated moving average during a user-selected time period (up to 200 weeks). It allows an investor to compare the relative market performance of funds, stocks, or indices.

After receiving the appropriate data, the computer can analyze any or all of the funds in the files and get a graph of prices, calculated moving averages, a plot of annual percentage growth rates, and a tabula-
YOU CAN MAKE A FORTUNE IN MICRO!

THE MICRO COMPUTER BUSINESS WILL GROW FROM $10 TO $100 BILLION IN THE NEXT EIGHT YEARS! ARE YOU READY TO CASH IN?

The micro computer business is predicted to grow from its present $10 billion to $100 billion before 1990! Imagine the possibilities this opens for you! No matter where you live, if you're starting up or presently in business, no other industry offers you more opportunities!

Now, finally, all the inside information you need to secure a prosperous future in this dynamic industry is available in one place - THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL! It contains all the information you need in one place! All the facts you need to run your business - marketing, finance, accounting, personnel, selling, buying, and more! Using the inside information included in this manual, you can enter the micro computer business with confidence and success!

We present the inside story of more than 100 of the most successful and highly profitable computer businesses in one place - THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL! You'll find the real opportunties for the eighties from one man operations like Programming Author, Word Processing Center, Consulting, to Systems House, Service Bureau, Computer Store, etc. Many at little or no investment! All the invaluable facts and figures - how to start Capital needs, Profit estimates and Margins, How to Sell and Market. How to do it cheaply, Etc! Details that could take years to find out on your own!

We'll show you inside tricks, like how to get free information, computer products and consumer electronics, even for one item - right now, while you're starting your business! How to get free merchandise and trade show invitations, etc. This alone will make more than pay for the manual! You'll read actual case histories of other computer entrepreneurs, so you can learn from their mistakes, and profit from their success stories! Where you'll be one year from now depends on your actions today! Let us show you how to take the first crucial steps!

Order now and take advantage of our limited introduction special, THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL, and a six month subscription to THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR REPORT/NEWSLETTER! (so you're always up-to-date with the industry!), both for only $29.95! You must be convinced on how easy and how rich it can be in the micro computer business - or you may return the manual for a full refund within thirty days! USE OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER TO ORDER!

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO SUCCEED IN THE COMPUTER BUSINESS IS ALL IN THIS MANUAL!

The COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL has the answers to all your questions about selecting, starting and successfully running a computer business! There's never been such a comprehensive collection of know-how and information about the business in one place! All the facts you need to plan and achieve your goals in easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions!

These are some of the 100-plus businesses covered in PART ONE of the manual: with the facts on how to start and run. Start-up Cost! Even how to operate on a shoestring! What profits to expect, Wholesale prices, Mark-ups, Suppliers, future outlook, case histories for each, etc.

Systems House, Software Author! Who to sell to and who to avoid! Service Bureau. Software Publisher! How to find programs that sell! Word Processes Consulting and Consultant Broker! Make up your minds! Millions of dollars to be had in the microcomputer business! or you'll find it in this manual! With the manual, with the order form and the subscription to THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR REPORT/NEWSLETTER, you'll have everything you need to be a success in the microcomputer business in 1982:

Bartering, Mail Order, Compile and rent mailing lists, Specialized Data Headhunting and Temp Help Service, Tech Writer Shop, Custom Engineering, The highly profitable Seminars and Training Business, and many more!

Many new ideas and ground floor opportunities! Interviews and success stories on companies of all sizes! Privy info on the profits made: How some computer store operators net $100 - $250,000! Little known tricks that make their owners millionaires, one of these low-key companies, making simple boards went $200,000,000 and 100 employees in four years! Programmers that make $300,000, Trainers that make $100,000, Thousands of micro millionaires in the making, etc.

Whatever your goals are - Silicon Valley Tycoon, or just a business at home - we guarantee you'll find a business to suit you - or your money back!

PART TWO of the manual is loaded with the know-how and "streetfighting" savvy you need both as a novice or business veteran, to get started and to prosper in the micro computer business! A goldmine of information, simple and easy to use instructions! How to prepare your Business Plan, Outside financing, The mistakes you must avoid, How to hire and manage employees, Incorporation (when, and how to do it cheaply!), Surviving bad times, Record Keeping, how to estimate your market before you start, Use multiple locations to maximize profits, How to promote and stay ahead of the competition, How to get free advertising, free merchandise, free advice, Power negotiating with suppliers to double your profit margiines, etc! Even how to keep a present job while starting a business part time!

Don't miss this opportunity to be part of this great industry - the next success story could be your own! Order the manual today! Part one and two bound in a deluxe ring binder, where you can also collect our newsletter! (free for six months with the manual - a $32.50 value!) - all for only $29.95!

Order by phone (Credit cards only), or use the coupon:

THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR PUBLISHING CO.
PO BOX 459, Grand Central Station, New York, NY. 10163
Please send me THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR MANUAL, and the six month free subscription to THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR REPORT/NEWSLETTER. All for only $29.95, plus $3 for postage/handling. (NY residents add $2.64 for sales tax.) If I decide not to keep the manual, I may return it within 30 days for a full refund.

NAME: ____________________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________
CITY, STATE, ZIP: ____________________________
Check or M.O. enclosed. Charge to VISA / MC
CARD#: ____________________________
Exp. Date: ____________________________
SIGNATURE: ____________________________

© 1982 THE COMPUTER ENTREPRENEUR
Basic Technology’s BT-1020 Real-Time Clock/Calendar

MULTIPORT
FOR THE Color Computer

The multiport expansion board allows up to four COLOR COMPUTER peripherals to be attached to the computer at once. Any of the four ports can be selected with a single POKE command. A LED indicates the port currently selected.

Disks and absolutely anything designed for the COLOR COMPUTER expansion port can be used with the MULTIPORT. Imagine having a DISC, PRINTER, MODEM, VIDEOTEX and a CLOCK CARTRIDGE all on-line with your computer. Or how about four ROM-CARTRIDGES for up to 64 K of extra software. The combinations are limitless! The MULTIPORT comes assembled and tested for $99.50. The optional AC adapter is $14.95; shipping $5.00.

To order send check or M.O. to:

MAPLE LEAF SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 2190, station ‘C’
Downsview, Ontario

To order send check or M.O. to:

CANADA M3N 2S9 (416) 736-1504

Electronic Spreadsheet

Transformation Technologies recently released the C.C. Calc electronic spreadsheet for the TDP and TRS-80 Color Computers with at least 32K. Arithmetic operators including exponentiation are supported along with summation, formula duplication, and repeating labels. Special features include hidden formulas, a screen printer, and an operator-specified decimal place.

C.C. Calc will print reports in regular or narrow print. Extra-wide reports can be printed in sections. A printer is recommended. Files can be shared with other programs through a standardized data exchange format.

C.C. Calc costs $25 for disk or cassette. Order from Trans Tek, 194 Lockwood, Bloomingdale, IL 60108, 312-351-1210.
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A Tape Editor/Assembler

The CORES-64 Tape Editor/Assembler supports the TRS-80 CoCo and TDP-100 systems that have at least 16K of memory. However, in a 16K system, only 3K of workspace is available to the programmer. In a 32K system, 19K is available, and in a 64K system, there is over 52K of workspace available. It does not require a disk system or FLEX.

This version of CORES adds a few enhancements to the versatile features of CER-COMP’s Text Editor. It edits text files rapidly and is compatible with Basic ASCII-formatted tape files. The Editor itself includes over 25 commands, such as string search and replace, and line- and automatic...
line-edit modes. Automatic line editing allows you to skip forward and backward to review and edit. All screen editing immediately updates the screen so you know exactly what you are doing at all times. The Editor also has commands to copy or move single lines or blocks of text from one place to another.

The Assembler supports the full complement of 6800 instruction set with all addressing modes, and it will cross-assemble 6800 source code to produce 6809-compatible object code. It also supports the standard assembler directives. The listing includes line numbers for easy location of errors in the source file.

The tape includes a demonstration program listing and source file to help answer questions and allow the novice to work with a known program.

The CORES-9 standard Editor/Assembler comes on tape for $29.95. The CORES-9 upgrade to CORES-64, including a new manual, costs $14.95, and the CORES-64 64K enhanced Editor/Assembler (on tape) sells for $34.95. There is a $2.50 shipping and handling charge on all orders.

For more information, please contact CERCO, 5566 Ricochet Ave., Las Vegas, NV 89110, 702-452-0632.

They Call Me Sister Honky-Tonk

Strip Tease (rated "R") is an adult math puzzle in which the player attempts to crack a nonrandom algorithm using three digits (one, two, or three).

The beautiful—and au naturel—"Miss Byte" is hiding behind a billboard. If the player correctly guesses one of the three digits that the computer has chosen, a strip of the billboard disappears, revealing a strip of "Miss Byte."

When the last strip of billboard has disappeared, "Miss Byte" performs an undulating dance—in high-resolution graphics—accompanied by electronic rhythm and blues.

This game is sold on cassette and is for CoCos with 16K of memory. It is written in machine language, and does not require Extended Basic or joysticks.

This red-hot item sells for $14, ppd. (Does that include sin-tax?) from Britt Monk, CDP, P.O. Box 802, Elyria, OH 44036 (phone number unavailable).
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<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Change of Address.</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158 Chatanooga Choo Choo Software</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102 Chromasette Magazine</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 CoCo Warehouse</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>543 CoCoDATA Enterprises</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121 Cognitec</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Color Computer News</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512 ColorGuest</td>
<td>124, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267 ColorSoftware</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74 Color Software Services</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Colorware</td>
<td>74, 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>455 Computik</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>483 Computek</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>549 Computer Entrepreneuer Pub. Co. The</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116 Computer Island</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420 Computer Peripheral Resources</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Computer Plus</td>
<td>9, 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109 ComputerShack</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134 ComputerShack</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>453 ComputerShack</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>507 Computer Systems Center</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223 Computer Systems Consultants</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255 Computerhouse, The</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369 Computerware</td>
<td>CII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105 Coosol. Inc.</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>568 Creative Technical Consultants</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>536 Cybertron</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213 Data-Comp</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304 Dataman. The</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 Derringer Software</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>412 Double Density Software</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216 EAP Company</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401 E &amp; G Umlot Enterprises</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551 Educational Arcade Systems</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154 Elgen Systems</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 80 Micro Subscriptions</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159 Electronic Specialists</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reader Service Number</th>
<th>Page Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>283 Endicott Software</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262 Frank Hogg Labs</td>
<td>CIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>379 GamesterSoftware</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 Gimmix</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 H &amp; E Computronics</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359 HomebaseComputerSystems</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- HOT CoCo Bulk Retail</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- HOT CoCo Foreign Retail</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- HOT CoCo Subscriptions</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- HOT CoCo Subscription Problems</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215 Iume Design</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Software</td>
<td>97, 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249 Intelelectronics</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198 Intracoor Communications</td>
<td>109, 123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 J M Systems</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 JPC Products</td>
<td>41, 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58 Kelco Int'l Corporation</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172 Liberty Hill Software</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92 Maple Leaf Systems</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241 Mark Data Products</td>
<td>7, 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132 Micro 80</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95 Micro Management Systems</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316 Micro Solutions</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191 MicroTechnical Products</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125 Micro Works</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203 Micronics Systems Corp.</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231 MITRONIX</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nanos Systems Corp.</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126 Nelson Software</td>
<td>14, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320 Parsons Software</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>557 Parsons Software</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124 Perry Computers</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>486 Powerbyte Software</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 Program Store, The</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245 Programmer's Institute</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345 Real Software</td>
<td>67, 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 Renaissance Game Design</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>478 S &amp; N Enterprises</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510 Scott Tasso Associates</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83 Screen Play</td>
<td>CII, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87 Soft Sector Marketing</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>327 Software Support, Inc.</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119 Spectral Associates</td>
<td>50, 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>525 Spectrum Projects</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432 Starkits</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>434 Strictly Color Software</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144 Sugar Software</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285 Sun Research</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>456 Sunlock Systems</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230 Synergistic Solutions</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369 TCE Programs, Inc.</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177 Tom Mix Software</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>552 Trans Tech</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Washington Computer Service</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Wayne Green Books</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156 York 10 Computerware</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This advertiser prefers to be contacted directly.

For further information from our advertisers, please use the Reader Service card.
You've invested a lot of time and money into your computer......
It's time that investment paid off!

THE COLOR ACCOUNTANT

Introducing The Color Accountant (from The Programmer's Institute), the only complete personal financial package specifically designed for the TRS-80 Color Computer. This unique package includes:

1. Complete Checkbook Maintenance
2. Chart of Accounts Maintenance
3. Income/Expense Accounts
4. Net Worth Statement
5. Payments/Appointments Calendar
6. Color Graph Design Package (graphs any files)
7. Check Search
8. Home Budget Analysis
9. Decision Maker
10. Mailing List

After the initial setup, THE COLOR ACCOUNTANT requires less than an hour of data input each month.

The checkbook maintenance program is the key to the entire package. Once your checkbook is balanced, the checkbook summary file will automatically update the home budget analysis, net worth, and income/expense statements. You can then graph any file, record bills and appointments, make decisions, print a mailing list, analyze various accounts or stocks, and even calculate taxes.

All programs are menu-driven and allow add/change/delete. Each file and statement can be listed to screen or printer, and saved to cassette or diskette. THE COLOR ACCOUNTANT also comes with 40 pages of documentation that leads you step-by-step through the entire package. The TRS-80 COLOR Ext Basic requires 16K for this package.

$74.95 Cassette  $79.95 Diskette

Send $2 For Our New 64-Page Catalog (#11)
Which Contains More Than 500 Software Products.
(Catalog Is provided FREE with any order)

BUSINESS PAC 100
Now Available for the TRS-80 Color Computer!

Includes Inventory Control, Payroll, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Checkbook Maintenance, and more. Comes with 128-page user's manual.

Interest apportionment by Rule of 78's • Annuity computation program • Time between dates • Day of year a particular date falls on • Interest rate on lease • Break-even analysis • Straightline depreciation • Sum of the digits depreciation • Declining balance depreciation • Double declining balance depreciation • Cash flow vs. depreciation tables • Print checks with daily register • Checkbook maintenance program • Mortgage amortization table • Compute time needed for money to double, triple, etc. • Determine salvage value of an investment • Rate of return on investment with variable inflows • Rate of return on investment with constant inflows • Effective interest on a loan • Future value of an investment (compound interest) • Present value of a future amount • Amount of payment on a loan • Equal withdrawals from investment to leave zero over • Simple discount analysis • Equivalent & nonequivalent dated values for obligations • Present value of deferred annuities • Percent markup analysis for items • Sinking fund amortization program • Value of a bond • Depletion analysis • Black-Scholes options analysis • Expected return on stock via discounted dividends • Value of a warrant • Estimate of future earnings per share for company • Compute alpha and beta variables for stock • Portfolio selection model • Option writing computations • Value of a right • Expected value analysis • Bayesian decisions • Value of perfect information • Value of additional information • Derive utility function • Linear programming solution by simplex method • Transportation method for linear programming • Economic order quantity inventory model • Single server queuing model • Cost-volume-profit analysis • Conditional profit tables • Opportunity loss tables • Fixed quantity economic order quantity model • Cost-benefit waiting line analysis • Net cash-flow analysis for simple investment • Profitability index of a project • Weighted average cost of capital • True rate on loan with compensating balance required • True rate on discounted loan • Merger analysis computations • Financial ratios for a firm • Net present value of project • Laspeyres price index • Paasche price index • Construct seasonal quantity indices for company • Time series analysis linear trend • Time series analysis moving average trend • Future price estimation with inflation • Making list system • Letter writing system (links with mailing list system) • Sort lists of names • Shipping label maker • Name label maker • DOME business bookkeeping system • Compute week's total hours from time clock info • In-memory accounts payable system • Generates invoices on screen and print on printer • In-memory inventory control system • Computerized telephone directory • Time use analysis • Use of assignment algorithm for optimal job assignment • In-memory accounts receivable system • Compare 3 methods of repayment of loans • Compute gross pay required for given net • Compute selling price for given after-tax amount • Arbitrage computations • Sinking fund depreciation • Computerized UPS zone table • Type envelope with return address • Automobile expense analysis • Insurance policy file • In-memory payroll system • Dilution analysis • Loan amount a borrower can afford • Purchase price for rental property • Sale-leaseback analysis • Investor's rate of return on convertible bond

100 Ready-To-Run Business Programs only $99.95

(Available on diskette only)
Also available for TRS-80 Models I, II and III, Apple, Atari, Osborne, Kaypro, all Commodore Computers and most CP/M systems.
There are those of you who have upgraded—or who may wish to upgrade—your CoCos to use a FLEX system. To date, there are four suppliers of such systems—Atomic City Electronics, Data Comp, Frank Hogg Laboratory, and Spectral Associates. Some of these products are similar in certain ways, and in some ways they are very different.

Over the next few months, I plan to look closely at each of these systems, to run as many programs as possible on them, and to report the results. I also intend to get into the heart of FLEX and its jump tables to learn what they do. As a result, I should have some helpful information for FLEX users on how the different versions of CoCo FLEX work, and how they vary.

The company that led the way for implementing FLEX on 6809-based computers was Technical Systems Consultants, or TSC (111 Providence Road, Chapel Hill, NC 27514). The TSC FLEX is not compatible with any of the CoCo FLEX work, and how they vary.

What Is FLEX?

FLEX is a disk operating system that requires a minimum of 8K of free memory from $C000, and a minimum of 12K of free memory from $0000 up for system use. In the case of the Color Computer, you have free memory from $0000 to $F000 in memory map 1.

FLEX DOS is divided into three major parts: file-management system (FMS), disk operating system (DOS), and utility command set (UCS).

The file-management system is the link between the DOS and the disk drive. You are usually unaware of the fact that the FMS controls all the files that go to the disk. Nor do you know how many sectors it requires, or how it is written to the disk.

The FMS has a standard way of sending directory information to the disk. It is called the file-control block (FCB). The FCB sends 24 bytes to the disk directory about the file: 8 bytes for file name, 3 bytes for extension; 1 byte to read, write, delete and catalog-protect the disk; 2 bytes that contain the starting track and sector; 2 more bytes that contain the ending track and sector; 2 bytes for file size in sector; and 3 bytes for file starting date. I will cover FMS in a later article.

The FLEX DOS system must be able to communicate among the display, the keyboard, input and output (I/O) routines, and the FMS. The FLEX DOS doesn't have to be rewritten, but the communications routine must be, and that can take care of the keyboard, the display, and disk I/O.

In the case of the Color Computer, you must write a routine that uses the MC6883 and the MC6847 for the disk-drive number address; press the enter key and it will jump to the address.

The three characters following the first command most users learn: 1.CAT.CMD.1. The first number is the disk-drive number and isn't necessary if the command is on the system drive, which is normally zero. The three characters following the command are the extension. The command separates the command from the drive number.

The following are the general FLEX disk-resident utilities:

- APPEND—merges two or more files into one. To invoke, type in the command APPEND, (first file name), (second file name).
- ASN—assigns the system drive and working drive.
- BUILD—lets you create a small text file for STARTUP or the EXEC command.
- CAT—displays all the filenames on the disk.
- COPY—copies files on the disk to another disk.
- DATE—displays or changes the date register.
- DELETE—deletes a file from the disk by removing the file name from the directory.
- EXEC—executes a series of commands written as a text file.
- I—inputs characters from a disk file instead of the keyboard.
- JUMP—is like a GOTO. To invoke, type JUMP and a four-hex-number address; press the enter key and it will jump to the address.
- LINK—tells the boot loader where the FLEX system is on the disk.
- LIST—displays the control of a text file or Basic file to the terminal.
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- NEWDISK—formats a new disk.
- O—routes the display output to name file on the disk.
- P—routes the display output to the printer.
- PROT—gives you the ability to protect a file from the delete or write command.
- RENAME—changes a file name.
- SAVE—saves a section of RAM to the disk.
- SAVE.LOW—is the same as SAVE, but loads the program into lower memory instead of the utilities area. This utility lets you save a program in the utilities area.
- STARTUP—lets you do something special during the after-boot load.
- TTYSET—sets the terminal control character and the formatting code.
- VERIFY—verifies every sector written to disk.
- VERSION—displays the version number of the command or utilities on the display.
- XOUT—deletes all commands with an extension of OUT.

The Disk

Obviously, the disk is an essential part of the DOS. FLEX disks are quite different from the Radio Shack disk. The FLEX disk must have track 0 single density, whereas Radio Shack has double density over the whole disk. And, FLEX puts the boot load on track 0, while sectors 1, 2, and 3 are for the system information record, which tells DOS where the free sectors are. Sectors 4–9 contain the disk catalog. Radio Shack puts the catalog on track 17.

FLEX writes a sector to the disk differently than Radio Shack does. I will get deeper into this area in the coming months.

All four versions of the CoCo FLEX support a NEWDISK command. Atomic City only offers a single-density disk at this time. Frank Hogg has NEWDISK or NEWDISKA.CMD, and he provides two NEWDISK commands because some drives cannot support 18 sectors per track on double-density disks.

Data Comp and Spectral Associates also have the NEWDISK.CMD, but Spectral, in the double-density mode, uses the FLEX BOOTLOADON command. When using the Data Comp system, you must use the MAKESYSTEM command after the NEWDISK command.

Atomic City Electronics

Atomic City FLEX09 conversion is the most unique of all Color Computers and the closest to the original FLEX09 system. In fact, it requires the TSC FLEX09. It has an EPROM in upper memory from $FF00 to $FBB4. It uses an MC146818, a battery-powered CMOS clock with 50 bytes of RAM from $FF8E to $FBB8. It doesn’t use the Radio Shack disk controller, although the other versions of Color Computer FLEX09 do.

On power-up, the program that puts the Color Computer into memory map 1 and then brings in FLEX resides in an EPROM. All the other versions of Color Computer FLEX must bring it in from disk to execute it. Atomic City’s system has a real 80-by-24 display that uses an MC6845 chip and a parallel-printer interface port. Finally, you get a complete source listing from the EPROM. The EPROM is called the Wolfbug Monitor, and by using the following single-key entries you can call the accompanying routines from the monitor:

- A—is an ASCII dump of memory. You are prompted for the starting address and 15 rows of 16 characters; a total of 255 addresses is displayed.
- B—transfers Basic and Extended Basic into RAM with no return to FLEX.
- F—boots FLEX in while in the monitor.
- G—is a GOTO routine. You are prompted for a starting address.
- H—is the same as A command, but hex information is displayed.
- M—lets you examine and change memory.

The Atomic City disk-controller board (Photo 1) measures about 8-by-9 inches and fits on top of the RF shield. The heart of the disk controller is the 1793 chip, the same as that used in the Radio Shack disk controller. However, it is not compatible with any Radio Shack software, but it is fully FLEX09 compatible.

It also supports a real 80-by-24 display design around a MC6845 chip, which greatly expands the power of the Color Computer. And it has a real-time clock, which is battery powered and software controlled, with a parallel-printer port.

Installing the disk-controller board is easy—just open the Color Computer case (which voids the warranty) and place the board over the RF shield. Install the 40-pin ribbon connector into the cartridge port and follow the instructions provided.

The following are the disk-resident commands that Atomic City provides:

- RXBASIC.CMD—transfers Basic or Extended Basic from ROM to RAM and then executes it.
- CLOCK.CMD—displays the time and day of the system clock on the CRT display.
- CLOCKSET.CMD—prompts you for the month, day, and year. When you press the enter key you are prompted again, this time for the hour and minute. If the hour is past 12...
noon, you must add 128 to it. For example, 1 p.m. would be entered as 129 hours.

- DEMON.CMD — lets you examine and change disk information. After you enter DEMON.CMD, you are prompted for a drive number, track, and sector number. At this time you can examine or change the disk information.

Atomic City's version brings the Color Computer the closest to a real FLEX system, if there is such a system. It offers the user a 80-by-24 display, a real-time clock, and a parallel printer port.

When Atomic City solves its double-density problem and achieves some compatibility with Radio Shack, it will be the most powerful Color Computer FLEX conversion.

Data Comp

Data Comp's version of FLEX is called F-MATE and is the most interesting Color Computer FLEX. It provides some unusual, powerful utilities. These utilities let you transfer a Radio Shack file to FLEX and a FLEX file to Radio Shack DOS.

You can also read the Radio Shack disk directory and repair a bad disk, using the DISKEX.CMD. Data Comp includes these utilities in their general package.

When you receive Data Comp's FLEX 9, you cannot run it. First, you must create a file called FLEX System from the general FLEX core.

Data Comp FLEX 9 comes with an installation disk, a utilities disk, and a general FLEX 09.

The installation disk is the first one you will use. It contains the RSDSKO.BIN, RETERMIO.BIN, SDC.CMD, NEWDISK.CMD, and APPEND1.TXT files, which are needed to create the FLEX.SYS disk.

The utilities disk contains 14 resident disk commands and nine text files. Later on I will explain more about the utilities.

The third disk contains the general FLEX CORE with the normal FLEX utilities.

To create a FLEX.SYS disk under Data Comp's F-MATE, insert the installation disk into drive 0 and type RUN "FLEXLOADER". This is a boot-load program written in Basic, and it loads a machine-language program named RLDSK.O/BIN. This is chained to another machine-language program on the disk and then to another Basic program that tells you what the system is doing.

The program prompts you for the general FLEX disk. At this time, insert this disk in drive 0 and hit enter. The system loads in the general FLEX and prompts you for the date. After entering the date, you will see the three pluses (+ + +), which tell you you are in FLEX.

Now, you want to make a FLEX. SYSTEM disk. Insert the installation disk in drive 0 and use the SDC.CMD (single-disk copy routine) to copy all the files to the general FLEX disk.

After all the files have been copied, the FLEX prompts you with + + +, and you type EXEC APEND1.

APEND1 creates the system disk by appending the terminal keyLoad and disk I/O routine to the FLEX.CORE and renaming it FLEX.SYS.

Data Comp tells you at this time to remove the disk from the drive and turn the computer off. Then turn the Color Computer back on and reinsert the new FLEX disk. Type RUN "FLEX".

In a few seconds, you will be prompted for the date. After entering this, the FLEX sign-on logo will appear (+ + +). You are now finished making the system disk.

Now make a back-up of the FLEX.SYS disk. However, you must first make a new disk—type NEWDISK 0 and press enter. After a few seconds, you will be asked a series of questions about the new disk.

Before answering the first question, remove the utilities disk.

After you have entered all the data, the specified drive will begin to format a new disk. When this is completed, remove the disk and reinsert the utilities disk. Use the SDC.CMD to copy the newly made FLEX.SYS disk to the new disk.

The following are disk-resident commands on the utilities disk:

- CCBASIC.CMD — moves Basic and Extended Basic from ROM to memory and provides patches for the remaining disk-resident commands.

- FLEX — returns you to FLEX DOS.
LOAD—loads a Basic program from FLEX disk.
SAVEM—saves a machine-language program to FLEX disk.
LOADM—loads a machine-language program from FLEX disk.
DISKE.COM—isa powerful utility program. It lets you examine and modify the contents of the disk with one of the following single-key entry commands:
D—specifies the disk drive you wish to examine.
S—sets the display scroll value.
A—puts you in a new disk command.
C—modifies the contents of the disk data that was read into memory.
N—brings in the next disk sector.
P—brings back the previous disk sector.
F—lets you follow the chain of data from one sector to another. The program ends when it reaches the last sector.
R—is similar to the P command, but R rereads it off the disk.
W—writes back to the disk what you might have modified under the C command.
X—gets you back to FLEX.
DISKRATE.COM—lets you set the disk-drive number and the rate at which the disk drive will step at either 6ms, 12ms, or 30ms.
MAKESYS.COM—is used after the NEWDISK command to create a FLEX system disk.
MEMEX.COM—is used to modify and examine RAM memory with the following single-key entries:
S—sets the new scroll value.
A—displays hex addresses you set in.
C—lets you change the contents of memory.
X—gets you back to FLEX.
NEWDISK.COM—formats a new single- or double-density disk.
P.COM—directs the output to the printer.
RSDIR.COM—reads the Radio Shack directory.
RSREAD.COM—copies a Radio Shack Basic file to a FLEX disk by using a byte-by-byte method and no date conversion.
RSBIN.COM—copies a Radio Shack binary file to a FLEX disk using the same method as the RSREAD.COM.
RSWRITE.COM—copies a FLEX disk to Radio Shack disk with no date conversion.
SAVEROM.COM—saves the ROM to disk.
SDC.COM—single-disk copy routine that lets you use one disk to copy a file.
USERKEY.COM—lets the user set the new control-key value.
Frank Hogg Laboratory
Frank Hogg Color FLEX has been on the market the longest and has the most software support. It is also the easiest to use. After you receive it, just put it in your drive and type RUN "FLEX".
Making a new system disk is done a little differently than it is with the other systems. After you have made a new disk and the formatting is complete, you must use the PUTBOOT.LDR utility. This puts the Color Computer FLEX boot on the disk. This utility is copy-protected, so you must use your master disk every time you make a system disk.
Here are the disk-resident utilities for the Frank Hogg system:
CBASIC.COM—lets you jump to Basic with no provisions to use the disk.
EXT.COM—is the external terminal utility that lets you use a serial terminal. This is an extremely powerful routine.
HELP.COM—is another powerful program that helps you by providing an outline of the utility.
INT.COM—returns to Color Computer from the EXT mode.
LINK.COM—informs the boot loader where the FLEX operating system resides on the disk.
MOVEROM.COM—transfers Basic and Extended Basic from ROM to memory.
NEWDISK.COM—formats a new single- or double-density disk.
P.COM—is the system printer routine.
PUTBOOT.LDR—makes a newly made disk bootable for FLEX.
SDC.COM—is a single-disk copy program.
SETUP.COM—lets you set the system up according to your preference.
XSCREENS.COM—is the high-resolution screen routine.
Spectral Associates
Spectral Associates’ FLEX09 conversion, FLEX+, is quite different from the other approaches. First, you must use their Supercharger (see Photo 2). According to Spectral Associates, this design allows access to the full 64K of RAM used in the series E board without modifying the Color Computer and voiding the warranty.
My Color Computer was the D-board version, so I upgraded it to an E board. To date, I haven’t encountered any problems with FLEX+. The Supercharger must be inserted between the Radio Shack disk controller and the Color Computer.
To bring Spectral Associates’ FLEX+ up, just enter RUN “FLEX+” and press enter. After a couple of seconds, the screen displays the Spectral Associates sign-on message with the version number, 1.25. At this time, you are prompted for the month, day, and year. After entering these, FLEX+ prompts you with the normal logo, + + +. Now you are in Spectral Associates’ FLEX+ world.
The FLEX+ world is somewhat
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different from the others. FLEX+ recognizes only one disk driver after power-up. You must use the DRIVES command to tell the system you have more than one drive. After entering DRIVES.CMD, the screen displays the following message:

ANY DOUBLE SIDED DRIVES? HOW MANY DRIVES (1-3)? PROPER DISK IN DRIVE 0?

The HIRES command is a resident of the FLEX+ system. (It is not on the disk, but is attached to FLEX+, so on boot-up it is loaded into memory.) When you type LORES, the HIRES causes 51 columns by 24 lines of display to return to 16 columns by 32 lines. Direct cursor addressing, clear, end-of-line, end-of-screen, home, and cancel line are some of the important features of the HIRES display.

The keyboard software can generate every ASCII code from the Color Computer keyboard. Generate the control code in the usual manner by holding down the shift and up-arrow keys and hitting the desired single character.

The NEWDISK command, in the double-density mode, writes a bootload for the Color Computer, eliminating the MAKESYSTEM command.

FLEX+ has a powerful and compact monitor that can be relocated. To invoke the monitor, type MON and press enter.

The monitor supports the following single-key entry commands:

- **A**—stores the ASCII value of each key; you must enter them in consecutive addresses. To terminate this command, press the enter key. To invoke this command, type in A (ADDR1—the starting address in hex) and press the keys.
- **D**—displays the contents of memory from (ADDR1) to (ADDR2—the ending address) in hex.
- **F**—fills memory with a set value. Invoke this command by entering F (ADDR1), (ADDR2), and the value.
- **G**—(GOTO), is a powerful command. In addition to a GOTO command, you can also set break points.
- **H**—displays the differences of ADDR1 and ADDR2 in hex.
- **M**—moves a block of memory starting with ADDR1 through ADDR2 to ADDR3.
- **P**—lets you move the Monitor program to a block of memory. To invoke it, type P(ADDR1) and press enter.
- **S**—examines and modifies. To invoke, enter ADDR1.
- **T**—displays the contents of ADDR1 through ADDR2 in ASCII. Non-ASCII characters are displayed as periods.

The following disk-resident utilities are Spectral Associates commands:

- **DBASIC.CMD**—transfers Basic, Extended Basic, and Disk Basic to RAM. There is no return to FLEX.
- **DRIVES.CMD**—lets you tell the system if the drives are double or single sided, and how many of them there are.
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- DUPO.CMD—is a single-disk copy routine. It prompts you for all files on the disk; otherwise, you must enter each file name individually.
- NEWDISK.CMD—NEWDISK lets you format a new single- or double-density disk. When making a double-density disk, only the NEWDISK utilities put the FLEX boot-up program on the disk, eliminating the MAKESYSTEM command.
- P.CMD—is the print command.
- PBASIC.CMD—transfers Basic and Extended Basic to returns you to FLEX.
- PLAY.CMD—is used when a binary file needs Basic. To invoke PLAY.CMD, type PLAY. (binary file name) and press enter. PLAY will load Basic and Extended Basic and modify them to run in RAM. Then it brings in the binary file and executes it.

Conclusion

All four FLEX suppliers have done an excellent job of bringing FLEX to the Color Computer. After comparing the different versions, it is difficult to be objective. I have not been able to test much software to see what runs and what doesn’t.

Atomic City and Spectral Associates use the FLEX interrupts, which can only be tested out by running software that requires interrupts.

Data Comp and Frank Hogg require the Radio Shack disk controller and the 64K upgrades, plus their versions of FLEX.

Spectral Associates requires an E-level board with the Radio Shack disk controller, their Supercharger, and FLEX+.

Atomic City requires their disk-controller board and TSC general FLEX. All four companies use the same general FLEX utilities from TSC. You can find differences in the extra utilities they all provide.

Data Comp and Frank Hogg provide you with utilities to read and write a FLEX file to Radio Shack and back. Atomic City and Spectral Associates have no FLEX conversion to Radio Shack or from Radio Shack to FLEX.

Data Comp, Frank Hogg, and Spectral Associates can handle single- or double-density disks. Atomic City is only single density at this time—a big drawback.

Frank Hogg supports a serial terminal through the utilities program called EXT, which uses the RS-232 port. Atomic City comes standard with an 80-by-24 display. By setting a switch, you can use normal video output. Atomic City is the only system with a real-time clock.

In the coming months, I plan on running Fortran, Forth, Pascal, and C languages; word-processor and business programs; and as many utility programs as possible. I also hope to provide jump-table information on all four sources of Color Computer FLEX.

Atomic City Electronics’ address is 3195 Arizona Ave., Los Alamos, NM 87544. The address for Frank Hogg Labs is 770 James St., Syracuse, NY 13203. The address for Data Comp is P.O. Box 794, Hixson, TN 37343. The address for Spectral Associates is 139 Harvard Ave., Tacoma, WA 98466.

Write to David Waster, Box 2919, Fullerton, CA 92633.
**FLEX - OS-9 LEVEL ONE - UNIFLEX - OS-9 LEVEL TWO**

ONLY GIMIX Systems can be configured to run any of these.

GIMIX systems utilize the most powerful 6809 operating systems: FLEX, UniFLEX, OS-9 LEVEL ONE and TWO -- the systems the PROs use. This means a wide selection of software to choose from as well the ability to develop sophisticated, multi-user/multi-tasking programs on your GIMIX System.

The GIMIX CLASSY CHASSIS™ consists of a heavy-weight aluminum mainframe cabinet which provides more than ample protection for the electronics and 1 or 2 optional 5¼" drives.

Backpanel connectors can be added for convenient connection of terminals, printers, drives and other peripherals.

A 3 position locking keyswitch enables users to disable the front panel reset button to prevent accidental or unauthorized tampering with the system.

The GIMIX system mother board provides fifteen 50 pin slots and eight 30 pin I/O slots -- the most room for expansion of any SS50 system available. The on board baud rate generator features 11 standard baud rates, 75 to 38.4K, for maximum versatility and compatibility with other systems. Extended address decoding allows the I/O block to be addressed anywhere in the 1 megabyte address space. All components feature Gold plated connectors for a lifetime of solid connections. All boards are fully buffered for maximum system expansion.

Each GIMIX Mainframe System is equipped with an industrial quality power supply featuring a ferro-resonant constant voltage transformer to insure against problems caused by adverse power input conditions such as A.C. line voltage fluctuations etc. The supply provides 8 volts at 30 amps and plus or minus 16 volts at 5 amps, more than enough capacity to power a fully loaded system and two internal drives.

The 2MHz GIMIX 6809 PLUS CPU board includes a time of day clock with battery back-up and 6840 programmable timer to provide the programmer with convenient, accurate time reference. Later addition of 9511 or 9512 arithmetic processors is provided for on the board. The unique GIMIX design enables software selection of either OS-9 or FLEX, both included in many complete GIMIX systems.

GIMIX STATIC RAM boards require no complicated refresh timing cycles or clocks for data retention. GIMIX memory boards are guaranteed for 2 MHz operation with no wait state or clock stretching required.

Our low power NMOS RAM requires less than 3/4 amp at 8V for a fully populated 64K board. For critical situations, our non-volatile 64K byte CMOS static RAM boards with built in battery back-up retain data even with system power removed. A fully charged battery will power this board for a minimum of 21 days. A write protect switch permits CMOS boards to be used for PROM/ROM emulation and software debugging.

The GIMIX DMA controller leaves the processor free to perform other tasks during disk transfers - an important feature for multi-user/multi-tasking systems where processor time allocation is critical. The DMA board will accommodate up to 4 drives 5¼" or 8" in any combination running single or double density single or double headed. Programmed I/O Disk Controllers are also available.

GIMIX systems are designed with ultimate RELIABILITY in mind. You can choose from the below featured systems or select from our wide variety of components to build a custom package to suit your needs.

GIMIX 2MHz 6809 System including: CLASSY CHASSIS, 6809 PLUS CPU BOARD, 56KB STATIC RAM, 2 SERIAL PORTS W/CABLES, GMXBUG MONITOR, FLEX, and OS-9 LEVEL 1 .......................................................... $3248.49

FOR TWO 5¼" 40 TRACK DSDD DRIVES ADD .............................. $ 900.00

GIMIX 128KB WINCHESTER SYSTEM including: CLASSY CHASSIS, 6809 PLUS CPU BOARD, 128KB STATIC RAM, 4 SERIAL PORTS W/CABLES, 5¼" 80 TRACK DSDD FLOPPY DISK DRIVE, 19MB 5¼" WINCHESTER HARD DISK, OS9 LEVEL 2, EDITOR AND ASSEMBLER ................................................................. $8998.09

50Hz Versions Available, 8" Drives Available — Contact GIMIX for Prices and Information.

The Sun Never Sets On A GIMIX!


GIMIX Inc. reserves the right to change pricing and product specifications at any time without further notice.

GIMIX® and GHOST® are registered trademarks of GIMIX Inc.
FLEX and UniFLEX are trademarks of Technical Systems Consultants Inc.
OS-9 is a trademark of Microware Inc.

1337 WEST 37th PLACE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609
(312) 927-5510
TWX 910-221-4055

GIMIX INC.
The Company that delivers Quality electronic products since 1975.
© 1982 GIMIX Inc.
Your Lady Bug hussles thru an intricate maze of barriers & tumstiles, avoiding enemy bugs & skulls. Cass $24.95  Disk $29.95

Turn your keyboard into a musical instrument with a digital synthesizer. Cass $21.95  Disk $26.95

Centipedes & caterpillars are tame compared to the challenge & aggression in this great game! Cass $21.95  Disk $26.95

You must dive thru shark infested waters to get the treasure. Timing & strategy are crucial . . . Cass $21.95  Disk $26.95

New & improved! The most realistic graphics arcade game ever! Cass $24.95  Disk $29.95

Your Rail Runner must scurry over busy tracks dodging trains & handcars to rescue the hoboes! Cass $21.95  Disk $26.95

Full feature modem software. Load & save from RAM buffer, Macros, any duplex or parity, much more . . . Cass $29.95  Disk $39.95

Complete editor & word processor with 51 x 24 upper & lower case display. Disk $49.95

Modifies screen display to 51 x 24 for BASIC & your other software. Cass $24.95  Disk $29.95

Add shipping of $2 surface or $5 air/Canada. Visa & MasterCard accepted. Dealer inquiries invited. Computerware® is a trademark of Computerware®

P.O. Box 668, Encinitas, CA 92024  (619) 436-3512
Wake up your CoCo

Do you really care what this ad says, or are you just looking at the girl?

If you just bought your CoCo to play games, then read no further because I'm going to show you how to unleash the power that's in your CoCo. It's a little known fact that the CoCo is one of the fastest computers around. With the right software your CoCo can do anything that any other computer can do, and in most cases do it better and faster.

The key is of course, the software. Without powerful software all you can do with your CoCo is play games. FHL is the largest supplier of software for the CoCo in the world! That's right, even more than Tandy. We have over 100 applications for the CoCo, and none of them are games. They are all high level software packages that have been used for years on bigger computers running the FLEX operating system. FLEX is the most popular operating system for 8080 computers (that's what the CoCo is) in the world!

Because of the power in the CoCo, it was possible for us to bring the FLEX operating system over to the CoCo, which we did a year and a half ago! Since then thousands of CoCo owners have run FLEX, and all the compatible software that we have, on their Color Computers.

These users range anywhere from hobbists to businessmen, schools, universities, accountants, secretaries, and even NASA. The list of uses for FLEX is endless. FHL supports FLEX with more software than anyone else in the world and we have done so for almost THREE years!

Not only do we support our version of FLEX, but our version was the first one available for the CoCo. Our FLEX has more users than all the others combined, more capabilities, and last but not least, no one else supports FLEX like we do! We didn't get to be number one the easy way, it took hard work, quality products, and most of all, it took support.

Software is not the only way we enhance the CoCo. We have everything from complete systems to memory chips. We also have one of the best expansion systems for the CoCo available, it's called The SOLUTION, and can be seen in the center of the picture, between the CoCo and the disk drive.

If you can't wait to get FLEX, then call or send $90 plus $3.50 S&H. We will also accept VISA, M/C, Diners Club, or will ship COD. You will get FLEX, plus an Editor called TED, and an Interactive assembler we call I5M. FLEX comes with a complete manual and supports any type of 5 1/4 disk system you may have. It requires a 64K CoCo and disk drive. Complete instructions are included for upgrading your CoCo to 64K. In addition, you will receive our complete 32 page catalog absolutely free!

The best way to find out what we can do for your CoCo is to send $3 for our catalog, the cost of which may be applied toward your first order. Not only does it list the hundreds of support products that we have but it also has several pages of reprinted articles which deal with increasing the memory size in the CoCo to 64K for free, and other useful info. As an extra bonus, and because we printed the entire catalog in the April issue of Color Computer News, we will include the magazine with every catalog we ship.